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THE COLLEGE 
1. DEVELOPMENTS 1981 - 1986 
Establishment of the College 
1. 1 On 11 December 1981, the Western Australian College of Advanced 
Education was gazetted as a corporate body. The new College was 
formed by the amalgamation of Claremont Teachers' College, opened 
in 1902, Nedlands College of Advanced Education (1968), Mount 
Lawley College of Advanced Education (197 0) and Churchlands College 
of Advanced Education (1972). 
Programme Review 1982 
1.2 An initial task of the Council of the Western Australian College of 
Advanced Education was to establish a Programme Review Committee to 
recommend on the organisation, development and implementation of 
the future academic programme. The report of this committee was 
presented in September 1982 and its recommendations were accepted 
in principle by the College Council. Its recommendations 
constitute the basis for the award structure which has emerged. It 
is, therefore, important to note the following planning principles 
adopted by the Programme Review Committee. 
1. 3 Having regard ?or the demands ·f�r tertiary education in Western 
Australia, the Programme Review Committee proposed that the College 
should continue to be: 
(i) vocationally oriented, with provision for multi-level 
courses designed to meet specific community needs; 
(ii) tertiary in character but flexible in its approach to entry 
requirements, teaching methods, modes of study and design of 
courses; and 
(iii) applied in emphasis, with concentration on a teaching role 
and orientation towards community service. 
These principles were endorsed by the College Council and planning 
proceeded to: 
(i) diversify the academic programme; 
(ii) provide a better balance of award levels in the range of· 
associate diploma (UG3) level to master's (PG2) level to 
ensure a more diverse mix of studies; 
(iii) rationalise current programmes, particularly those in 
teacher education; 
(iv) build upon recognised strengths of the College; and 
(v) respond to local and regional needs for tertiary education. 
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1. 4 To facilitate the development of the academic programme, the 
· Programme Review Committee of 1982 proposed a new organisational 
structure comprising the following five academic schools each with 
responsibilities across all campuses: 
(i) School of the Arts and Applied Sciences 
(ii) School of Business 
(iii) School of Community and Language Studies 
(iv) School of Education 
(v) Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts 
The Western Australian College of Advanced Education Act, 1984 
1. 5 The Western Australian College of Advanced Education Act 1984 (1987 
Handbook, page 17), details the functions of the College and 
established it as a multi-campus institution incorporating the 
Western Australian Academy of the Performing Arts and the Bunbury 
Institute of Advanced Education. This Act brought three major 
changes to the College. It restructured the College Council, 
established the Bunbury Institute of Advanced Education and 
introduced the concept of Campus Committees. The functions of 
WACAE as detailed in this Act are to: 
(a) provide, on a full time or part time basis, post-secondary 
education to meet the needs of the community in this State; 
(b) encourage and provide facilities for the development and 
improvement of post-secondary education; 
(c) aid the advancement, development and practical applications 
to education, industry, commerce and the community, of 
knowledge or any techniques; 
(d) provide such courses of study as may be approved by the 
Council; 
(e) foster the general welfare and development of all enrolled 
students; 
(f) promote and encourage collaboration and consult�tion between 
the College and other institutions and authorities to ensure 
the greatest effectiveness and economy in expenditure and 
the most beneficial relationship between the College and 
other educational institutions throughout the State; and 
(g) provide such facilities relating to its functions as the 
Council thinks necessary or conducive to their attainment. 
Campus Locations of Major Programmes 
1. 6 By 1985, the College had achieved significant advances in pursuit 
of its goals and had developed a viable multi-campus organisation. 
This organisation is based upon Schools of Studies with programmes 
being progressively located in centres of specialisation and in 
associate campus extensions of the specialisations. The continued 
development of WACAE requires updating and adjustment to changing 
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circumstances and it became necessary to review the location of 
prograrmnes because of the development of the Bunbury (1986) and 
Joondalup (1987) campuses, the establishment of the School of 
Nursing (1985), the implementation of the Bachelor of Arts and 
Bachelor of Applied Science prograrmnes and the continuing decline 
in enrolments in the undergraduate prograrmne in teacher education. 
1. 7 A discussion paper (Appendix 2, page 2 5 5) prepared by Academic 
Planning Service in July 1985 proposed options for the 
rationalisation of resources and course locations across campuses. 
Debate on the proposals was conducted throughout the College from 
departmental level to College Council. The paper addressed 
planning principles and the role of the College as a major tertiary 
institution in Western Australia over the remainder of this 
century. In addition, demographic trends and campus capacities 
were identified together with prograrmne development, proposed 
enrolment levels and major issues regarding the location of 
prograrmnes. In March 1986 College Council adopted general planning 
guidelines as follows: 
(a) Bunbury Institute of Advanced Education: 
To develop as a regional branch with a general academic 
profile; ·� 
t 
(b) Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts: 
To continue its prograrmne at the Mount Lawley Campus; 
(c) School of the Arts and Applied Sciences: 
Major prograrmnes to be developed at the Joondalup Campus 
with some students at Mount Lawley and elsewhere according 
to demand; 
(d) School of Business: 
The major Business Studies prograrmne to develop on the 
Churchlands Campus with a minor prograrmne developed at 
Joondalup; 
(e) School of Community and Language Studies: 
Major programmes to be developed at the Joondalup Campus 
with some students at Claremont, Mount Lawley and elsewhere 
according to demand; 
(f) School of Education: 
Early Childhood Education programme to be located at the 
Churchlands Campus; Primary programmes to be located at the 
Claremont, Churchlands and Mount Lawley Campuses; 
The major Secondary programme to continue on the Nedlands 
Campus for the present with the aim of locating the whole 
Secondary programme on one campus in the future, with 
options including Nedlands, Graylands and Mount Lawley; 
(g) School of Nursing: 
The main Nursing prograrmne to be developed on the 
Churchlands Campus with some students on other campuses 
according to demand. 
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Diversification 
1.8 The process of developing a diversified academic profile has 
continued into 1987. Significant recent developments have included 
the conversion of the Associate Diploma in Arts and Applied 
Sciences into two separate awards - the Associate Diploma in Arts 
and the Associate Diploma in Applied Science. This has facilitated 
the provision of a range of vocational courses such as Home 
Economics and Media and Behavioural Studies, to serve as the first 
tier of a two-tier programme with entry into the degree programme 
with advanced standing. Other major developments include the 
Bachelor of Music course; the Bachelor of Arts programme in 
Religious Studies, Language Studies, Youth Work, Social Science, 
English, Behavioural Studies, Media, Visual Arts and Crafts and 
Community Studies; and the Bachelor of Applied Science programme in 
· Mathematics, Computer Studies, Information Studies, Home Economics 
and Recreation. 
1. 9 Another important development has been the approval and 
accreditation of a Master of Education programme in the School of 
Education (1985). This programme was the first Masters programme 
to be offered by the College and rounds off the programme offered 
by the School of Education. A Master of Business has been approved 
for the School of Business (commencing 1988) and will complement 
the comprehensive programme already offered by that School. The 
Master of Arts (Religious Studies) and the Master of Applied 
Science (Computer Studies) have been approved and will commence in 
1988. The School of Nursing, which took its first entrants into 
the Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) in July 1985, is destined 
to become a major School within the College and will provide a 
range of undergraduate and graduate programmes. 
1. 10 Research and Development 
In April 1986 Academic Planning Service prepared a paper 
"College-Industry Interface" (Appendix 3, page 2 7 0) concerned with 
issues involved in further developing the College's role in 
collaborative research and development. It identified some 
directions and possibilities for the future together with proposed 
organisational structures to support developments. The paper was 
useful in initiating a process for establishing a College-Industry 
interface and built upon the work of tbe College Research 
Committee. Throughout the remainder of 1986 the College proceeded 
to implement a number of these initiatives, including the 
establishment of a number of research institutes, school based 
research and development companies, planning of a research park, 
establishment of a research and development foundation, appointment 
of an Industry Liaison Officer and increased efforts to attract 
additional funding by the provision of services and courses for 
full fee paying students and the establishment of an alumni 
association. 
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Review of the Organisational Structure of the College 
1.11 -An important factor relevant to the continued development of the 
College, and clearly an indicator of both the ability and maturity 
of the institution to attain self-accrediting status, is its 
capacity to review its own procedures rigorously and constantly. 
Only four years after the initial review was undertaken by the 
Programme Review Committee, College administrative procedures are 
again under review. 
1. 12 College Council is in the process of assessing a comprehensive 
review of the organisational structure of the College. A report of 
the investigation committee, chaired by Dr W Neal, was presented to 
both College staff and Council in September 1986. Staff were given 
the opportunity to react to the report in what has been a fruitful 
exchange of ideas tempered by the experience of the past four 
years. A progress report on implementation of recommendations made 
in the report appears in Section 5 page 42. The full report is 
provided as a separate document. 
Planning for the 1988-90 Triennium 
1. 13 The College will play an increa�ingly significant role in the 
provision of hlgher education opportunities throughout the State. 
This will be achieved by: 
(i) continued growth in enrolments and diversification of the 
academic programme both in scope and level of awards; 
(ii) establishment of additional campuses and study centres 
throughout the State; 
(iii) continuation of contracting arrangements and the provision 
of external studies and development of a telecommunications 
network; 
(iv) continued expansion in Nurse education; 
(v) establishment of a School of the Arts and Crafts; 
(vi) development of a comprehensive programme in applied science; 
and 
(vii) increasing involvement in collaborative research and 
development particularly in the human services field. 
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2. ACADEMIC PROFILE 
2. 1 Rationale 
In 1983 five schools were established, each with responsiblities 
across all campuses: 
(i) The School of the Arts and Applied Sciences 
(ii) The School of Business 
(iii) The School of Comm.unity and Language Studies 
(iv) The School of Education 
(v) The Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts. 
In 1985, the School of Nursing was established as the sixth school 
within the College and the Western Australian Conservatorium of 
Music was incorporated within the W A  Academy of Performing Arts. 
2. 2 General planning for the development of Schools within WACAE is 
based upon continued growth in enrolments and on a programme of 
diversification. The College proposes to stabilise enrolments in 
the School of Education at about its present level and to provide 
some limited growth in the School of Business. Major growth will 
occur in the Schools of the Arts and Applied Sciences, Comm.unity 
and Language Studies, and Nursing. 
Enrolments 
2. 3 The approved 1987 EFTS enrolment for WACAE is between 7, 400  and 
7, 7 00, to which must be added 35 0 EFTS for the development of the 
new programme in Nursing, giving a total enrolment of between 
approximately 7, 7 5 0  and 8, 0 5 0  EFTS. The College estimates that, by 
1990, EFTS enrolments will be approximately 9, 000 together with 7 0 0 
to 900 EFTS in Nursing, giving a total EFTS of approximately 9, 7 0 0. 
Tables l - 8 provide details of course developments and enrolment 
levels 1981 - 1990. 
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�Table 1: EFTS Enrolments 198 1 - 1990 (Actual and Proposed) 
Arts & Applied 
Sciences 
Business 
Community and 
Language Stud. 
Education 
Nurse Education 
(AEC Funding) 
Academy of 
Performing Arts 
--- - ---- -
TOTAL AEC Funded 
EFTS 
Includes 
(i) special 
funding for 
Aboriginal students 
& 
(ii) extra lOOEFTS 
1981 
12 4 
848 
278 
4 5 5 5  
580 5  
for establishment of 
School of Arts and 
Add 
. ·- ---- -
transfer of 
Home Economics EFTS 
Add State Funded 
Nurse Education 
·-·-- ---- --- ·---+-·--
TCJTAL, All EFTS 
Crafts 
580 5  
Approved EFTS ranges 
includes special 
Aboriginal Intake 
1982 1983 
186 2 4 5  
1203 1339 
35 4 320 
417 8  4216 
23 27 
594 4 6 14 7  
5 9 4 4  614 7 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
288 463 614  840 890 
1684 17 4 0  1833 17 5 0  1850  
420 7 5 1 106 1  130 0  137 5  
3995 3910 36 91 3425 3400  
5 0  95 
7 6  17 0 16 8 185 230 
. ·. 
6 4 63 7 034  736 7 7 5 5 0  7840  
90 llO 
40  
6 0  7 5  
143 35 5 6 00  
6 463 7 034  7 5 10 796 5 8515 
7 091 ) 7 400 ) 
to 7391 ) to 7 7 00 ) 
(71) ) (90) ) 
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1989 1990 
115 0 132 5 
1900 196 5 
14 5 0  16 00 
337 5  3350 
14 5  190 
2 70  2 70  
8290 870 0  
130 150  
7 5  100 
7 5  7 5  
80 0 900 
916 5 96 7 5  
Table 2: New Courses 1 988 - 1990 
UG3 
UGl/3 
PG2 
PG2 
UG3 
UGl 
PGl 
Applied Science (Media) 
Applied Science (New streams) 
Master of Applied Science 
Master of Arts 
Enrolment in 1990 
30 
55 
ll 
26  Arts (Drama) 
Arts (Dance) 2 0  
6 0  Nurse Education 
210 
Table 3 -School of the Arts & Applied Sciences - Enrolments (EFTS) 1 984-90 
UG3 Applied Arts/Sciences 
UG3 Library Media 
UG3 Arts (Media) 
UG3 Applied Science (Media)* 
UG3 Sports Science 
UG3 App Sci (Environmental M'ment) 
UGl/3 Information Science 
UGl/3 Visual Art and the Crafts 
UGl Arts/Science (Media) 
UGl/3 Applied Science (New streams)* 
PGl Recreation (Outdoor Pursuits) 
PGl Applied Science (Media) 
PGl Teacher Librarianship 
PGl Computing Studies 
PG2 Master of Applied Science* 
Totals 
____ _ UGl, HQ!llELEconomics (ex WAIT) 
* New Courses 
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1984 � � 1 987 1 988 1989 199( 
82 81 2 0  5 
56  6 4  5 0  4 5  5 0  
4 5  
55 
5 0  
5� 
2 4  40  5( 
2 0  3( 
36 55 55  55  5� 
2 5  32 4 5  5( 
19 1 5 6 203 290 2 7 5  335 37� 
9 22 
40  34 
82 106 
28 8 463 
86 15 0 190 2 7 5  34! 
15  2 5  4 0  4� 
30 5� 
ll 15 20  25 2� 
2 1  20  
37 4 5  
12 6 135 
614 840 
60 
2 0  2 0  2( 
4 5  4 5  4� 
130 15 0 17( 
3 5 i 
890 115 0  132! 
75 75 7! 
288 463 614 900 96 5 122 5 1401 
-------- -- - - -- - - - ----� 
Table 4 School of Business - Enrolments (EFTS) 1984-90� 
UGl Business 
PGl Secretarial Studies 
PGl Management Studies 
PGl Finance 
PGl Accounting 
PGl Marketing 
PGl Entrepreneurship 
PGl Computer Studies 
PGl Information Systems 
PGl Professional Accounting 
PG2 Master of Business 
- --·-�-- -
Totals 
-- . 
1984 
15 41  
34 
29 
15 
16 
8 
41 
. ·. 
16 84 
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1985 1986 1987 
15 45 16 18 1510 
36 23 25 
49 59 60  
17 20 20 
23 21 20 
16 17 20 
11 16 
5 4  42 4 4  
4 12 
18 25 
3 
17 40  1833 1750 
1988 1989 1990 
1525 15 40  1580 
28 28 28 
65 65 65 
25 25 25 
25 25 25 
25 25 25 
20 25 25 
65 75 80 
20 30 40 
45 55 65 
7 7 7 
1850 190 0 1965 
Table 5 School of Community and Language Studies - Enrolments (EFTS) 
1984-90 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
UG3 Tourism 10 30 35 40  45 
- -UGl/UG3 Applied Science (Rec.) 113 163 15 5 132 120 120 120 
PGl Recreation (incl. Tourism) 12 20 26 25  2 5  25 25 
UG3 Arts (Multidisciplinary) 50  44 55 5 0  5 0  5 0  
UG3 Arts (Abor. & Intercult. St.) 14 20 25 30 35 
UG3 Arts (Behav. Studies) 22 35 40  45 5 0  
UG3 Arts (Eng.Studies) 21 35 40  45 50 
UG3 Arts (Rel. Studies) 5 0  7 0  80 85 90 
UG3 Arts (Aust. Studies) 14 20 23 25 
UG3 Arts (Language Studies) 10 17 19 25 
UG3 Arts (Aged) 28 35 35 40  4 7  
UG3 Arts (Children) 36 45 45 5 0  55 
UG3 Arts (Language Studies) 36 76  62 80 80 80 85 
UG3 Health 50 83 79 95 90 85 100 
UG3 Arts (Habilitation Studies) 33 32 36 43 4 5  45 45 
UG3 Arts (Youth Work) 43 71 24 35 37 4 0  45 
UG3 Arts (Human Serv. Admin. ) 37 62 7 0  75 75 75 
UG3 Arts (New streams) 10 15 20 30 
UGl Arts (Youth Work) 64 55 45 40  45 
UGl Health Studies 7 10 20 30 41  
UGl Interp. & Translating 34 33 62 7 0  73 73 73 
UGl Language Studies 31 45 45 45 45 
UGl Community Studies(Soc.Science) 30 4 5  55 75 
I 
UGl Religious Studies 7 10 15 20 22 
PGl Intercult. Studies 15- 14 26 2 7  30 30 30 
PGl Language Studies 41 5 7  82 75 75 75 75 
PGl Translating/Interpreting 3 11 24 27  30 33 
PGl Translating/Interp. (Chinese) 5 8 7 8 10 
PGl Religious Ed. Studies 14 63 64 6 0  6 0  6 0  60  
PGl Arts (Religious Studies)(l9.l) 2 5 6 7 8 
PGl Reading Studies (19. 2) 21 25 15 10 5 
PGl Career Studies (19. 2) 8 24 16 17 20 20 20 
PGl Arts 15 25  35  55 
PG2 Master of Arts * 3 5 11 
-- -- --- ---- ---·· ------ ·--- -
Totals 420 7 5 1  106 1  1300  137 5  145 0  16 00  
* New course 
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Table 6 School of Education - Enrolments (EFTS) 1984-90 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
UG2 Dip Teach (ECE) 146  160 159 15 5 160 160 160  
UGl B Ed (ECE) 20 17 6 5 3 3 3 
UG2 Dip Teach (Primary) 160 5  1510 1361 1215 1210 1210 1210 
UG2 Dip Teach (Primary)(Conv) 109 119 7 0  4 5  30 20 15 
UGl B Ed (Primary) 7 62 7 4 5 7 6 4  7 02 690 6 7 0  6 50 
UGl B Ed (Primary)(Conv. ) 5 7  6 0  6 0  6 0  6 0  
PGl Dip Ed (Primary) 35 26 20 30 30 30 30 
UG2 Dip Teach (Secondary) 920 910 84 5 800 800 80 0 80 0 
UGl B Ed (Secondary) (Pre) 79  93 119 95 95 95 95 
UGl B Ed (Secondary) (Post) 94 135 15 6 140 130 125 130 
Dip Ed (Secdndary) 
. .. 
PGl 102 114 90 90 90 90 90 
PGl Dip Ed Studies (19. 1) 23 38 39 83 95 125 15 5 
PG2 Master of Education 5 7 12 12 
PGl (Various) 100 43 5 
Totals 3995 3910 3691 3425  3400 3375 3350 
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Table 7 W A Academy of Performing Arts - Enrolments (EFTS) 1984-90 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
UG3 Performing Arts (Music) 17 22 19 17 20 25 
UG3 Performing Arts (Dance) 22 42 42 35 35 35 
UG3 Performing Arts (Jazz) 24 48 30 35 35 35 
UG3 Performing Arts (Media) 13 26 29 28 30 35 
UG3 P.Arts (Musical Theatre) 21 12 12 20 27 
UG3 Performing Arts (Drama)* 15 26 
UG3 P.Arts (Arts Management) 11 18  18  20 20 
UGl Music 18  40 45 50 
UGl Performing Arts (Dance)* 10 17 ----
Total 76 170 168 185 230 270 
* New courses 
Table 8 School of Nurse Education - Enrolments (EFTS) 1984-90 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
UG2 Nursing 143 355 600 800 
UGl Nursing 50 70 100 
_ PGl Nursing* 25 45 
Totals 143 405 695 945 
* New course 
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1990 
25 
35 
35 
32 
27 
26 
20 
50 
20 
270 
1990 
900 
130 
60 
1090 
Joondalup Campus 
2.4 The broad context of the short term and longer term development of 
WACAE includes the development of Joondalup Campus in accordance 
with the policy of the Federal Government which has placed emphasis 
on the development of new campuses and/or new institutions in outer 
metropolitan regions. Stage 1 development for Joondalup Campus is 
planned for an initial enrolment in 1987 and will have a capacity 
of 7 00 EFTS. 
During the 1990s it is anticipated that almost all additional 
growth will continue to be on the Joondalup Campus so that by the 
year 2000, enrolments are estimated at approximately 11 000  EFTS. 
Estimated enrolment levels to the year 200 0 by Schools, including 
external enrolments, are displayed in Appendix 2, page 2 5 5. 
2. 5 Data on estimated enrolment levels, campus capacities, and campus 
and academic developments clearly indicate that the development of 
an academic profile for WACAE to the year 2000 is planned to 
complement expected growth in the State and in the regions 
adjacent to it.s campuses. This growth will occur principally at 
Joondalup Camptls and, to a lesser extent, at Bunbury. Enrolment 
levels at other metropolitan campuses will be held to approximately 
their current sizes. Academic developments will occur principally 
in the emerging Schools of Performing Arts, Nursing, Community and 
Language Studies and Arts and Applied Sciences. In regard to the 
last two Schools named, these developments will be focused on the 
Joondalup campus. 
2. 6 In considering courses for Joondalup campus the College has given 
detailed attention to the capacities of other campuses including 
such factors as sites, present buildings, proposed buildings and 
feasible additional buildings. Based upon current experience it is 
considered that the following maximum EFTS enrolments are realistic 
for other existing metropolitan campuses. 
Campus 
Churchlands 
Claremont 
Mt Lawley 
Ned lands 
Total: 
-13-
EFTS 
2 985 
800 
1 800 
1 100 
6 685  
Bunbury Institute of Advanced Education 
2.7 In addition to developing Joondalup Campus, the College is also 
responsible for the continued development of the Bunbury 
Intstitute. It is planned to provide at Bunbury a range of courses 
based on local demand with an estimated EFTS enrolment 
approximating 260 in 1986, 500 in 1990 and 700 in 2000. Stage lA 
of the building programme for the Bunbury Institute was completed 
in time to enable an initial intake in February 1986. This initial 
development will have a capacity of 500 EFTS. 
Because of the physical proximity of the South West Regional 
College of TAFE to the site of the Bunbury Institute, an attempt is 
being made to develop a close working relationship with that 
institution. To facilitate this relationship, an Inter-institution 
Liaison Connnittee has been formed comprising representatives of the 
Council of the South West College and the Board of the Bunbury 
Institute. This Connnittee has as its brief the monitoring of 
matters of mutual interest affecting both post-secondary 
institutions. 
The working relationship between the Board of the Bunbury Institute 
and the Council of WACAE is facilitated by the participation in 
Council activities of the Chairman of the Board of the Bunbury 
Institute and by the inclusion of the Director of the College as a 
member of the Bunbury Institute Board. 
2.8 Policies on Course Development 
The College has developed policies in a number of aspects of course 
planning which have been endorsed in principle by College Council 
to apply to all Schools of the College. These policies refer to: 
(i) professional practice; 
(ii) College-wide courses; 
(iii) provision of a set of related courses within the one 
field; 
(iv) provision of streams or major studies within the one 
award; 
(v) rationalisation of units; 
(vi) advisory committees; 
(vii) course review and evaluation; and 
(viii) external studies. 
2.9 Professional Practice: The applied nature of courses of advanced 
education, as noted previously, is considered to be particularly 
important. In order to incorporate this emphasis on applied, 
vocational education, the College requires that each course contain 
professional practice segments in its presentation and assessment. 
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These may include intensive professional practice, particularly at 
undergraduate level, or individual projects of an applied nature at 
graduate level. Professional practice is a significant feature of 
the overall College programme and applies particularly in the 
School of Education. An innovation in the School of Business 
Studies is the professional practice placement that students may 
undertake during their course. 
2. 10 College-wide Courses: The new academic organisation of the College 
based on schools and departments rather than campuses has 
implications for course structures and requirements. Because each 
course will lead to an award of WACAE, and because staff will be 
used across campuses when required, courses and individual units 
are designed for teaching across campuses. Logistical 
considerations, including the external delivery of units, prevent 
the possibility of alternative versions of the one unit, and 
accordingly, units are designed in terms of objectives, content and 
assessment which are common to all campuses. 
2. 11 Related Courses Within the One Field: It is College policy to 
provide a set of related courses in the one field in order to 
permit students to progress to higher level awards with advanced 
standing. Sucp an approach aleo facilitates the sharing of common 
resources andi:he meeting of specific needs or occupational groups. 
2. 12 Streams or Major Studies within the One Award: The concern of the 
Advanced Education Council has been noted by course planners within 
the College regarding the proliferation of separate awards within 
the advanced education sector. The development of major strands 
under the one umbrella course title is seen to be efficient in 
terms of course design, course approval and the accreditation 
process that follows. Plans have therefore been implemented 
throughout the College for ,the development of a relatively smaller 
number of awards, each containing several strands of studies 
appropriate for different groups. Examples of courses of this type 
are common in other institutions, but had not been characteristic 
of course development in the previously independent small colleges 
in Western Australia prior to amalgamation. In future, course 
proposals in general fields will be prepared with projections of 
associated streams of studies to be implemented as required. 
2. 13 Rationalisation of Units: As a matter of general policy, each 
academic year of a College course comprises eight units, 
irrespective of level of award or academic year within an award. 
It is realised that this policy can only be applied generally where 
the nature and objectives of courses are not impaired by a rigorous 
adherence to policy. The eight-unit pattern appears to be 
reasonable and compatible with trends in course development across 
Australia. In addition, all units in a course are considered equal 
in terms of credit. 
2. 14 The College endorses the principle of concentrated and in-depth 
study and the policy that the number of units required to be 
studied concurrently should be limited. The number of units 
available in a course, or the number of units required in a course, 
should not be proliferated. Focus should be on quality, rigour and 
relevance and students should be given opportunity to develop 
responsibility and independence in their studies. 
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2. 15 Advisory Committees: Advisory Committees have been established to 
provide advice on matters relating to courses offered by the 
College and as such are an integral part of the accreditation 
process. The College's advisory system is described in Section 6 
(page 4 7) .  
2. 16 Course Review and Evaluation: The College Council has authorised 
an on-going systematic evaluation of the programmes offered by the 
College which is coordinated by the Senior Planning Officer, 
Research, in Academic Planning Service. This matter is discussed 
in more detail in Section 6 (page 54). 
2. 17 External Studies: The College's Extension Service offers a wide 
range of courses in the external mode with students enrolled mainly 
in teacher education courses. However, this emphasis is gradually 
changing as a result of a greater number of non-teacher education 
courses being offered. 
Courses available externally include: 
Associate Diploma of Arts 
Majors in: 
Aboriginal Studies 
Health Studies 
Portuguese 
Vietnamese 
Bachelor of Education - Third Year 
Bachelor of Education - Fourth Year 
Graduate Diploma of Arts 
Majors in: 
Intercultural Studies 
Language Studies 
Religious Education Studies 
Translating/Interpreting 
Graduate Diploma of Teacher Librarianship 
Post Graduate Diploma of Educational Studies * General Education Certificate 
* Advanced Education Entry Certificate 
NOTE: * These courses are available to people of 
Aboriginal descent who wish to avail 
themselves of the opportunity to upgrade their 
level of general education. 
In 1987, two fifth year level Post-Graduate Diplomas in Educational 
Administration and Reading Education will commence in the external 
mode and the Graduate Diploma in Teacher Librarianship. 
Aboriginal Education Centres 
2. 18 As a special initiative and with assistance from the Commonwealth 
Department of Education, an enclave of some 20 students located in 
the north of the state and based in Carnarvon are offered 
instruction in the external mode, with the aid of a resident tutor, 
towards the award of Diploma of Teaching. The majority of students 
being so assisted are of Aboriginal descent. A similar but 
expanded programme commenced in Kununurra in the second half of 
1986. 
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Community Programmes 
2. 19 Each year through its Community Programmes, the Extension Service 
offers in excess of 15 0 short courses oriented to the demands and 
interests of the community at large. These courses are 
self-supporting to a large degree and in any one year up to 300 0  
students take advantage of courses offered. The range of courses 
covers a broad spectrum of interest from ceramics to computing and 
includes, for example, general courses in small business, languages 
and travel. 
Summary of Courses and Enrolments 
2. 20 A detailed analysis of the courses and enrolments is contained in 
the separate document Stats, 1986 which reports enrolments by level 
of course, campus and field of study. 
The Academic Year 
2. 21 An academic year which is common to all campuses is essential for 
programming in .the College. In�er-campus, inter-school, 
inter-programmet and inter-subject coordination has become a feature 
of the academic organisation of the College and requires a common 
academic year. 
The structure of the academic year reflects the College's 
orientation towards courses which are vocationally directed and 
applied in nature and provides a framework which is compatible with 
the College's educational philosophy, as well as new course 
structures. 
2. 22 Semesters: A semesterised system has been selected because of its 
organisational flexibility. The academic year comprises two 
semesters and one short summer session arranged as below. The 
normal duration of each of the six periods is indicated in weeks. 
-" -" - -
Summer 
Session 
4 
Inter-
session 
(February) 
2 
Semester 
1 
19 
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Inter- Semester Inter-
semester 2 session 
(July) (December) 
4 19 4 
2. 23 Each of the three teaching periods is separated by an interval in 
which associated administrative matters are processed. Within each 
semester, each School has planned a distribution of activities and 
times. In the sample below, the duration of each segment is 
indicated in weeks. A more detailed description of the 
organization within each School is contained in the College 
Handbook 1987. 
·-- ·- -·------------------------------�:::::'.'.�� 
Teaching 
13 
Professional 
Practice 
2 
Mid-semester 
Week 
1 
Vacation Review and 
Examinations 
1 2 
. -·---·- -- ------------------------------,,,.,............,,--....,, 
2. 2 4  
2.25 
Special Purpose Intervals: A mid-semester recess of one week is 
provided to allow students to review their studies. This 
lecture free period may enable students to undertake short 
tests, field experience progrannnes or independent study. The 
short recess is particularly useful in courses where in-depth 
study is required. 
A two-week revision and examination period is provided at the 
end of each semester. In courses comprising a small number of 
units it is expected that approproximately one week will be 
required for examinations leaving the prior week for independent 
study and review. In courses where a protracted examination 
session is unavoidable a corresponding reduction in student 
revision time will be necessary. A one-week vacation, which 
coincides with the first week of the Easter and September 
government-school holidays, is provided in each semester for 
recreational purposes. 
2. 26 Sunnner Session: A limited summer session of four weeks is 
provided to increase study opportunities for students, 
particularly those working in ;he external mode. 'l;he mixed mode 
of study, in which a student may s�udy on campus, by 
correspondence or in a regional centre is likely to become more 
popular. In this regard the sunnner session is a useful 
provision. 
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3. THE COLLEGE AND ITS CAMPUSES 
3. 1 The Western Ausgralian College of Advanced Education operates on 
four inner metropolitan campuses (at Churchlands, Claremont, 
Mount Lawley and Nedlands) all within a nine kilometre radius of 
the centre of Perth. A fifth metropolitan campus, at Joondalup, is 
26 kilometres north of the centre of Perth while the Bunbury 
Institute of Advanced Education is located 15 0 kilometres south of 
Perth. 
3. 2 Since amalgamation, each inrier metropolitan campus has retained an 
identity that reflects its individual development over a period of 
years. All have good library and study facilities, full media 
services and a wide range of specialist facilities to support 
tertiary education programmes and teaching. Stage 1 of the 
building programme for the Joondalup Campus will be finished in 
time for the commencement of Semester 1, 1987. The Bunbury 
Institute of Advanced Education was completed in time for the 
enrolment of students in February 1986. 
3. 3 Bunbury Campus was occupied in 1986 with the opening of the Bunbury 
Institute of Advanced Education as a branch of the College. The 
Capital Works P;ogramme for the_ .. ,establishment of the Institute was 
funded from·Sta\:e Government resources. An outlay of $7. 7 5 1  
million was expended on Stage 1 of the building programme which 
involved the erection of a General Teaching Building, together with 
a Specialist Teaching Building, a Library and a Student 
Services/Administration Building. 
3. 4 Churchlands Campus was established in 1972 with buildings designed 
to facilitate 'open-plan' learning and flexible usage reflecting 
developments in school design during the seventies. A feature of 
the Campus is its landscaped bushland-setting with numerous 
courtyards planted with native trees and shrubs. This campus has 
ample and attractive facilities and it houses the administrative 
headquarters of the College. Features of this campus include a 
physical education complex, a major music and drama centre, a 
library and materials resource centre, a business studies building 
which includes a large lecture theatre and computing centre, and an 
excellent cafeteria and student guild building. An extended 
library centre and a new complex to accommodate the School of 
Nursing, will be available for occupancy later in 1987. 
3. 5 Claremont Campus is the smallest and oldest of the campuses. Its 
main building, constructed in 1902, was the first tertiary 
institution in Western Australia. The site is relatively limited 
but its central bui�iing is a structure of some historical 
distinction. The building houses the campus administration and 
staff studies together with a student facility and some teaching 
areas. The overall capacity of the campus was increased in 197 5 
with the construction of a new library and resources centre, and a 
new classroom block, while a recent major building programme has 
dramatically improved the quality of accommodation on the campus so 
that this 'old college' now has facilities equivalent to any 
tertiary institution in Western Australia. The campus also has a 
multi-purpose hall/gymnasium which is fully utilised together with 
other ancillary buildings of various ages which have been converted 
to teaching areas. 
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3.6 Joondalup Campus is being established on a 45.5 hectare site at 
Joondalup, in the City of Wanneroo, to service the northern suburbs 
of Perth. Construction commenced on stage l of the new campus in 
1986, following the allocation of Federal funds, with the Building 
Management Authority acting as architect and project manager. In 
anticipation of the opening of the Joondalup Campus in 1987, 
courses have been offered in computer studies, business studies, 
teacher education and community studies during 1985 in the City of 
Wanneroo Building, located one kilometre north of the proposed 
campus. Comm.unity response has been encouraging. 
3.7 Mount Lawley Campus was established in 1970, and has the second 
lariest physical plant of the four campuses. A major campus 
administration and teaching building of approximately 5000 square 
metres houses the majority of the staff studies and the general 
teaching spaces. A learning resources centre was erected in 1972 
and comprises a library and resources centre, an audio-visual 
centre, two large lecture theatres and a coffee shop. Additional 
buildings have been added, including a student refectory with a 
very well-appointed kitchen area, a gymnasium/physical education 
complex, a student association centre, an art/craft complex, and a 
mathematics and science complex containing six laboratory/teaching 
areas, and a computer centre together with associated preparation 
spaces and staff studies. The most recent addition has been the 
music/drama complex which now accommodates the Western Australian 
Academy of Performing Arts incorporating the Conservatorium of 
Music. New Music Education and Computer Studies buildings have 
recently been completed on this campus. 
3.8 Nedlands Campus was established in 1967 as the Western Australian 
Secondary Teachers College and is located 5 km from central Perth 
adjacent to the University of Western Australia and its residential 
Colleges. The original building comprised a four-storey single 
structure which now accommodates the campus administration, 
library, staff studies and most of the general teaching spaces. In 
October 1968, student association offices and cafeteria, together 
with a music/drama centre, were completed. By May 1969, further 
additions were completed for an industrial arts centre, home 
economics centre, teaching resources and a gymnasium. The great 
restriction placed on building expansion by the very confined site 
has been a constant problem, and the ,c-ampus has had to resort to 
ad hoc modifications in order to accommodate staff and students. 
3.9 Present Triennium: During the 1985-1987 Triennium significant new 
accommodation projects were funded as follows: 
(i) The Western Australian Government provided $7.5m for the 
construction of the Bunbury Institute of Advanced Education. 
(ii) A similar amount of funding was provided by the Western 
Australian Government to erect a new building for the 
Nursing Education course on the Churchlands Campus. 
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(iii) The Commonwealth Government has provided $6. 0m to build 
Stage 1 of the new Joondalup Campus, scheduled for 
completion mid-1987. 
(iv) The Commonwealth Government has provided $3. 0m  to construct 
a new Central Library on the Churchlands Campus. 
(v) The College Council decided that as a matter of policy, it 
would continue to spend interest earnings to improve 
accommodation and as a result, $4. 5m has been made available 
to improve accommodation on the Mount Lawley Campus. 
These developments are especially encouraging when it is 
remembered that during the 1982-1984 Triennium, the 
Commonwealth Government provided no major capital funds for 
buildings, and improvements which did occur resulted from 
the fact that the College Council itself used $6. 0m of its 
income to make a start to overcome accommodation 
deficiencies which existed. 
3. 10 1988-1990 Triennium 
The Western,.Auftralian Post Se�onda,ry Education Commission has 
supported the College's request for funding of Stage 2 of the 
Joondalup Campus for the 1988-1990 Trienium as follows: 
Joondalup Stage 1 (in progress) 
Joondalup Stage 2: 
Computing 
Art 
Science 
Student Amenities 
Lecture Theatre 1 
Sports Science 
Student Residences 
Total 
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$0. 03m 
$1. 4 6m 
$1. 97m 
$3. 09m 
$2. 42m 
$1. 0lm 
$1.4lm 
$0. 84m 
$12. 23m 
4. ACADEMIC SERVICES 
Financial Policies 
4. 1 WACAE has managed its finances and other resources in a responsible 
manner to enable academic programmes to be developed and 
maintained. The College works to a balanced annual budget and 
insists, through sound management, that expenditure for each item 
is kept within budgeted allocations. Recognising that, unchecked, 
salaries can absorb too great a proportion of recurrent funds, the 
College has maintained a policy each year of ensuring that total 
salary expenditure is kept within certain limits so that a 
satisfactory balance can be maintained between expenditure on staff 
and non-staff resources. It also ensures that if the Government 
reduces funds to the Colleges, WACAE will be in a position to 
maintain a viable operation. 
4.2 WACAE is moving towards a more decentralized budget system whereby 
the Schools and support divisions will be responsible for the 
allocations of their funds, within set guidelines. In this way 
Schools will be responsible for ensuring that adequate resources 
are available for any new courses or developments proposed or for 
the expansion of existing courses. In any new course proposal or 
major course variation, the initiating School must state how it 
will fund the change proposed and indicate the agreement of other 
Schools or support services which may be involved in the proposal. 
New courses cannot be introduced on the basis that funds and other 
resources may become available from outside sources. 
4. 3 Equipment is an essential part of the teaching programme. The 
College has always put the view that equipment must play an 
important part in the teaching philosophy of an advanced education 
institution if its courses are to retain their vocational 
character. Currently, the College has an inventory valued at 
approximately $7m. Significant funds are used each year for the 
acquisition of what may be termed major items of equipment so that 
the College can keep abreast of the latest teachnological 
developments. 
Physical Resources 
4. 4 Policy on Resource Utilisation: In the connection with the 
utilisation of campuses, staff and physical resources, and the 
location on campuses of programmes, WACAE Council has adopted the 
following policies: 
(i) Pooling of staff into departments with across-campus 
responsibilities provides opportunities to develop 
concentrations of high-quality specialist staff. 
Utilisation of staff in their own areas of expertise, rather 
than diffusion of their abilities across disciplines, should 
improve the quality of the College's programmes. 
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(ii) The concentration, rather than duplication, of very 
expensive facilities is crucial in the delivery of 
high-quality programmes. Expensive equipment and facilities 
in low-enrolment courses will in time be concentrated on a 
single campus. Only equipment and facilities required to 
sustain core studies or supporting studies adequately in 
large-enrolment courses will be duplicated across campuses. 
(iii) Low-enrolment courses which require specialist staff and 
specialised equipment and facilities will be centralised on 
one campus. 
(iv) All high-demand streams in courses will be provided on a 
multi-campus basis. 
(v) The locations of clusters of related courses will result in 
establishment of new campus academic profiles which in turn 
will become an integral part of the College academic profile. 
(vi) Locations of streams and specialised studies within streams 
in both undergraduate and graduate courses are planned to be 
compatiQle with locatio� of related specialisations in 
othe� sJliools. While recognising this principle, the 
College nevertheless considers that high enrolment 
programmes warrant duplication of some course components 
across campuses. 
4. 5 Accommodation and Facilities: Accommodation, which varied from 
campus to campus at the time of amalgamation, has been updated 
through a variety of works projects that have been actively pursued 
since 1983 on the Mount Lawley, Churchlands and Claremont 
campuses. These projects have lifted the quality of accommodation 
significantly. 
4. 6 Word Processing Facilities: The College has a comprehensive Wang 
word processing facility integrated across the four campuses for 
administrative purposes, with some access for teaching staff, and 
DEC Word 11 and IBM display writer facilities for use by teaching 
staff. 
4. 7 Publications: The Quality and Volume Printing Branches are located 
on the Churchlands Campus and serve the printing needs of all 
campuses. They cater for requests from departments involving, on 
the one hand, large quantities (exceeding 1000 impressions) which 
could not be managed efficiently by the campus-based Instant Print 
units. The latter are well equipped for rapid photocopying of 
lecture materials and administrative documents. A twice-daily 
courier service ensures rapid receipt and delivery of printing 
requests. Modern high-speed equipment and well-qualified printing 
staff ensure efficient production processes. 
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4. 8 Graphic Design and Typesetting Branches are also located on the 
Churchlands Campus. Typesetting is effected on a three-station 
MCS8400 digital Compugraphic machine with graphic display 
terminal. The Graphic Design Branch carries out conception and 
execution of all design tasks associated with WACAE publications. 
This involves preparing design roughs, arranging for photography 
and the paste-up of camera-ready artwork. 
4. 9 The Publications Department also works in conjunction with the 
Academic Planning Service and the Publicity Officer in the 
preparation and processing of course publicity materials, 
advertisements, media releases and other public relations materials. 
4. 10 Management Systems: The Information Systems and Management 
Services of the College provide services in data administration and 
administrative systems analysis design and specification. To 
provide these services extensive use is made of data processing, 
word processing and office automation techniques. 
4. 11 The College has a substantial investment in both computing services 
staff and in computing facilities. As the extent of involvement in 
administrative and teaching oriented computing has grown, so too 
has a separation of the two aspects of computing, although there 
continues to be facilities collectively identified for teaching 
which are more properly described as educational administration. 
Thus, staff and students would see "their" facilities as serving 
all their needs for teaching and much of their routine 
administration including assistance with marking and associated 
scaling, some word processing capability, research, and statistical 
packages. 
Administrative Services Division 
4. 12 The educational progranune of WACAE is supported by a number of 
services provided through the College's Administrative Services 
Division: the College Library, Media Services, Computing and 
Statistics, Research, Information Services, Word Processing 
Services and Reprographics and Printing. These services constitute 
16 per cent of the Annual Budget allocations. 
Library 
4. 13 The library facilities occupy approximately 8000 sq metres with an 
additional 2800 sq metres available when the new facilities are 
completed on the Churchlands Campus later in 1987. A library 
facility is provided on each of the five campuses and the Bunbury 
Institute. In addition, a Central Library section is located on 
the Claremont Campus and is responsible for general library 
administration. 
The WACAE Library system has a total collection of more than 
300,000 monograph volumes, 4, 800 serial titles and 82,000 
audio-visual items, located at the five campuses. Each of the 
campuses has an extensive collection of reference materials and 
periodicals relevant to courses presented on the campus. On-going 
College purchasing policies continually enrich and up-date the 
collection. Each campus also provides facilities for study and 
work in the library. 
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4.15  
4.16 
4.17 
4.18 
4.1 9  
The Library ' s  opening hours are specifical ly designed to meet the 
needs of part-time students and, therefore, vary slight ly from 
campus to campus. Library hours also vary during semester 
according to the times of those units actually  offered on this 
site. From Monday to Friday, however, library facilities are 
offered for seven and a half hours per day. 
A total of 80 staff, of whom 30 are professional librarians, 
provide a range of services to staff and students of the Col lege. 
User Education: Most students receive, in the initial year of 
enrolment, library workshop sessions aimed at equipping them with 
some basic study skills, and specific information on reference 
resources relating to their course of study. Students in library 
studies unit s receive additional support, by way of workshop 
sessions and practicum attachments, in gaining material-selection 
and library organisation skills. These programmes are supported 
throughout the total range of library opening hours, by trained 
reference librarians who provide individual assistance to student s. 
Reference Service: Professional staff provide personal assistance 
to students in, locating information, recommending materials for 
assignments, �e·aching study skil ls' and assisting with assignment 
presentation (e.g. bib liography and citation layout). 
Computer Information: The Library offers, free of charge, on-line 
information retrieval services to staff and students. Student 
searches are undertaken with academic supervision. Systems 
accessed include DIALOG (Palo Alto, California) , ERIC (Exceptional 
Chil d  Education Resources) , and Language and Language Behaviour 
Abstracts. Students receive detailed bibliographies, usually 
including abstracts, and assistance in locating citations. 
Referral Services: In cases where desired information is not held  
in the Library, reference staff locate alternative sources which 
may include other libraries, government departments or indeed 
relevant experts. Introductions for students to use other sources 
are arranged where necessary. 
Reciprocal Borrowing: The Col lege Library has negotiated ful l  
borrowing rights for College students and staff with the libraries 
of the University of Western Australia, Murdoch University and the 
Western Australian Institute of Technology. This greatly expands 
the range of library resources which students can use and also, in 
some cases, provides alternative l ibrary facilities which are 
"closer to home". 
Media Equipment: The College Library, in conj unction with Media 
Services, lends students a variety of equipment, including portab le 
video equipment, which is used extensively in the preparation and 
presentation of sophisticated assignment material. 
Media Services 
4.20 College Media Services consists of these main branches: 
(i) a Campus Media Support Service based on each campus, 
providing direct support to staff and students in 
media-related activities; 
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(ii) a Media Maintenance and Development Service concerned mainly 
with the technical aspects of audio-visual programmes, and 
providing the major hardware and technical support; 
(iii) a Media Production Service responsible for the design, 
development and production throughout the College of media 
resource material to support the teaching and learning 
programme. Overall, the Media Services Department is 
responsible for ensuring that the day-to-day audio-visual 
programme of the College functions efficiently and 
effectively. 
4.2 1  All campuses are serviced by a campus store, fully equipped to 
cater for the media needs of staff and students. A variety of 
items ranging from the simple to the highly complex is available 
for loan. 
4.22 Closed-circuit television exists on three campuses, servicing every 
lecture theatre and teaching area. Where reticulation does not 
exist, video replay needs are catered for by mobile/replay units 
(MUVRS) . 
4.23 The College Media Production Service ranks amongst the best 
equipped units in Australia. It has, at its disposal, two 
television studios with full colour operation, and an outside 
broadcast caravan with a three or four camera capacity. The unit 
is staffed by fully experienced professional staff and an average 
of over one hundred and fifty television programmes are produced 
annually, together with other programmes demanding alternative 
media formats. 
Computing and Statistics 
4.2 4 Support staff in computing within the teaching areas are broadly 
divided between operations staff and an educational computing 
services section. Operations staff are responsible for ensuring 
the best possible continued service from the various computing 
facilities and are available, where possible, for 2 4  hours, seven 
days a week. 
4.25 The Educational Computing Services Branch provides th• facility for 
central acquisition, development and modification of software 
packages for use within the various teaching programmes. Staff 
and, in particular, students are thus able to make use of software 
tailored to their special needs. A substantial part of the thrust 
in computing is towards the incorporation of computing within 
general curricula as well as the teaching of computing as such. 
4.2 6  Computing Operations Branch manages the day to day operations tasks 
on the WACAE computers. Such tasks include file backup, account 
administration, maintenance scheduling, starting and stopping 
systems, acquisition and the supply of consumables such as computer 
paper, ribbons and magnetic media. The Branch provides a central 
reporting point for faults in terminal equipment, micro computers 
and mini computers and provides staff to repair the equipment. 
Terminal network design, reticulation, modification and repair are 
incorporated in the technical services available. 
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4. 27  Systems Programmers in the Computing Operations Branch deal with 
the development, installation and maintenance of the operating 
systems software and major software packages. Based on their 
detailed knowledge of this software they provide instruction in the 
use of the software to lecturing and progrannning staff. 
4. 28 Educational Computing in the College is based on two IBM systems, 
several Digital PDP 11 systems and a number of microcomputers. 
There is thus a wide range of operating system and utility software 
in use at the College. This includes the computer languages COBOL, 
PASCAL, BASIC, PLl, FORTRAN and LOGO, retrieval facilities such as 
DATATRIEVE, Data Base Management Software, Data Dictionary 
facilities, Fourth Generation Language options, CAI facilities such 
as DECAL, various editors and Word Processing software. In 
addition the College has assembled an impressive array of subject 
specific packages providing a span of diverse interest ranging from 
weaving loom simul.ation through dietary analysis, introduction to 
statistics, typing training, financial broadsheet analysis, and a 
substantial list of packages of a mathematical and scientific 
nature. The activity of the Educational Computing Services Branch 
and of various staff and students in computing leads to continued 
expansion of tl}ese facilities. , · ,  
t'. ' 
4. 29 Computing Equipment: The facilities for computing on each campus 
may be described as follows : 
( i) Churchlands has an IBM 4361 with four million characters of 
main memory, 370  million characters of disk storage, a 
magnetic tape drive and printer; a Digital PDP 11/8 4 with 
one million characters of main memory, 400  million 
characters of disk storage, a magnetic tape drive, and 
several printers. 
There are three student microcomputer laboratories: one 
containing 16 IBM Personal Computers in a network, a second 
containing 16 BBC Acorn microcomputers, and a third 
containing a variety of free standing word processors and 
micro computers including a Hartley Accounting System. In 
addition, there are two computer-terminals laboratories 
equipped with IBM terminals and three laboratories equipped 
with terminals connected to the PDP 11/ 84 computer system. 
( ii) Claremont has one micro-computer laboratory equipped with 16  
BBC Acorn microcomputers together with a laboratory 
containing 12 IBM Personal Computers and a PLATO terminal. 
( iii) Mount Lawley has a Digital PDP 11/ 70 with one million 
characters of main memory, 160  million characters of disk 
storage, magnetic tape drive, and a printer; an ICL CLAN 
with half a million characters of main memory, 8 0  million 
characters of disk storage and a printer; an IBM System/34 
with a quarter of a million characters of main memory and 
128 million characters of disk storage; plus a Digital PDP 
11/34 with quarter of million characters of main memory, 27  
million characters of disk storage, a printer and a magnetic 
tape drive. 
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/ 
There are three microcomputer laboratories : one containing 
15 IBM Personal Computers, a second containing 16 BBC Acorn 
microcomputers, and a third containing 16 Apple Ile 
microcomputers. 
In addition to this, there are six terminal laboratories: 
one containing 12 IBM terminals and a printer, three 
containing terminals connected to the PDP 11/ 70, one 
containing eight terminals connected to the ICL CLAN, a free 
use terminal area containing a PLATO terminal. 
(iv) Nedlands has available a Digital PDP 11/44 with 1 million 
characters of main memory, 200 million characters of disk 
storage, magnetic tape drive and a printer; two 
microcomputer laboratories, with one containing a 16 station 
Microbee network and one containing 12 President PC clones; 
two terminal laboratories, with one containing 20 terminals 
and a printer and the other containing eight terminals and a 
printer. 
(v) Joondalup at present has available a Digital PDP 11/ 44, with 
half a million characters of main memory, 40 million 
characters of disk storage and a printer ; a microcomputer 
laboratory containing 10 President PC clones; and a terminal 
laboratory, with eight terminals and a printer. 
(vi) Bunbury Institute has two microcomputer laboratories, with 
one containing 16 IBM PCs and the other containing 16 Apple 
IIe ' s. 
Academic Affairs Division 
4. 30 The academic administrative structure of the College comprises the 
six Schools of Studies, together with an Academic Affairs division 
responsible for the overall coordination of College programmes. 
Details regarding the academic structure of the Schools are 
contained in Part II of this submission. 
The Academic Affairs Division consists of four departments, each 
responsible to the Head of Divisi.9n: Academic Planning S.ervice, 
Student Services, Extension Service, 'and Student Welfare (including 
Health Services). 
4. 31 Academic Planning Service is responsible for : 
(i) undertaking medium and long-term planning of the academic 
profile and affairs of the College in consultation with 
Schools and departments; 
(ii) co-ordinating the preparation and submission of 
documentation for course proposals and course accreditations; 
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4. 32 
(iii) developing appropriate course evaluation procedures and, in 
liaison with research and computing services, the data base 
necessary for annual statistical returns, triennial planning 
documents and other reports; 
(iv) assisting with, and monitoring, the quality of public 
relations, publications and information issued by the 
College in consultation with Schools and appropriate service 
departments; 
(v) servicing Academic Council as a principal resource agency 
and maintaining a resource centre of information relevant to 
the Schools. 
The Senior Planning Officer, Research, is responsible for the 
coordination of the research activites of the College. Primarily, 
this involves the undertaking of studies and the provision of 
information, analyses and reports to the committees of the College 
charged with establishing or implementing policy. The development 
and implementation of the Programme Evaluation Model, to be 
discussed in Section 6 of this submission, is the responsibility of 
this office7 . i . ,-.. 
Assistance is also provided to other departments within the College 
for help in the development of survey and testing instruments and 
the preparation of norms. The College Research Committee, chaired 
by the Senior Planning Officer, Research, coordinates and 
recommends to Academic Council on the funding and use of College 
resources for research and development projects undertaken by staff. 
4 . 33 Student Services : This Department has responsibility to : 
(i) maintain a computerised student records system from which 
data are generated for annual statistical returns; 
(ii) co-ordinate and process the admission and enrolment of 
students and to implement the rules concerning academic 
progress - including withdrawals and appeals; 
(iii) liaise with the Tertiary Institutions Service Centre on all 
matters relating to the admission of applicants who qualify 
by means of the Tertiary Admissions Examination, or its 
equivalent, or by the Alternative Test for Adult Admission; 
(iv) liaise with State and independent high schools and colleges 
by means of regular visits to Year 10 and Year 12 students 
by the Schools Liaison Officer; 
(v) arrange semester timetables for the academic programme and 
for examinations; 
(vi) issue official statements of academic records to students, 
and, where authorised to do so, to service departments and 
agencies; 
(vii) distribute publications such as brochures and prospectuses 
to schools and appropriate service departments; 
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(viii) process enquiries concerned with such matters as the 
academic programme, admissions, enrolments, withdrawals and 
examination results. 
4. 3 4  Extension Service has responsibility for: 
(i) the preparation, organisation and delivery of instructional 
materials to meet the needs of students studying in the 
external mode; 
(ii) admission, enrolment , academic progress and course advice to 
all students studying externally; 
(iii) the development of community programmes. 
4. 3 5  The Extension Service produces study plans, guides and sets of 
readings to assist students and uses audio tapes, video cassettes, 
slides and kits to supplement the print materials available. With 
the establishment of more sophisticated forms of tele-communication 
it is planned to make use of AUSSAT, teleconferencing facilities 
and other interactive modes of communication to a greater degree. 
The availability of a reprographics cell discrete to the Extension 
Service ensures a full and efficient service for students. 
A substantial collection of reference material is also available to 
be lent to students through the External Library and a photocopying 
service is provided so that students have access to journal 
articles and monographs. In addition, word processing and computer 
facilities ensure the proper administration of student admission 
and enrolment and the recording of students' academic progress. 
4. 3 6  In the external or off-campus mode of instruction, the Extension 
Service caters for over 16 00  students at any one time from both 
metropolitan and country areas of the state, from other states of 
Australia and from a number of overseas countries especially in 
South-East Asia. Contracting of courses in computing, art and 
education with other institutions such as the Pilbara Colleges, 
Kalgoorlie College and the Great Southern College is also 
administered by the Extension Service. 
� -\ 
4. 3 7  During the summer a School for Teenagers aged 13 to 17 years is 
held with a view to extending young peoples ' knowledge and 
interests, while at the other end of the age range programmes are 
offered throughout the year for people over the age of 5 5  years. 
4. 3 8  Student Welfare Services 
A Student Welfare Counsellor is located on each campus with the 
Senior Student Welfare Counsellor on the Churchlands Campus 
assuming responsibility for over-all co-ordination of services. 
This Student Welfare Department has responsibility to : 
(i) assist students with problems which may be affecting their 
progress and study. These may range from difficulties 
related to everyday course work to general assistance and 
counselling. 
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(ii) maintain and foster contact with a wide variety of .community 
welfare clinics, agencies and advisory bodies, in order to 
facilitate contact between students and specific help where 
required. 
(iii) administer a system of student loans designed to assist 
students facing an emergency financial problem. Provide 
assistance and i nformation in connection with AUSTUDY. 
(iv) be available to provide students at either group or 
individual level with specific learning skills (assignment 
writing, study effectiveness, note taking, examination 
skills etc.) � 
(v) provide support for overseas students, including referral , 
if necessary, to a psychiatrist of South-East Asian 
background and experience. 
Health Services 
4.39 Churchlands: The Medical Services Section is located in  the 
Medical Suite in  the Administration Block. Trained sisters are in 
attendance iromt 8.30 am - 3.30 pm, and the College doctor holds a 
daily Surgery from 12 noon - 2.00 pm. The Medical Suite is set up 
to provide the whole range of general practitioner services and is 
operated for the convenience of students and staff on all 
campuses. In addition, First Aid facilities are located in each 
teaching block of the campus for on the spot treatment. 
Mount Lawley : A service similar to that provided on the 
Churchlands Campus also operates on the Mount Lawley Campus. 
Claremont and Nedlands : First Aid Stations are located at specific 
places on both campuses, and the proximity of the Emergency 
Department of the Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre means that 
emergency help is near at hand. In addition, the Student Medical 
Services of the University of Western Australia are available for 
student use. Some extension of the medical and nursing services 
similar to those available on the Churchlands and Mount Lawley 
campuses , but on a part-time basis ,  is under consideration. 
Joondalup and Bunbury : First Aid stations will be established on 
these new campuses as soon as practicable. 
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5 .  ORGANISATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
The Council 
5. 1 The governing authority of WACAE is the Council. Membership of the 
Council is drawn from a wide range of community interests  such as 
business, trade unions , the professions, trades and government 
agencies. The Council consists of 19 members , 13 draw.:1. from 
outside of the College. The six College representatives consist of 
senior management , academic staff , general staff and students. A 
list of Council members appears in Appendix 4, page 295. 
Legislated Governance Structure 
5. 2 The legislative governance structure of the College is prescribed 
in the Western Australian College of Advanced Education Act 1984. 
A chart displaying this structure appears in Figure 5. 1 
-- - -
. - · - ..• 
Board 
-- · - -
of 
Management 
WA Academy 
of 
Performing 
Art s  - -- --
Figure 5. 1 
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Comm� tee Institute 
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Advanced 
Educat ion 
5 . 3  Details of the constitution and functions of the College Council , 
the Board of the Bunbury Institute of Advanced Education , and the 
Campus Committees are contained in the Western Australian College 
of Advanced Education Act 1984 (College Handbook , 1987 , page 18 ) .  
!he constitution and functions of the Board of Management of the 
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts were revised towards 
the end of 1985 , full details of which appea r in the College 
Handbook 1987, pages 81-83. 
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5 .4  
5 . 5  
lhe Organisational Structure 
lhe organisational structure of WACA.E can be viewed from three 
perspectives : the overall organisational structure ; the academic 
organisational structure ; and the administrative organisational 
structure. 
A 
lhe overall structure consists of a number of Schools of Study 
supported by an Academic Affairs Division , au Administrative 
Services Division , together with a number of units .which report 
directly to the Director. lhe Director , as chief executive 
officer, is responsible for the daily operation of the College . 
chart displaying the organisational structure of the College 
appears in Figure 5 . 2  
,. 
Figure 5 . 2  
f .  OVERALL ORGAN!'6ATlONAL STRUCTURE 
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Hea l th & Med ica l Servic e s  
Lega l Mat ters  
Pub l ic Re l a t ions 
5.6 The academic organisational structure is based on the need for 
balance, flexibility and openness in organisational structure in 
tertiary institutions. As such, academic staff  are encouraged to 
provide input into policy determination, especially in areas of 
curricula, standards, and course requirements. The basis, then, 
for the academic organisation of the Col lege is its programmes, 
schools of study and departments, each with inter-campus 
responsibilities. Details of the academic line-staff structure 
appear in Figure 5.3 . 
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5.7 The administrative organisational structure of the College was 
developed on the basis of existing administrative units of the 
former autonomous colleges and provides a range of administrative 
and academic support services. Details of the administrative 
line-staff structure appear in Figure 5.4. 
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The Committee Structure 
5 . 8  The Col lege Council is serviced by two major committees, Academic 
Council and Finance and General Purposes Committee, in addition to 
the School-based Advisory Committees responsible for the review and 
accreditation of the academic programme. 
5 . 9  Academic Council has responsibility for academic affairs and is 
related to the Boards of Studies of the Schools, the Academic 
Planning Service, the Research Committee, the Higher-Degrees 
-Committee, Course Approval Committee, Inter-departmental committees 
and other standing sub-committees such as the Admissions 
Committee. Inter-departmental committees comprise representatives 
of departments involved with the same general body of knowledge or 
are associated with different applications of a discipline while 
the Higher-Degrees Committee coordinates and reviews the 
development of Masters programmes offered by Schools. One other 
academic committee, the Appeals Committee, reports directly to 
College Council and hears appeals by students against decisions of 
School Boards of Examiners.  
5 . 10 The committee structure of the Schools is controlled by a Board of 
Studies working in association with standing committees such as 
Board of Examiners, Departments as Committees, Committee on 
Continuing Education, Advisory Committees, and ad hoc working 
groups and committees of a temporary task-oriented nature. The 
Academic Committee Structure of the College appears in Figure 5 . 5, 
and a listing of the composition and terms of reference of each 
committee, appears as Appendix 5 (page 298) . 
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5.11 The Finance and General Purposes Commi ttee is concerned with 
financial and administrative mat ters and receives reports from the 
Administrative Services Division, t he Financial Systems Committ ee 
and the Publications and Copyright Committee . The Administrative 
Committee Structure of WACAE appears in Figure 5.6 while a list ing 
of the composition and terms of reference of each committee, 
appears as Appendix 6 (page 309) . 
·�-
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5.12 Advisory Committee System: The Advisory Committee system adopted by 
Col lege Council is a t wo-tier model designed to  service both the 
requirements of (a) p lanning and accreditation p rocesses at School 
level and (b) the more specific subject areas or fields of s tudy. 
5.13 The firs t tier of this model, School Advisory Committees are 
responsib le  for the provision of guidance in : 
(i) programme p lanning and development; 
(ii) ongoing review of the effectivenes s of the programme; and 
(iii) formal accreditation review of courses for which . the School 
is responsible. 
5.14 Field of Study Advisory Committees, which comprise the second t ier 
of the model, are similarly responsible for the provision of advice 
on academic p lanning and developments and the ongoing review of 
study areas. Field of Study Advisory Committees liaise with 
appropriate Departmental Committees and report to appropriate 
School Advisory Committees on relevant matters. 
5.15 A description of the functions of and relationships between the t wo 
types of Advisory Committ ees and the Academic School s  is provided 
in Section 6 (page 47) of this submis sion. 
Current Review of Organisational Structure of the Col lege 
5.16 As stated in Section 1, (page 5) Col lege Council is reviewing the 
Organisational Structure of the College. The decision to conduct 
this review, initiated during 1985, res ulted from a belief on the 
part of the Council ' that it was timely t o  begin to reflect upon 
the academic and administ rative s tructures and proces ses 
est ab lished since amalgamation of the four smaller colleges in 
order to asses s  their utility, their efficiency and their effect. '  
5.17 The Review Committee set up to  perform this task, was informed that 
Council anticipated that the review would concent rate on major 
principles, and would involve an examination of: 
(i) 
.,, 
the objectives the College ha'd' set itself, 
(ii) its organisational structures and 
(iii) channels  of communication 
wit h  particular attention being given to  the relationship between 
Col lege objectives and the organisational s tructure and 
communication channels . 
The focus of the review was not to  be on the educat ional p rogramme, 
but on the academic and administrative s tructures required to  
facilitate the delivery of  that programme. 
5 . 18 The Committee was presented with a comprehensive Project Brief by 
Council. This Brief, which was also circulated widely within the 
College, out lined the Committee ' s t ask  and contained background 
information about the Col lege and its adminis trative s tructures and 
proces ses. 
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More specifical ly, the Project Brief stipulated that the Review 
Committee should: -
(i) consider the functional and management objectives the 
Col lege had set itsel f  and suggest any amendments it 
considered appropriate and 
(ii) examine the College ' s existing governance and organisational 
arrangements in tenns of both structure and perfonnance, and 
address the following questions. 
(iii) Is the College ' s  present array and structure of committees, 
organisational units and staff positions adequate to 
facilitate the achievement of College objectives? 
(iv) Are the Col lege ' s existing activities grouped appropriately? 
(v) Are there areas where new committees, organisational units 
or staff positions are needed or where the present ones 
should be subsumed or discontinued? 
(vi) Is t9er� pptimal integrabion� between the College ' s  
governance, academic and administrative structures? 
(vii) What are the implications of the multi-campus situation and 
the special status of the Bunbury Institute and the Academy 
of Perfonning Arts for structural differentiation? 
(viii) Are the constitutions, tenns of reference, roles and 
responsibilities of the Col lege ' s committees appropriate, 
given the objectives the Col lege has set itself ?  
(ix) Are the responsibilities and roles of the College ' s 
organisational units and staff appropriate, given the 
objectives the Col lege has set itself ?  
(x) Are there areas where changes are needed because of gaps in 
responsibilities, overlapping responsibilities , or other 
reasons? 
(xi) What are the implications of the multi-campus situation and 
the special status of the Bunbury Institute and the Academy 
of Perfonning Arts for the concentration of authority? 
(xii) Consider how existing channel s  of communication relate to 
the College ' s objective� and its organisational structures 
and processes in tenns of their efficiency and 
effectiveness, and suggest any changes which may be 
necessary or desirable. 
5.19  College Council established a Liaison Committee, consisting of 
representatives of the various interest groups within the College, 
to provide the Review Committee with a point of contact for 
discussion of both procedures and outcomes. 
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5. 20 The Council indicated to the Committee that its task was a first 
step towards a Col lege-wide review of organisational structures and 
processes and that, fol lowing its presentation to Council ,  the 
Committee's report wou ld be disseminated to the Col lege community 
for comment prior to final decisions being made. 
5. 21  The Committee began its work at the beginning of April  1986 and 
presented its report to Col lege Council in September 1986 (see 
"Review of the Organisationa l Structure of the Col lege, Report of 
the Review Committee", August ,  1986. ). 
At that time Council decided that : 
(i) the report be distributed to members of the College 
community for comment ; 
(ii) a Steering Committee of five members of Council be 
established to promote cons ideration of the Report within 
the Col lege ; and 
(iii) comments on the Report from members of the Col lege community 
be referred to the College Structure Review Committee for 
consideration . 
5. 22 In November 1986, a Steering Committee of Council  presented to 
Col lege Council a number of recommendations on imp lementation of 
the Review Committee's proposal s. As a consequence , Counci l 
resolved as fol lows : 
(i) Council supports the fol lowing general princip les of 
organisation des ign in the Report of the Review Committee on 
the Organisat ional St ructure of the Col lege presented in the 
Report. 
Principle 1 
In order that the interests and activities of all  members of 
the Col lege community may be taken into account ,  the 
mechanisms for the determination of policy and priorities 
should be open , participatory ,!nd inclusive. - � 
Principle 2 
In order that the use of limited resources be as effective 
as  pos sible the mechanisms for the implementat ion of policy 
and priorities should be clear and the persons responsible 
shou ld be accountable. 
Principle 3 
In order for the processes of policy formulation and 
executive responsibil ity to be effective , a development 
programme must exi st which encourages and sustains 
engagement in profes sional activities and significant 
involvement in the organisational framework. 
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Princip le 4 
Communications systems must ensure that a maximum of 
relevant and a minimum of irrelevant information is 
available to those engaged in policy formulation or 
executive action. 
(ii) The detailed recommendations of the Report wil l  be subjected 
to further consideration and debate within the Col lege 
before imp lementation. 
(iii) Council accepts and endorses the importance of the priority 
given by all staff to the adequate funding of the teaching 
function of the Col lege. Those recommendations accepted by 
Council which involve significant costs wil l be implemented 
as finances and other requirements of the Col lege permit. 
(iv) A working party wil l  be established to examine the role of 
the College Board and Council and their interaction in 
relation to the Neal and Hetherington Reports and provide a 
report on their recommended structure, functions, terms of 
refer_;nc1 .and membership,�, by July 198 7. 
The membership of the Working Party shal l be 
Director (as Chairperson) 
Four Col lege Council Community members 
Dean of Academic Services 
Dean of Administrative Services 
Head of Personnel 
Principal, Bunbury Institute 
Director, Academy of Performing Arts 
Al l Deans of Schools 
Head of Extension Services 
One staf f member elected from each School, the 
Academy and the Bunbury Institute 
President (or nominee) and one elected member of 
the Academic Staff Association 
Salaried Officers Association 
Student Guild 
One elected member of the Wages Staff 
Head of Academic Planning (as Secretary) 
(v) The establishment of a Secretariat. 
(vi) The appointment of a Head of Personnel,  the establishment of 
the Personnel Division and the ful ler development of 
personnel policy regarding the princip les and procedures of 
selection, appointment, tenure, promotion, career paths, 
loadings for administrative responsibilities and a 
comprehensive staf f  development programme. 
(vii) The referral of the proposals on the executive and 
administrative divisions to the heads of those respective 
divisions for recommendation to Council by l July 1987 . 
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( vi ii) The establ ishment of a Committee on Communications 
throughout the Co l lege along the lines suggested in the 
Report . 
5 . 23 The Co l lege Director anticipates Co l lege Council wi l l  proceed with 
the establishment of a Secretariat and a Personne l Divis ion early 
in 1987. Associated appointments wi l l  be proposed including that 
of an as sistant to the Director as recommended by the Co l lege 
Structure Review Committee . 
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6. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION 
Role of Advisory Committees 
6.1 A particular function of the Col lege referred to in the Western 
Australian College of Advanced Education Act 1 984 is "to aid the 
advancement, development, and practical applications to education, 
industry, commerce and the community, of knowledge or any 
techniques • • •  " (Sec.7(c) ) .  This function derives from the 
philosophy on which Col leges of Advanced Education were founded 
during the 1960s and which has been reiterated by the College ' s 
Programme Review Committee (1982) and by the Col lege Council in 
1 984. Such a function can be facilitated through the use o� 
Advisory Committees. 
Advisory Committee Structure 
6.2 As explained in Sections 5.12 - 5.14 The Advisory Committee 
structure adopted by College Council is a two-tier model designed 
to service both the requirements of (a) planning and accreditation 
processes at School level and (b) the more specific subject areas 
or fields of study. 
The first t"i:ex\,f .this model , ;�hoo't Advisory Committees, are 
responsib le for the provision of guidance in : 
(i) programme planning and development; 
(ii) ongoing review of the effectiveness of the programme; and 
(iii) formal accreditation review of those courses for which the 
School is responsible. 
With respect to the third mode, School Advisory Committees wil l  
make judgements of the extent to which courses justify 
accreditation, make recommendations and submit reports to WACTA 
based on the fol lowing considerations as set down in the ACTA 
guidelines : 
(i) objectives of courses and the methods adopted to achieve 
these objectives; 
(ii) appropriateness and adequacy of procedures for course 
development and provision, and particularly the involvement 
of relevant persons and groups in the development and review 
of the courses; 
(iii) admission requirements to courses; 
(iv) 
(v)  
(vi) 
duration of courses, having regard to course objectives and 
the entry requirements; 
structure and content of courses, having regard to course 
objectives and entry requirements; 
methods of assessment of student progress; 
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6 . 4 
6. 5 
6.6 
6.7 
(vii) arrangements for practical training and experience as part 
of these courses; 
(viii) teaching staff  conducting courses, including numbers , 
professional qualifications and experience , and educationa l 
expertise; 
(ix) accommodation and faci lities including equipment, library , 
laboratories , workshops and other instructiona l resources 
necessary for a particular course; and 
(x) general educational practices and standards of the Col lege . 
In regard to ( i) ,  programme planning and development, School 
Advisory Connnittees and Field of Study Advisory Committees  are 
involved in the assessment of need and the demand for courses and 
to provide this input to Boards of Studies  and academic staff with 
particular responsibi lities in course development. These proposa ls 
are then processed through the Col lege Course Approval Connnittee ,  
Academic Council , College Council  and the Western Australian Post 
Secondary Educat ion Commission. 
The second responsibi lity of School Advisory Connnittees is to be 
satisfied that the programmes are proceeding satisfactori ly.  To 
this end they receive information from Field of Study Advisory 
Committees  through Heads of School acting as Executive Officers of 
School Advisory Committees.  On consideration of  this information , 
advice is forwarded through Boards of Studies  to Academic Counci l  
and Col lege Counci l .  
Ongoing review of the progrannne leads natura lly into the formal 
A�creditation Review exercise conducted at least once every five 
years. Each School Advisory Committee is responsible for the 
conduct of the Accreditation Review and at the conclusion of the 
exercises provide Col lege Council with reports containing 
reconnnendations on accreditation of the School ' s  programmes. 
Concurrently, Boards of Study provide Col lege Council with 
reactions to the Accreditation Review Pane l ' s  reports. 
Fie ld of Study Advisory Connnittees ,  which comprise tqe s�cond tier 
of the mode l ,  are simi larly resp;nsi�ie for the provision of advice 
on academic planning and developments and the ongoing review of 
study areas. Fie ld of Study Advisory Connnittees  liaise with 
appropriate Departmenta l Connnittees and report to appropriate 
School Advisory Connnittees on re levant matters. 
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&.8 The relationship between the two types of Advisory Committees and 
the Academic Structure of the College is presented in Figure 6.1 
below: 
Figure 6 . 1 :  
Academic Advisory Structure of Co llege 
School Advis'b'ry 
Comittees 
t 
Field of Study 
COLLEGE COUNCIL 
� �  
ACADEMIC COUNCIL 
BOARD � STUD IES ·� 
4 
'" 
ha 
SCHOOL COURSE REVIEW 
�---������� " COMMITTEE 
Advisory Committees 4 ... 1--��� .... DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEES 
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6.9 Membership of Advisory Committees 
Members of Advisory Committees are appointed by the 
WACAE on the recommendations of Boards of Studies. 
guidelines apply: 
Council of 
The following 
(i) Members shall be appointed on the basis of personal 
expertise and relevant knowledge of the area under 
considerat ion, whether school wide or for a particular field 
of s tudy, and should nonnally not be made on a 
representational basis. 
(ii) Unles s there are exceptional circumst ances there should be 
no more than one member from any one organisation on an 
Advisory Committee. 
(iii) Normally there shall be between 12 and 16 members of School 
Advisory Committees; for Field of Study Advisory Committees , 
between 3 and 8. 
(iv) Not more than one-third of the membership of Advisory 
Committees shall consist of members of WACAE s taff. 
(v) Membership of Advisory Committees should include a recent 
graduate of the area under consideration. 
(vi) With the concurrence of the Deans of School/Heads of 
Department , Advisory Committees may co-opt , for a period not 
greater than one year, additional persons with necessary 
expertise as the situation demands. 
(vii) The term of appointment shall be 2 years. One half of the 
members shall retire on 31 December in each year. Retiring 
members shall be eligible for re-appointment . 
(viii) The Chairperson and Deputy  Chairperson of each Advisory 
Committee ,  shall be non-College members appointed by WACAE 
Council on the recommendation of the Committee. 
(ix) the Executive Of ficer for �each School Advisory1 Cotpmit tee 
shall be the Dean of School. '-For each Field di Study 
Advisory Committee, the executive officer shall be the Head 
of Department . 
Operation of Advisory Committees 
6.10 Secretarial Support 
Arrangements for secretarial and administrative support for School 
Advisory Committees shall be the responsiblity of Deans of School; 
for Field of Study Advisory Committees , this responsibility resides 
with the appropriate Heads of Department; 
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_ ___ ______ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ ___ ________ ____:__: _ _ _ _  _:_ 
, . 1 1  Quorum 
The attendance of half  the members, including half  the external 
members of Advisory Committees , sha l l  constitute a quorum. 
, . 12 Meetings 
Meetings of Advisory Committees sha l l  be held: 
(i) at least once in each semester ; 
(ii) when convened by , and at the discretion of, the Chairpersons 
or at the request of the Director , Dean of School , Heads of 
Department or members of staff  directly responsible for 
specific programmes. 
The Notice of Meeting sha l l  be given by the Executive Officer of 
the Committee at least fourteen days prior to the meeting date. 
Special meetings may be held at shorter notice if authorised by 
Chairpersons. 
i . 13 Voting 
4, ,, .:l .. - .....
........ � 
All members of Advisory Committees, including Chairpersons , shal l  
have the power to vote. The fol lowing extensions apply: 
(i) a simple majority of those members present, and excluding 
the Chairperson , shall  decide issues , but in the event of an 
equality in the voting , the presiding Chairperson may 
exercise a casting vote ; 
(ii) co-opted members shal l  not vote . 
, . 14 Minutes of Meetings 
(i) Minutes of meetings shall  be kept by Executive Officers , and 
confirmed by the Committees at their next meeting . 
(ii) Copies of the minutes shal l  be available for the information 
of Boards of Studies ; in the case of Field of Study Advisory 
Committees, the minutes are to be made availab le to the 
appropriate Departmental Committees . 
, . 1 5  Reporting 
(i) Field of Study Advisory Committees report once a semester to 
the appropriate School Advisory Committee on developments 
and progres s made during the semester in their area of 
expertise. 
(ii) The reports from each Field of Study Advisory Committee are 
collated by the Dean of School as Executive Officer of the 
School Advisory Committee for presentation to that Committee. 
(iii) The School Advisory Committee reports once a semester to 
Board of Studies on the overall development and progress 
made within the School during the semester . 
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(iv) Boards of Studies then report to Council of WACAE through 
Academic Counci l  in the normal manner . 
(v) For an accreditation review , School Advisory Committees 
report direct to the Council of WACAE, but also advise  
Boards of  Studies . 
(vi) Reporting to WAPSEC wi l l  be facilitated through a l iaison 
between the Director of WACAE and the Executive Officer of 
WACTA and coordinated through Academic Planning Service in 
consultation with Deans of Schools .  
New Course Development 
6.16  In the course development sequence , the College ' s Course Approval 
Committee receives proposals for new courses from Boards of Studies 
acting on advice obtained from School Advisory Committees and F ield 
of Study advisory committees. This advice focusses mainly on the 
demand and need for the course and i s  reviewed by the School Course 
Review Committee (a sub-committee of Board of Studies) prior to 
presentation to Board of Studies. The Course Approval Committee 
concurrently receives advice from inter-departmental committees on 
matters such as overlapping units and inter-departmental 
servicing. The Course Approval Committee asses ses proposals for 
new courses and forwards its recommendati ons to Academic Council. 
This  approvals exerci se normally takes place over the two years 
prior to initial teaching .  
6.17 Field of Study Advisory Committees advi se on and ass ist in the 
development of new courses , or streams within existing courses ,  and 
advise on the necessary resources . The departmental group and its 
Field of Study Advisory Committee of external members are the 
experts in their f ield. Their task is  to des ign a programme that 
wi l l  stand the severest and final scrutiny of their colleagues 
within the College and members of the relevant profes s ion or 
industry. 
Procedure 
6.18 For the development of new courses , or streams within existing 
courses , the procedure involves the preparation ,  first,  of a 
proposal which ,  if  approved , is  followed by the preparation of a 
ful l submission suitable for presentation to an Accreditation 
Panel. The accreditation review is normally conducted in the first 
year of teaching the new course . 
Proposals 
6.19 Course planners responsible for a new course,  or new stream within 
an existing course, must prepare a detai led proposal in accordance 
with guidelines adopted by Academic Council. A copy of these 
guidelines appears in Appendix 7 ( page 316) . 
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Two important aspects associated with these proposals relate to 
"need and demand" and to "resource implications." Information on 
need and demand is avai lable from a variety of sources, including 
statistics released from the Tertiary Institutions Service Centre 
(TISC) and other documentation relating to enrolment trends 
published by various agencies from time to time. In a number of 
cases, surveys designed specifical ly for this purpose are used to 
obtain the required information on need and demand. The material 
considered here relates to Stage 1 of the Programme Evaluation 
Model. A copy of a recent survey conducted in accordance with the 
requirements of this model appears in 
Appendix 8 (page 321) . 
6.20 In any proposal for new courses or major course variations, 
resource implications and accommodation requirements of such 
proposals are examined and the proposal must show that these 
requirements can be met. Generally , changes in the teaching 
programme can only be met by a bet ter use of existing 
accommodation, a process which is being continual ly carried out by 
the use of room utilisation studies undertaken each year, and by 
the use of minor works funds to convert existing accommodation from 
one category to another. 
6.21 Completed proposals are forwarded to both the Course Approval 
Committee and the appropriate Board of Studies. The Committee 
assesses the proposal and, after seeking further advice from 
Interdepartmental Committees if appropriate, makes recommendations 
to Academic Council which in turn passes the recommedations via the 
Col lege Council to the Western Australian Post-Secondary Education 
Commission. 
Course Details 
6 . 22 Proposals endorsed by WAPSEC become the basis upon which course 
structure can be refined and units developed for implementation as 
part of the teaching programme. Each proposal is developed into a 
full submission by the course planners in consultation with other 
members of staff and the appropriate Field of St udy Advisory 
Committee. During this stage, details of unit outlines for all 
units required are submitted on the prescribed form for typing and 
once entered into the WANG system, are assembled as documents 
within the Secretarial Service library on the campus of origin. A 
glossary has been developed for standardising the format of all 
unit out lines. Details of the procedures involved in the 
preparation of unit outlines appear as Appendix 9 (page 357) . 
6 . 23 Det ails of the course structure and copies of unit outlines are 
then forwarded to the School Course Review Committee which liaises 
with the School Advisory Committee. At this stage, details suc h as 
unit codes, the format of unit out lines, and the struc ture of the 
course generally are assessed before submission to Board of Studies 
for approval and then on to Ac ademic Council and finally to Col lege 
Council for endcrsement .  
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6.24 Once units have been endorsed by Academic Council ,  they are listed 
in the Academic Data Base and the unit outlines are transferred 
from the Secretarial Service library on t he campus of origin to the 
central data base operated by Academic Planning. Listings of  
entries in the Academic Data Base , together with the Key explaining 
the procedures involved and the coding system used , are availab le 
from Academic Planning Service. 
External Studies 
6.25 I f  a course is to be offered in the external mode o f  study , then a 
separate proposal must be prepared and submit t ed to the Course 
Approval Committ ee. As with proposals for new courses or streams 
within existing courses evidence of  need and demand and the cost of 
conducting the course in the external mode must be available. 
Fo l lowing approval , staf f are commissioned to  write materials for 
the various units involved. A copy of the guidelines to  be 
fo l lowed appears in Appendix 10 (page 365).  
PROGRAMME EVALUATION 
6.26 Since 1984,  the Co l lege has been continuing the process of  
rationalising course approval and accreditation procedures in an 
attempt to reduce the workload involved ,  and assume greater 
responsibility for the review of  its programmes. A necessary 
component in this process is the adoption of  an evaluation system 
to support the approval and accreditation procedures which , at the 
same t ime , assist Schools in determining the e f fectiveness of  their 
programmes. 
6.27 The Programme Evaluation Mode l ,  as adopted by Academic Council , is 
designed to operate in conjunction with both the accreditation and 
course development and review procedures,  and is based on 
established standards with respect to accuracy, utility , 
feasibility and propriety. Details on this Mode l appear in 
Appendix 1 1  (page 370) . 
Implementation 
6.28 When implement ing a programme evaluation procedure , the presence o f  
an independent evaluator is considered desirab le  for two reasons, 
firstly,  for estab lishing the credibility o f  the whole evaluation 
exercise , and secondly,  for ensuring confidentiality of the data 
col lected. Further to  the lat ter issue , consideration must be 
given to  who "owns" the data col lected , to whom is the data to  be 
made availab le and , possibly,  how is the data to  be presented . 
Because o f  this , the imp lementation of  the Programme Evaluation 
mode l is coordinated by the Senior Planning Officer,  Research , 
within Academic Planning Service. 
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6.29 The Programme Evaluation Model consists o f  five main steps or 
stages, identified within the (i) initiation (ii) development (iii) 
implementation (iv) completion and (v) post-assessment sequence. 
This model is cyclic in nature, as the post-assessment stage leads 
forward logical ly to the initiation (if necessary) and development 
stages associated with the re-evaluation o f  the course in 
preparation for re-accreditation. In fact, the re-accreditation 
may occur at any stage of the evaluation cycle, once a course has 
been running for several years. A diagram displaying the five 
stages, and their inter-re lationships, also appears in Appendix 1 1  
(page 3 70 ).  
6.30 Because the time required for compiling a comprehensive data bank 
wil l  be o f  several years duration, course evaluators have already 
commenced evaluations, for existing courses, at one of the advanced 
stages. After a period o f  two or three years, most students 
current ly enrolled would have completed t heir courses of study. 
Data col lected during this period, while used specifical ly in 
preparation for forthcoming accreditations, would also provide 
invaluable experience with evaluation procedures and techniques 
associated with the different stages prescribed in this model. 
Further details regarding the implementation of this model are 
presented in 6.40 and 6.41 on accreditation procedures. 
Course Review 
6.31 The granting o f  Sel f-accrediting Status wil l place a new and 
significant responsibility on the Council, the staff and t he 
commit tee system o f  WACAE. As part o f  this committee system, 
Advisory Committees play a significant role in the scrutiny of  
courses to  ensure t hat t hey meet professional and vocational needs 
and standards. 
6.32 For an efficient review of courses, t he continued development and 
implementation o f  the Programme Eval uation Model  is a priorit y. 
The place o f  Stage 1 o f  the Model in t he development o f  new courses 
has already been discussed. Information collected here is also o f  
value in the ongoing evaluation o f  courses where feedback o n  the 
future relevance o f  courses is required .  The remaining four stages 
of the Model provide the opportunity for feedback on the different 
stages o f  course implementation as we ll  as diagnostic information 
on student progress. 
6.33 As stated ear lier the development of  a comprehensive student data 
file wil l be longitudinal in nature. Some aspects of the 
evaluation procedures are more deve loped than others . For examp le, 
procedures for the evaluation of  units are wel l established and 
carried out at a departmental level using a computerised 
packagedeveloped by Academic Pl anning Service. This information 
provides a basis for departmental staff and the appropriate Fie ld 
o f  St udy Advisory Committee to evaluate specific units in terms of 
meeting course obj ectives. Details of  t he procedures for unit 
evaluation appear in Appendix 12 (page 3 7 9  ) .  
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6 . 34 Another deve lopment , involving S tage 4 of  the Model , provides 
information from student s at the time of comp letion of the course . 
An examp le of  a survey conducted at this stage of the evaluat ion 
process  appears in Appendix 1 3  (page 391) . 
6 . 35 Feedback from graduates of  WACAE has so  far been confined to 
procedures incorporated in the Graduate Careers Council surveys 
which are conducted annually.  With the implementation of  the 
Programme Evaluation Model ,  these procedures will  be extended to 
more specific data surveys as part of the requirements of Stage 5 
o f  this model . 
Recent Accreditation Developments at  WACAE 
6 . 36 Prior to 1984 , the accreditation of  all  courses  of fered at WACAE 
was conducted by WAPSEC under the Procedure A arrangement , 
(appendix 14 , page 398) . Submiss ions were prepared on behalf  of 
the Col lege by course planners and this  documentation was submitted 
for review by the accreditation panel . Academic Planning Service , 
while responsible for coordinating accreditat ions and attending to  
the regis tration of  awards once accredited , is a l so  respons ib le for 
keeping a l l  records and the maintence of  a reference library for 
a l l  submissions and reports relating to accreditations . An 
Inventory of  Courses , containing summary data on course development 
and accreditation, is also maintained by Academic Planning and 
updated annual ly . 
6 . 37 In 1984 , Procedure B (appendix 14 , page 398) was introduced for the 
accreditation of  the Bachelor of  Bus iness  award . Since then , this 
form of accreditation procedure has become increasing ly favoured at  
WACAE . 
6 . 38 With the acceptance of  the Procedure B arrangement , an expertise 
for organising all aspects of an accreditat ion review has evolved. 
A set of admini strative procedures have now been developed and , 
fol lowing the positive comment s from recent accreditation panels , 
it is evident that the Col lege is wel l  placed to assume 
respons iblity for sel f-accreditation which would come with being 
granted Self-accrediting Status . 
Accreditation Procedures at  WACAE 
6 . 39 The pol icy of  the Co l lege regarding accreditations i s  for a total 
educational programme within a School to be reviewed at the one 
time . As a consequence , the School Advisory Committee has the 
responsibi lity for setting up the sub-committee , or Accred itation 
Panel ,  to carry out the accreditation review. Because a number of  
specia l is t  courses are usually involved within the one School-based 
educational programme , the Accreditation Panel wi l l  inevitably 
require to consult with specialist  advisors during the period of 
the accreditation review . 
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.40 The fol lowing procedures apply for the accredi tation of an 
educat ional programme within a School  of  Studies : 
(i) A special sub-committee, to  be known as an Accreditation 
Pane l, is est ablished by the School  Advisory Committee for 
the purpose of the accreditat ion of the educat ional 
programme under review.  
(ii) Membership of  an Accreditation Pane l comprises pe rsons 
representat ive of employers and associated areas for which 
students are being prepared and drawn from the membership o f  
the School  Advisory Committees (usual ly) and from persons 
having expert ise in the area under consideration including 
staff of o ther post secondary inst itutions. For certain 
specialist course accreditations, some members of an 
Accreditat ion Pane l can be drawn from the appropriate Fie ld 
of  Study Advisory Committee. 
(iii) Normally, the number of persons se lected from an Advisory 
Committee shal l be three whi le the number of persons other 
than committee members shall be two . 
(iv) The Chairmanship of Accreditat ion Pane ls shal l be undertaken 
by non-Col lege persons . 
(v) Where the award under review involves a range of  special ist  
areas or streams the Accreditat ion Pane l may, at the 
discretion of the Chairman, co-opt addit ional persons with 
the necessary expertise as the situat ion demands. Such 
persons may be drawn from the specialist  Course Advisory 
Committees or be external to the Advisory Committ ee 
structure . 
(vi)  The secretary to the Accredi tation Panel shal l be a member 
of Academic Planning Service and will  be responsible for the 
administrat ive and secre tarial support to the Pane l .  
(vii) The Accreditat ion Pane l wi l l  report to the School Advisory 
Committee which wil l  in turn recommend on the accreditat ion 
to the Council of WACAE . 
Report ing to WACTA 
. 41 By l December each year an annual report wi l l  be provided to  WACTA 
from the Council of WACAE and wi l l  cover the accreditation 
activities and decisions arising during that year . Thi s report , to 
be prepared on behalf of the Council  by Academic Planning, must 
include : 
(i) a brief report on each of the courses that has been 
accredited or re-accredited and in sufficient de tai l  to show 
the contents o f  each course and the evaluat ion processes 
through which it has passed; 
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(ii) a s tatement of the composit ion of  the relevant. School  and 
Course Advisory Commit tees and their ac t ivities for the 
current year ; 
(iii) a s tatement of  any major change in po l icy accepted by the 
Counc i l  of WACAE that may affec t  the curriculum, staffing 
and resources of  the Col lege as they relate to courses which 
have been acc redited during the year; and 
(iv) any other observat ions that the Counc il  may wish to make 
which relate to the acc redi tat ion proces s or to the general  
operat ion of  the ins titut ion . 
Recent Developments in Support of  Self-acc reditation 
6 . 42 The recent accreditat ion panel appointed to review the Assoc iate  
Dip loma o f  Art s  (Visual Art and the Crafts)  and the Bachelor of  
Art s  (Visual Art and the C raft s) invo lved a sub-commi ttee of  the 
Advisory Commit tee .  As the Acc reditat ion Panel recommended 
accredi tat ion for one year ,  on account of  incomp lete fac i l ities , 
with another review at  the end of  1 98 7 ,  the continued involvement 
of both the Field of Study and School  Advisory Committees with 
departmental staff in assess ing and implementing the Panel ' s  
recommendations will  be a priority in this area during 1987 . The 
enthusiasm and sound working relationship that exists  between these 
Committee members and Col lege s taff  is an important indicator o f  
the capac ity f o r  the Col lege to accredit i t s  own courses i n  a 
responsible and ef fic ient manner . 
6 . 43 The preparation now underway for the forthcoming accred itation (in 
1 987)  of courses within the School  of  Community and Language 
Stud ies is a further demonstration of the degree of organisat ion 
and effec tiveness of the course review proces s developed within 
WACAE. A number of surveys has been conduc ted to provide feedback 
useful for evaluat ing different s tages of  course implementation.  
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. 1  
. 2  
FURTHER POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
Student Admiss ions 
WACAE Admiss ion Procedures seek to se lect persons who can 
demonstrate  the abil ity to undertake tert iary study and who are 
mot ivated towards the ir chosen courses . 
Whilst  the Col lege has ident ified entrance requirement s for 
admiss ion to its  courses ,  many departments have adopted se lect ion 
procedures which take into account a far wider range of information 
than that provided by academic achievement. Thus , in addi t ion to  
mee t ing the academic requirements of  the course , appl icants may 
have to present for interview and to  provide evidence of pract ical 
abi lity and interest  in the vocat ion .  This is the case for 
example , in courses such as fine art and performing arts where 
art istic abil ity is essential . In some cases , applicants are 
required to have gained appropriate work experience or , in the case 
of part-time student s ,  to be suitably employed before be ing 
enrolled into a course of study • 
• 3 Is is recognised that rig id and inflexib le  entry requirements are 
inappropriate for vocational t ert iary educat ion. Accordingly , 
Col lege procedures al low the admis s ion of some students who fai l to 
sat isfy the normal entrance requirements but who are ab le  to 
provide evidence of bot h  their potent ial for success in a course 
and their mot ivat ion towards the re levant profess ion .  The number 
of students admit ted in any one year under these provis ions is 
limi ted . 
' . 4  By providing appropriat e informa tion , WACAE endeavours t o  as sist  
prospec t ive students to make sens ib le decis ions regarding t heir 
choice of  career, course and ins t itut ion .  This information is made 
available by school liaison officers who vis i t  schools ,  by career 
informat ion days  and open days , and by the dis tribution of printed 
mat erial  on courses and careers . 
' . 5  Demand for WACAE courses i s  high and for the pas t  two years has 
ref lec ted a growing proportion of t he tota l demand in Western 
Australia . The Col lege has no difficulty in fil ling its  quotas 
each year . Admission policy , therefore , is aimed at ensuring that 
appropriately wel l  informed and mot ivated students are accepted in 
WACAE courses  in which they are likely to  succeed . 
1 . 6  The maj ority of the student population of WACAE comes from within 
Australia .  Students are drawn from locali ties  situated throughout 
the metropolitan area and throughout the whole of t he State . A 
r • 7 
significant minority of student s comes from inters tate and overseas . 
In 1 98 7 ,  the estimated student enrolment at  WACAE is 1 1 , 000 wi th an 
expected median age of 28 years . About one-third of WACAE students 
enter the Col lege direct  from school , but the greater number of 
student s are either mature-age first entrants or experienced 
tert iary leve l  graduates who are returning to improve their 
qual ifications . 
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7 . 8  Details  relating to general admission ,  enro lment and related 
aspects of the enro lment proces s ,  withdrawal s  and deferment are 
provided in the pub l ication : "Col lege Rules for Admi ssion, 
Enro lment and Academic Progres s  of Student s"  ( Co l lege Handbook 
198 7 ,  page 101) . 
ASSESSMENT 
Academic Progress  
7 . 9  In order to assist  s tudent s to achieve their educat ional goal s ,  it 
is neces sary , in add it ion to providing appropriate educationa l 
programmes , to  assess  each student ' s  academic progress  and standard 
throughout the course . 
7 . 1 0 At WACAE , the me thods of measuring academic achievement are 
consistent with the obj ectives of both the subject and the course ,  
and with the Col l ege ' s  expectations of the s tudent . The me thod of  
assessment , which may inc lude forma l examinat ions , assignment s ,  
essay s ,  project s ,  laboratory work , folios , and oral presentations , 
is approved by the Schoo l for each subj ec t and course , and the 
student is advised of the requirement s at the s tart of each 
semester . 
7 . 1 1 The Head of Department is respons ib le  to  Board of  Studies for the 
academic standards of  the department and for ensuring that 
assessment is carried out thoroughly , with adequate and val id 
measures being app l ied , result ing in obj ec tive and re l iable  
grad ings . 
7 . 1 2 At WACAE , the use o f  the criterion-referenced approach to  
measurement of  performanc e is  encouraged . This approach requires  
that exp l icit examinable criteria be  establ ished for  each course 
and subj ect .  Eac h test  ques tion is based on one or other of  the 
aims or obj ect ives for the course/subj ect , and a l l  students who 
attain a prescribed standard are awarded the appropriate grade for 
that standard . Details  of general assessment procedures adopted 
for the Co l lege are contained in the Col lege Handbook 1986 , page 
104 .  S pec ific details  o f  asse s sments are contained in expanded 
unit out l ines given to student s at the commencement of each 
semeste r .  
7 . 1 3 There are procedures f o r  a student to  appeal against an assessment 
which he or she bel ieves to be inc orrec t or unfair.  Again, detai l s  
o f  the proc edure s involved are described in the Co l lege Handbook 
198 7 , page 106 . 
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Student Discontinuation 
7. 14 In addition to monitoring the academic progress  of individual 
students , the Col lege carries out an annual statistical study of 
student progress and d iscontinuation . Whilst student 
discontinuation at WACAE is simi lar to that of other comparable 
institutions, the Col lege will  be  undertaking a detailed study of 
individual continuing and discontinuing students as part of the 
Programme Eva luation Mode l .  The aim of this study is to obtain a 
clearer understanding of the complex reasons which inf luence 
students ' decis ions on discont inuing their studies , and to see how 
these  reasons are inf luenced by the experience provided at WACAE . 
Awards 
7 . 15 The Col lege has high academic standards and maintains thes e  
standards b y  estab lishing approp riate requirements for the award of 
its degrees and dip lomas . 
It i s  the respons ibi lity of the Academic Registrar to ensure that 
graduands have met the requirements for their course and are 
e l igib l e  to graduate . Only after the most careful checks are made, 
are the award s approved by the appropriate Board of Examiners . All  
graduates are listed in the Register of Graduates which is 
maintained by the College . 
Placement of Graduates 
7 . 1 6 Each year about 2000 students graduate from WACAE. In order to 
assist them enter the workforce, the College emp loys a Careers 
Advisor in the School of Bus iness  and intends to employ a further 
advisor in 198 7 . As s istance is also avai lab le from. Student Welfare 
Counsel lors located on each of the major metropol itan campuse s .  
STAFF ING 
Rationale 
7 . 1 7  The reputation of a particular department, the reputation of a 
particular school and the general reputat ion of WACAE , rests 
essentially on the academic staff . The Col lege has we l l  aualified 
staff  who are profess ional ly active and capable of supporting and 
developing academic programmes at all  t ert iary levels . 
L 
Accord ingly , it is important that staff appointed and/or promoted 
have good academic and professional s tanding in the wider community 
so that their col leagues  in the universities and other col leges of 
advanced education attest to such stand ing . 
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Appointment of Staf f  
7 . 1 8 Al l academic s taff  a t  WACAE have been recruited by open 
advertisement and a policy of recruitment of staff  from nat ional 
and internat ional sources has been in operat ion s ince 1982, with a 
result ing wide range of experiential and academic background in the 
current academic s ta ffing estab lishment . Selection committees for 
all  academic staff  appointments  are composed of the fol lowing 
personnel : 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii)  
(iv) 
( v) 
(vi) 
(vii)  
(viii) 
Chairperson - us ually the D irector; 
Head of School(s)  - wherein pos it ion is located; 
As sociate Head of School (s) (somet imes ) ;  
Head o f  Department - wherein pos it ion i s  located; 
Head of another School - usually;  
Academic Staff  As sociat ion member - us ua lly the 
President; 
Equal Opportunity Officer; 
Somet imes another female member of staff  - usually of 
senior status . 
For pos i t ions of a highly spec ialist  nature, up to  three external 
pract it ioners can be invited to  part icipate in the select ion 
procedure. 
7 . 1 9 Criteria for appointment and /or promot ion of staff  are based , in 
general ,  on the four point s l isted below . The criteria apply at 
the t ime of f irs t appointment in that point s (i) , (ii) and (iii)  
are highly des irab le and wherever pos s ible are sought . I f  t he 
field of app l icant s is weaker t hen the person appointed is  chosen 
from that f ield in the f irst  ins tance but future promot ion in the 
Col lege to Senior Lec turer level and above rest s  on the fol lowing 
criteria , where point (iv) is also cons idered : 
(i) Except in the areas of f ine and perfonning art s ,  where other 
substant ial evidence wi l l  be cons idered , appl icant s should 
hold at least  a good level mas ter ' s  degree which inc ludes a 
high level of scholarship vouched for in confident ial 
referees ' reports  f rom persons deemed appropriate by t he 
Col lege . 
(i i) As the emphasis in the College is on vocat ional preparat ion , 
in add it ion to (i) above (and to (iv) below for interna l 
promot ions) ,  the applicant must  be able to  show a high level 
and relevant work experience such that he or she is wel l 
acccepted by profess ionals in the workp lace and is regarded 
by them as a person well qualified by pract ical experience. 
(i i i) The appl icant may provide other detai ls  which he or she 
feels appropriate and , in particu lar , should inc lude any 
signif ican t  work in research and development and any 
signi ficant pub l icat ions . As far as pub l icat ions are 
concerned , t he emphasis will  be on original  research and not 
on general commentary and /or react ion to the research of 
ot hers al though such evidence will be given some 
cons iderat ion. 
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( iv) The applicant should give firm evidence of a significant 
teaching contribut ion particular ly in teaching some advanced 
leve l courses . In cons idering this contribut ion bo th high 
s tanding among other scholars , and academic leadership , will 
be relevant fac tors . 
Staff  Deve lopment 
7 . 20 It is Co l lege policy to encourage s taff to further their 
profess ional deve lopment . This encouragement takes many forms 
inc luding teaching-load reduc tion and the provis ion of  financial 
assis tance for study and simi lar purpose s .  Staff  members are 
encouraged to pursue their personal deve lopment by attending 
conventions , seminars and short cour ses he ld wi thin the Co l lege as 
we l l  as those operated by organisat ions ou tside the Col lege . 
7 . 21 There is also provi sion , as in other col leges of advanced 
educat ion , for s taff  to become involved in professional experience 
programmes ( P . E . P . ) .  Staff  are encouraged to accept the 
opportunities offered by this programme to keep abreast  o f  
developments  in  their field by visiting insti tut ions and other 
related agenc ies both in Aus tralia and overseas . Detai ls  relating 
to the procedures for applicat ions by , and the selection o f ,  s taff  
to  part icipate in  P . E . P . leave appear in appendix 18  ( page ) 
together with a de tailed listing of  approvals since amalgama tion. 
7 . 2 2 The Co l lege is also ac t ive in recruiting Visiting Fel lows and 
Art ist s in Residence who are out standing in the ir field .  These 
vi sitors are encouraged to impart their knowledge and expertise to  
both staff  and student s through an active invo lvement in the 
teaching programme s and staff  seminars , in addition to  less  forma l 
interac tions available during their residency at  the Co l lege . 
7 . 23 The Research Commit tee encourages members of s taff  to carry out 
re search proj ec t s , not only into educat ional prob lems concerned 
with teaching , learning and the effective use o f  educat iona l 
technology , but also into applicat ions o f  the various disciplines 
in the wider out s ide community . Staff  are thus provided with the 
faci lity to  invest igate and improve the teaching and learning 
process and to capital ise on their educat iona l knowledge and skills  
so  as  to  improve the match of  programme s to  community need s . 
7 . 24 The S taff  Deve lopment Officer is  respons ible for the induc t ion of  
new s taff  to WACAE . Induct ion programme s are conduc ted on each 
campus and inc lude general information about the Co l lege and the 
courses o f fered . Particu lar aspects o f  Co l lege organisation are 
stres sed such as l ibrary and media resource s ,  lec turer and 
assessment requirement s ,  sma ll group ins truc tion , and campus 
specific admini strative requirement s .  In addition, s taff  
curricu lum vitae are  compiled at  this t ime and recorded with 
Academic P lanning Service .  
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On a personal bas is  t he Staff Deve lopment Officer gives he lp and 
advice to s taff on the organisat ion and evaluat ion of lec tures , 
tutorials , media resources and general teaching skil l s .  
Throughout the year workshops on a wide range of topics are 
programmed for interes ted academic and general s taff . 
Staff Quali ficat ions 
7 . 25 Since  amalgamat ion ,  there has been a s teady inc reas e in t he number 
of s taff  possessing qualifications at the doc torate  leve l , an 
inc rease result ing in a corre sponding decrease in the number of 
mas ter degrees he ld . The percentages of s taff  hold ing a "highest  
quali fication" in  each of the four categories : Doc torate , Mas ter ' s  
Degre e ,  Bac helor ' s  Degree , and profess iona l quali fication for the 
years 1981 , 1984 and 1986 are disp layed in Appendix 15 ( page 400 ) 
togethe r  wit h  a detai led breakdown by department in each school for 
the year 1987 . 
Links with  Industry 
7 . 26 WACAE ' s  contac t with indus try , commerce and government goes  back 
prior to the ama lgamation of the sma l ler col lege s .  While much of 
these earlier assoc iations were ad hoc and conduc ted on an informa l 
basis , a more subs tant ial Col lege profi l e  has been proj ec ted in 
recent t imes .  An out l ine of these deve lopment s is now presented . 
7 . 2 7 Close links are maintained by means of a s t rong network of Advisory 
Commit tees estab lished over many years . The roles and compos itions 
of these commi t t ees  in t he development and review of Col lege 
courses is desc ribed in Part II of this submiss ion. 
7 . 28 In 1985 , Academic Planning Service ini t iated a set  of proposals 
aimed at  further developing an involvement in col laborat ive app lied 
researc h ( see Appendix 3 ,  page 270) . This deve lopment paral l e ls 
the Col lege ' s  pre sent commi tment to vocat iona l and continuing 
education and wi l l  p rovide an add i t iona l dimens ion to the College ' s  
academic work. Planning is  under way to streng then 
College- Indus try col laboration which wi l l  be based upon : 
( i ) indus tries other than science based industri es ; 
( i i )  app lications t o  ins truc tion ,  communicat ion , human services 
and business ; 
( iii )  establishment of  international as  we l l  as  national and local  
relat ions hips; 
( iv )  broadening the  f inanc ial basis of Col lege operations ; 
(v )  deve lopment of  addit iona l specific  purpose fac i l i ti es 
inc lud ing a research and development centre . 
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7 . 29 Academic Planning Seminars were ins t ituted in 1 985 by the Academic 
Planning Service as  a series of monthly seminars . In 1986 ,  the 
number of ses sions was increased to seven and presenters were drawn 
from a much wider area of  interests  than was pos s ib le for the 
inaugural series he ld in 1985 . The aim o f  the seminar programme is 
two fold : to  familiarise community leaders wi th the rapid 
development and progres s  of  the Co l lege s ince ama lgamat ion and to 
s t imu lat e fruit fu l  discuss ion and debate be tween s ta f f  and 
community leaders . They are attended by senior s taff  and their  
gue s t s . 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
7 . 30 As the Co l lege has received no recurrent fund ing for research 
ac t ivities  since  ama lgamation , l imit ed financial assis tance only 
has been availab le to s taff . Any monies a l located research and 
deve lopment ac tivities  has had t o  come from the budgetry 
al locations to the teaching programme . Given the real i ty o f  this  
s ituation , i t  is encouraging to note the enterprise shown and the 
amount o f  research act ivi ty undertaken by Co l lege s ta f f  over the 
las t f ive years . 
7 . 3 1  The Research Commit tee coordinates and recommends t o  Academic 
Counc i l  on the fund ing and use  o f  WACAE resources in al l areas of  
re search cons istent with the general aims and capab i l i t ies o f  the 
Co l lege . At the present t ime , the Commi ttee is p rovided with a 
modest  grant o f  $25  000 for assis tance to s taf f who can apply to  
the Committee for f inanc ia l assis tanc e .  This budget is  primari ly a 
cont ingency fund to cover expendi ture which cannot be me t readily 
from other budget categories within the Co l lege . "College 
Research 1 1  is  a pub l icat ion prepared by the Research Committee and 
des igned t o  as s i s t  s taff  with the preparat ion o f  a proposal and the 
accompanying budge t , together with procedures required to expend 
the budget onc e approval for the proj ec t  is  given , Details  of  
proj ec t s  supported by the Research Commit tee s ince 1983 appear in 
Appendix 16  ( page 408 ) . 
7 . 32 A further init iat ive undertaken by t he Research Commit tee has been 
the dis seminat ion of  research and developmen t  ac t ivit ie s undertaken 
by Col lege s ta f f  through the pub l icat ion "Research Briefs" . This  
pub licat ion provides a comprehens ive coverage of  the research and 
development act ivities  within WACAE for each calendar year and is 
d i s tributed to  all CAE ' s ,  Univers i t ies  and S tate  Educat ion 
Departments throughout Aus tralia , and to  the Library of  Congress  in  
Washington ,  USA. A publ icity and s taf f awarene s campaign was 
undertaken late in 1985 to  obtain contribut ions f rom a l l  s ta f f  for 
an expanded third ed ition; the fourth edit ion was publ ished 
recently and covers  the ac t ivi ties  for the year 1 9 86 .  
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7 . 3 3 During 1985 , the "Directory of Sources of  Res earch Fund s"  was made 
availab l e  to s taff  as  part of the Co l lege Computer data base . The 
direc tory provides a comprehens ive and periodically updated 
reference source of research grant s and fe llowships . With  the 
pos s ibility of obtaining funding from externa l sources , t hrough 
both The Wes tern Aus t ra l ian College Foundat ion and t he grant ing to 
WACAE of "Approved Research Ins t itute" s tatus by t he Taxa t ion 
Department , more real i s t i c  fund ing arrangement s will  be pos s ib le in 
the future . 
7 . 34 The Wes tern Aus t ral ian Col lege Foundation wa s of fic ially launched 
in Oc tober 1986 . By aiming to provide financ ial  suppor t for a 
range of  Research and Deve lopment ac t ivi t ies , t he Foundation wi l l  
have a signif icant impac t on the development o f  maj or research 
pro j ec t s  whic h ,  in turn , should have immediate bene ficial e f fect  on 
profess ional and general community needs . The es tablishment of  t he 
Foundat ion wi ll  resul t in the Col lege deve loping a higher profile 
in the communi ty and assist  in es tab li shing i t s  corporate ident ity . 
7 . 35 Research Ins t itute s :  As part of  i t s  academic p rofile , the Co l lege 
has adop ted t he po licy of estab l i shing centres aimed at  enhanc ing 
the qual ity of programme s and deve loping maj or academic s t rengths 
in selec ted area s .  These centres , or Ins t itutes ,  have been 
es tab l ished with t he common obj ec t ive s of providing : 
( i )  a means o f  deve loping inter-disciplinary approaches 
to prob lem so lving ; 
( i i )  an organisat ion aimed at  the solu t ion of  community 
prob lems in a des ignated field ; 
( ii i )  opportunity for academic s taff to  become invo lved in 
app l ied research and development . 
To date , three Ins t i tute s have been e s tab lished . The Ins t i tute  for 
Appl ied Aborigina l  S tud ies commenced i t s  operat ions in 1985 , 
fol lowed in 1986 by both the Ins t i tute o f  App lied Language Studie s 
and the Ins titute of  Teaching and Learning . 
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APPENDIX 1 
GLOS SARY OF TERMS 
INTERPRETATION OF TERMS 
"Academic Appea l s  Commit tee" : 
concerned with  appeals  
Commit tee of Review . 
a committee o f  the Co llege Counc i l  
by s tudents  against  dec i s ions of  the 
"Academic Counc i l " : a counc i l  respons ible  to the Col lege Counc i l  
f o r  the deve lopment and control o f  a l l  academic programme s 
and their requirement s  across  the Co l lege . 
"Advanced Stand ing " :  an academic s tatus awarded on the bas i s  o f  
cred i t  work c omp le ted i n  previous s tudies or a demons t rated 
competency . 
"Award with  D i s t inc t ion" : an award granted to  approximately 5 
percent of  graduates  in each course . In courses wit h  sma ll  
enro lment s  a mo re libera l interpretat ion t han 5 percent may 
be applied by the Board o f  Examiners . 
"Board of  Examiners" : a stand ing c ommi t tee o f  t he Board o f  Stud ies 
concerned with  academic progres s  and assessment o f  s tudent s .  
"Board o f  S tud ies " :  a board es tablished in each School which has 
t he responsibility for the imp lement at ion o f  policy re lat ing 
to all  academic requirement s of t ha t  Schoo l . 
" Commit tee o f  Review" : a commit t ee es tabli shed each semes ter by 
the Board o f  Examiners o f  each School to  hear appeals  by 
s tudent s against  dec isions by the Head o f  Department 
re lat ing to exc lus ion, t he Head o f  School or  an As sociate 
Head of  Schoo l re lat ing to  enro lment , and the Board of  
Examiners re lat ing to  academic p rogress  and asses sment . 
"Course " :  a set  o f  s tud ies neces sary to  qual i fy for an award of  
t he Co l lege . 
"Course Ave rage" :  the sum o f  the nume rical scores o f  a l l  uni t s  
taken by t h e  s tudent and asses sed o n  that bas i s  divided by 
the number o f  such uni t s  undertaken in the course . ( In 
cases  where unit s  are repeated the mo s t  recent percentage 
should be used ) . 
"Department" : a sect ion o f  the Co l lege des ignated as such , A 
programme or centre of  spec ialisat ion es tab l i s hed as  suc h in 
the Col lege may have t he operat ive s t atus of a department , 
"Educat ion Elective " : a sequence o f  re lated uni t s  in pre-service 
and po s t-service awards in a special fie ld o f  educat ion , 
for examp le , remedial educat ion . 
"E lec t ive Unit" : a unit within a course which is  se lected by the 
s tudent from a des ignated range of alternative uni t s  
approved for s tudy i n  the cours e .  
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"Equivalent Ful l-time Student (EFTS) " :  the number of  full-time 
students plus half  the numbe r  o f  part-t ime s tudents and hal f  
the number o f  external students and one fifth the number o f  
assoc iated students .  
"Equiva lent Ful l-time S tudent Unit (EFTSU) " :  a measure of  
standard student units . A normal full-time student undertaking 
the units  presc ribed for the current semester  o f  a course 
generates one EFTSU . 
"Ext ernal S tudent" : one who is enrol led only in external unit s ,  
regardless o f  the number  o f  units  in which he /she i s  enro l led .  
"Form o f  Assessment " :  any of  the following forms of  cumulat ive 
and /or terminal assessment : pro fess ional prac t icum ,  written 
and oral test  and examinat ions , ass ignments , laboratory , 
c l inical and other pract ical tests , workshops and field work. 
"Ful l-time Student " :  one who is enrol led for 75  percent or more 
of the prescribed current semester ' s work for the course in 
which he /she is enrol led . 
"Mature Age S tudent " : a person aged 21  years or more before 1 s t  
March o f  the year of  admission . 
"Major  Study" : a set  of  units  wi thin a general award which 
provides specialist  preparat ion in a phase of  education o r  a 
subj ect area,  for example , D ip loma o f  Teaching (Primary) , 
Diploma of  Teaching (Secondary) Mathematics . 
"Non-award S tudent " : any student who is  not a candidat e for any 
award in the Co l lege and who has been given permiss ion by the 
Head of  School  to  enrol in a uni t in a course . 
"Part-t ime S tudent " :  one who is enrolled for less  than 7 5  percent 
of  the prescribed current semeste r ' s work for the course in 
which he/she is enro l led . 
"Progrannne " :  collec t ive term to  describe the uni ts  and courses  
offered by  a Department ,  School or  the Col lege . 
"Provis iona l S tudent " : a person who is unab le to fulfil  all  the 
requirement s o f  admi ss ion to the course and who may be required 
to complete des ignated study in order to fulfil  those 
requirement s .  
"Semester Ave rage" : the sum o f  numerical scores o f  all  units 
taken by the student and asses sed on that basis divided by the 
number  of such units undertaken in the seme s te r .  
"Stream" : a sequence of spec ialist  units  wi thin a course which 
const itute specialist  cover in depth of a particular specialist 
area , for example , Pos t-graduate Diploma in Educationa l Studies 
(Educat ional Adminis tration) . 
"Subj ect" : a recognised area or field of study inc luded in a 
course . 
"Uni t" : a seme s ter ' s  s tudy of a sub j ect  inc luded in a course . 
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AP PEND IX 2 
CA}1PUS LOCAT IONS OF  rL\IN PROGR.A..\t,!ES  
INTRODUCTION 
DISCUSSION PAPER 
CAMPUS LOCATIONS OF MAJOR PROGRAMMES 1985 - 2000 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
Prepared by Academic Planning Service 
July, 1985 
Since i t s  incep t i on in 1982  the Wes tern Austra l ian Co l l ege of Advanced 
Ed uca t ion has deve loped into a maj o r  inst itut ion o f  higher educat ion with 
a viable mu lti-c ampus organ i sa t ion ba sed up on schoo l s  o f  st udy wi th 
programme s being progres sive ly loca ted in centres  of specia l isa t ion and 
in a s socia ted campus ex tensions of the se specia l isat ions. Con t inued 
deve lopme nt o f  WACAE requires upda t ing and ad j u s tme nt to changing 
circumstances and it is now necessary to review the locat ion of  
programmes because o f  t he development o f  Bunbury and Joonda lup ca mpuses,  
e s tab l i shment of  the Schoo l of  Nurs ing , imp lement at ion o f  the Bache lor o f  
Art s and Bache lo r o f  App l ied  Science programme s and t h e  decl ine i n  
enrolment s i n  the undergradua t e  programme in teacher educat ion .  
Thi s  pape r  provides background informa t ion on t he deve lopmen t o f  WACAE 
and ident i f ies  various o p t ions for the locat ion o f  ma j o r  programmes .  The 
intent ion is  to produce a gene ra l p lan to  improve acc ommoda tion o f  
exi s t ing programmes and t o  fac il itate deve lopment o f  add it ional 
programme s • 
PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
The following ma jor  principles which have been the ba s i s  for deve l opment 
cont inue to be re levant in the planning o f  WACAE . 
1 .  Cont inued Development o f  a Corporate  Ethos for WACAE 
The role o f  WAC}� continues t o  eme rge and is  s lowly becoming 
unders tood by the c ommunity . However ,  there is s t i l l  confusion in 
the c ommun i ty c oncerning i t s  s tatus  and funct ions and, as a 
c onsequenc e ,  const ant e f fort s need to be made to  ensure that a 
co rpora t e  image o f  WACAE eme rge s in pre ference t o  an image based 
upon a se t of d i s j o inted and loose ly re lat ed activi t ies and 
programme s di spersed acro s s  various campuse s .  Th i s  require s 
con t inued c onsol ida t ion o f  ac ad emic schoo l s  opera t ing in a 
c o-o rdina ted ma nner in order t o  mee t  the obj ect ives s e t  fo r the 
Co l lege and to  ensure tha t the Col lege becomes recognised as a 
stronger pa rtner in the provis ion o f  h ighe r educat ion in We stern 
Au s t ra l ia .  
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2. Role of WACAE 
The Wes tern Aus tra l ian Pos t  Secondary Educat ion Commission has 
endorsed in princip le t he fo llowing specific developments in the 
academic pro file  of  WACAE. 
i )  Bunbury In s t i tute o f  Advanced Educat ion t o  develop a s  a 
general purpose inst itut ion , most ly at undergraduate level .  
i i )  Joondalup campus to develop a comprehens ive prof ile 
part icu larly in the field s of art s and app l ied science. 
i i i )  Provi sion of  genera l purpose Bachelor o f  App l i ed Science and 
Bachelor of Art s  programmes in associat ion with related 
s tud i es at as sociate dip loma level .  
iv )  Provi s ion of  a comprehensive progrannne in nursing a t  
undergraduate and graduate  level s. 
The Commi ss ion continues to support growt h and 
d ivers if icat ion in the provis ion of courses at a l l  leve l s  
including masters  and , i n  due course, doctora l stud ies. 
Accordingly, WACAE should conso l idate the provi sion of  a 
mult i-purpose ,  mu l t i-leve l academic programme by continuing 
the evo lut ionary proces s from the earlier base of  s ing le 
purpose teachers  co l l eges to ensure an economica l and 
e f f icient deployment o f  resources needed for current and 
future development s. 
3 .  Demographic Trends and Campus Capacit ies 
The Wes tern Austral ian Pos t  Secondary Education Commi ssion predict s  
con servat ively that total  enro lments in higher educat ion in the 
S t ate  wil l  grow from 3 5 , 000 in 1984 to 54, 000 in the year 2000. 
Accord ing ly ,  t he Commi ssion proposes four ins t i tut ions  each 
providing for about 1 5 , 000  studen t s. In addi t ion , proj ect ions for 
the North-Wes t Corridor o f  the Perth Metropolitan Region cont inue 
to ref lect cons iderab le growth and by year 2001 the popu lat ion o f  
that corridor i s  expected to increase by 4 5  per cent to 41 2, 000 
(28 5, 000 in 1984 ) with the majori ty concent rated in the Wanneroo 
Shire . Therefore , Joondalup campus is wel l  s i ted to become a major 
provider of higher educat ion in the S tate and WACAE should continue 
to p lan to become a major provider of tertiary educat ion in the 
geographica l region of the metropo litan area nort h o f  the Swan 
Rive r .  
Curren t pred i ctions  are for WACAE t o  grow from 7 , 01 5  EFTS in 1 985 
to  1 2 , 000 EFTS by t he yea r 2000 .  
The inner metropolitan campuses at Claremont , Mount Lawley ,nd 
Ned land s have reached maximum capacity whereas Churchland s b a s  
pot ential  for further development. Major future expansion wil l  
occur on new campuses , in particula r ,  Joonda lup. 
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4 .  Demand for Scarce Resources 
Tert iary educ at ion cont inues to be the sub j ect  of t ight fund ing and 
c ommunity pre ssu re for accountabil ity in the expenditure o f  fund s . 
Accord ing ly , WACAE needs to avo id unnecessary dup l icat ion of  
programme s on i t s  campuse s and , where possib l e ,  rat iona l i s e  the 
provi s ion of  tho se courses which are sub jec t  to dec lining demand . 
Economica l  use o f  scarce re sources  can be achieved by concent rat ion 
of programmes thus enabl ing the use of ma terial and staff  res ources 
to be opt imi sed in the e stab l i shment of centres of spec ialisa t ion 
and , where warranted ,  campus ex tens ions of these cen t res  o f  
spec ia lisation . Fo r examp le ,  enrolment s in Teache r  Educat ion at 
the undergradua t e  leve l have now dec lined to  a l eve l where it s 
provi sion in WACAE need s to be rat iona l ised . Ce rtainly , it wou ld 
be unwise to deve lop a ma j or undergraduate programme in Teacher  
Educat ion on  the Joonda lup campus wit hout corre sponding closures  
e l sewhere . The ma t ter of  locat ion of  undergraduate  progratmnes in 
Educat ion is refe rred to in more  deta i l  in the fo l lowing sec t ion on 
programmes and enro lment leve l s .  
5 .  Locat ion of  Spec ia list  Programme s 
The concentrat ion o f  very expens ive fac i l ities is  cruc ial  in the 
del ive ry o f  high qua l ity programme s .  Expensive equipment and 
fac il ities  in low enro lment courses should be concent rated on a 
s ing l e  campus . Only equipmen t and faci l ities  required to  
ade quate ly su s t a in c ore stud ies or  support ing stud ies in  large 
enro lment course s  shou ld be dup l icated across campuses . In the 
ma in ,  fie lds  o f  s tud ies should be ava i lab l e :  
( i )  on one campu s if specia l i s t  and /or low enro lmen t ;  
( i i )  o n  s e l ected  campuses i f  spec i a l is t  and high enro lment ; 
( ii i ) on various campuses  a s  individua l units  ( in re spons e to  
l oc a l  demand ) or as  sma l l  sets  o f  unit s ,  eg genera l stud ies 
in Pr imary /ECE programme s and specia lisms in broad ly based 
UG3 course s .  
In add ition t o  c oncentration of  expensive fac il i ties , loc at ion of 
spec i a l i s t  progratmne s ,  fo r examp le Nurs ing and Hea lth S tud ie s , 
shou ld a l s o ,  where pos s ible , comp lement re lated nea rby fac i l i ties 
in the c otmnun ity . 
6 .  Mu lti-d i sc ip l inary Pro f iles  o f  Campuses 
The mu l t i-campu s nature of  the Co l lege enab le s it to  provi de  
tertiary stud ies in  a variety of  fields at sites  which are 
convenient to ve ry la rge sectors o f  the metropo l itan area . The 
poss ibil ity o f  wide choice of  stud ies in a conveni ent loc a lity ha s 
cons ide ra b l� me rit  and , therefore , campuses  should continue to  
deve lop as  mu lti-purpose  rather than sing le purpose  ins t a l la t ions . 
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7 .  Current Academic Profi les o f  CaDll)uses 
The loca t i on o f  clus ters of  re lat ed course s  wi l l  result  in the 
estab l ishme nt o f  new campus academic pro f i l e s  which , in  turn , wi l l  
become an int egra l pa rt o f  the Co l lege academic p ro f ile . These  may 
be qui t e  d i f fe rent  from pro f i l e s  o f  the  former sma l le r  co l l ege s . 
8 .  Minimisation o f  Dislocation 
In the deve l opment of WACAE a t t ent ion needs  to be given to ens uring 
stab i l i ty o f  succes sful  programmes so  tha t  the ethos  o f  WACAE and 
i t s  reputa t i on in the community can be cons o l idated . In this  
r egard who lesa le  re location of  programmes should be  avoided . 
9 .  Use o f  Resources Across Campuses 
Progrannne s should b e  located on campuses  so  tha t  associated sta f f  
who a re requ i red t o  work on more than one campus can do so wi thout 
exces sive t rave l l ing . Likewise,  t rave l for student s wishing t o  
take stud ies  i n  specia l i st  or low enro lment f ie lds  sho u ld be  
min imis ed . 
PROGRAMMES AND PROPOSED ENROLMENT LEVELS 
Education Programme 
In decid ing the locat i on o f  the undergraduate programme in teacher 
educat ion t he fo l lowing informat ion shou ld b e  cons idered . 
( i )  Decl ining e nro lment quotas in pre-se rvice p rima ry teacher educat ion 
cours e s  
Th e  fo l l owing tab le  clea rly ind icates  the extent o f  reduc t ion o f  
enrolment s i n  the D ip loma o f  Teach ing ( Pr ima ry) . 
Year 
1 9 7 5  
1980  
1985  
1986  
Campuses 
4 
3 
3 
4 ( inc lud ing Bunbury )  
Commencing Students 
1, 300  
7 25 
475 
475  ( est . )  
To high l ight t he e ffect on individua l campuse s o f  decl ining 
enrolment s in undergraduat e primary teache r  e ducat i on courses i t  
should  b e  noted t ha t ,  i n  1975 , Mount Lawley campus had 400 
commencing student s in  t he Diploma of Teaching ( Pr imary ) ,  260  in 
1 980 and 160 in 1 98 5 . Thus the  pred icted 1986 enrolmen t of 435 
commencing student s on me t ropolitan campuses  is only s l ight ly more 
tha n  t he 400 commencing student s enrol led at t he Mt Lawley campus 
in 1 975 . It is  no l onger essent i a l  to locate  p re-service prima ry 
teache r educa t ion on thr ee met ropo l itan campuse s . 
( i i )  S ince 1 9 7 6 ,  f irs t-year intake s  into seconda ry courses have been 
stab l e ,  i n  s ha rp contras t t o  the situat ion in prima ry course s .  A 
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rec ent Educat ion Depa rtment report ind icates  t hat  thi s stab i l i ty 
wil l end in 1985 , and that 1986  - 1 990 wi l l  see a reduc tion of some 
50 per cent in demand for sec onda ry teac hers . Th i s  factor mus t  be 
c ons idered in review ing development opt i on s  up to year 2000 . 
(i i i )  Inter-schoo l servicing o f  the teacher educa t ion progra:nme · (ECE ,  
Pr imary and Sec ondary ) re qu ires the Co l lege to art iculate 
t imetab l ing of many ma j o r  programme s around ·Schoo l of Educ a t ion 
c ourses . Thi s  requ irement is  cau s ing stra ins i� the mu lt i-purpose , 
mu l t i-campus Co llege sy stem and the future locat ion of  ma j o r  
programmes should a im t o  minimise t h i s  e f f ec t  by reduc ing the 
di spe rs ion of t he undergradua t e  educat ion programme and by 
deve lop ing ac ademic pro files  for new campuses  which are not so  
heavi ly founded on the educat ion prograrmne . 
(iv ) Recent ra t i ona l i sa t i on o f  courses  acro s s  ECE , prima ry and seconda ry 
st reams in t he Educat ion programme has reduced to some ext en t the  
art i f ic ia l ity of  c ompletely s eparated s t reams . Re-loc at ion o f  
ma jor  programmes should fac i l itate  c ont inua tion o f  t h i s  proc es s . 
( v )  The t we lve week As s i stant Teacher Programme in the  th ird year of  
the Dip loma o f  Teaching c ourse current ly requires a shortene d  third 
yea r prograrmne c ompri s ing approxi�at e ly two s emest ers  each of nine 
teac hing weeks . Thi s  re strict ion wi l l  have imp lica t ions  fo r the 
proposed Bache l or of Art s  and Bache lor of App l ied S c i enc e courses  
in t ha t  these c ou rses  w i l l  be  adverse ly  a f fected if  the s truc ture 
o f  the third ac ademic yea r in the pre -s ervice Diploma of Teaching 
i s  cont inued . Re-locat ion of maj or progrannne s shou l d  take into 
acc ount the necess i ty to  minimise  the e f f ec t  o f  the  As s i stant 
Teac her Programme on othe r programme s .  
(vi )  Viab i l ity o f  un i t s  in va rious programmes ( eg genera l stud ies in the 
Dip loma o f  Teac hing)  cont inues  t o  be an i s sue and c ould  be 
part ia l ly re so lved in  c onjunc t ion wi th plann ing for locat ion o f  
ma J or programme s .  
A c on s idera t ion o f  the above fac tors , especia l ly the l imited prima ry 
quota  and pred icted reduc ed secondary quot a ,  leads to the c onclus ion tha t  
the Diploma of  Teac hing (Prima ry )  shou ld be o f fered ? referab ly on two 
me tropol i tan c ampuse s and , at the mo s t , on three campuse s .  Locat ion on 
three campus e s  should only be considered if at l ea s t  one of the three 
campus e s  accommodates  s ign if ican t c omponent s  of the seconda ry programme . 
Such an arrangement is nec e s sa ry to ensure viabil ity o f  the genera l 
studies  and othe r  e lec t ive area s in bot h streams o f  pre-servic e teaching . 
Performing Art s  Progranme 
Pr ior t o  1985  mo s t  o f  thi s  programme ha s been at the sub -tert iary leve l .  
Howeve r,  in 1985  enro lments  a t  the advanced educat ion leve l inc rea sed to  
some 200 and it  i s  expec ted t hat  further growth t o  approximat e ly 400 EFTS 
wi l l  occu r ove r  the next severa l t riennia . The programme i s  s ituated in 
spec ia l i st  bu i ld ings on the Mount Lawley campus and wou ld not be 
conve nien t ly hous ed on other campus e s .  
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Art s  and Appl ied Sciences Programme 
Present p lanning i s  a long the l ines that thi s programme wi l l  be part o f  
t he e s sen t ia l foundat ion o f  the  tot a l  progrannne on the  Joonda lup campu s .  
Pre s en t ly t he programme i s  spread acro s s  a number o f  campuses because of  
t he re l a t ive ly recent  e s tab lishmen t o f  t h e  School of  Art s and App l ie d  
Sc i enc e . The Schoo l i s  p l anned t o  grow t o  approx ima t e ly 2 , 00 0  EFTS by 
the  yea r  2000 and wi l l  ret a in a servic ing ro l e , part icu larly t o  the  
Educ a t ion prog ramme . 
Community and Language Studies Programme 
The c omme n t s  re la ted to  Ar t s  and App l ied  Sc iences  re late  a l s o  t o  t h e  
Schoo l o f  Commun i ty and Language S tud ies . 
Business Programme 
Th i s  programme wa s deve loped on the Churchland s c ampus from 19 76  on , and 
enrolments  in the  Schoo l o f  Bus ine s s  a re now s igni f i cant . At the  present  
t ime most  o f  the programme i s  taught at  Churchland s a l t hough there are 
some enrolment s on t he Mount Lawley campu s .  Future dep l oyment  may we l l  
b e  o n  the bas i s  of  this  School  c ont inuing it s spec i a l i s t  s t reams on the 
Churc hland s campu s  and teaching s ome of i t s  more ?Opu lar  st reams on a t  
l ea s t  one o ther campus , probab ly a t  Joonda lup . The School  o f  Bus ine s s  i s  
expec t e d  t o  grow t o  approxima t e ly 2 , 00 0  EFTS .  
Nurs ing Programme 
The newly e s t ab l ished School  of Nurs ing ha s pa rt icular requiremen t s  wh ich 
need t o  be addre s sed in p lanning t he loca t ion o f  its  programme in WACAE . 
The Schoo l ha s been g iven approva l to deve lop an undergradua t e  prog ramme 
(des igne d t o  be  a t  degree leve l ) , a convers ion c ourse  fo r exper ienced 
nurse s ,  spec ia l i st gradu a t e  d iploma courses and a ma s t ers  c ourse . Thu s 
the  progran:nne i s  p lanned t o  be c omprehens ive and o f  a h igh s tandard 
requ iring spec i a l i s t  fac i l i t ies . 
The unde rgradua t e  programme i s  p lanned t o  inc lude a s ign i f ican t 
of f-c ampus profes s iona l pra c t i c e  c omponent to be t aken on a concurrent 
bas� s in ma j o r  ho sp it a l s . It is e s t ima ted  t ha t  about one-t hird o f  
s tudent s '  t ime wi l l  b e  spent on profess iona l prac t ic e  ac t ivi t ie s ,  taken 
on a weekly ba s i s  over t he three years of the  programme . E lec t ive un i t s  
i n  r e l evant f i e lds o f  app l ied sc ienc e and behavi oura l s tud ies  wi l l  a l so  
be requ i rement s in t he unde rgradua t e  programme . The s e  wi l l  be uni t s  in 
the proposed Bache lor of Appl i ed Science and Bache lor o f  Art s  courses  or 
be  uni t s  which are  ava i lable  in curren t prograrrnne s .  
The S choo l o f  Nurs ing favours a locat ion for the Schoo l wh ich perm i t s  
nurs ing s tudent s t o  work a long s ide student s  in  othe r d i s c ip l ine s when 
this  is appropria t e . The Sc hoo l wi l l  bene f i t ,  pa rt icula rly a s  it of fers 
h ighe r leve l c ou rse s ,  by bec oming pa r t  of a heal th/med ical  s tudie s 
environmen t .  Th i s  c an be  provided by s i t ing the Schoo l o f  Nurs ing in 
c lo s e  prox imity  to  the ma jor  med ica l c omp l ex e s tablished in  the Ned lands 
area . 
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1 Current e s t ima tes  are that  the  Schoo l o f  Nursing wi l l  grow t o  
I 
app roximate ly 1 , 200 EF'l'S inc lud ing a minimum enrolment o f  800 EFTS i n  the 
unde rgraduate  programme . For pu rposes  o f  p lanning the  loc a t ion o f  the  
1 
Schoo l of  Nurs ing the e s t ima t ed maximUI11 enro lment of  1 , 200 EFTS should be 
I considered to be  equiva lent to  approximately  800 EFTS , bearing in mind 
! extens ive off-campus professi ona l prac tice  requirement s .  
This  programme i s  new with fi rst  s tuden t s  being admit ted in Ju ly , 1 9 8 5 . 
Pr esent ly the programme is loc at ed on the Ned land s campus both to take 
advantage of the proximi ty of  the Sir Cha rles  Gai rdne r Hospit a l  and a lso  
to  use  scienc e labora tory fac i l i t ies ava i lab l e  at Nedland s .  
Proposed Schoo l Enro lment s - 1 992  and 2000 
It i s  ant icipated tha t the Co l l ege ' s  present enro lment wi l l  rise to 9 , 6 00 
EFTS in 1 9 9 2  and to  1 2 , 000 EFTS in 2000 . The se  e s t ima t e s  do not  inc lude 
non advanc ed educ at i on c ourses at the Academy of Per forming Art s ,  bu t do 
inc lude s t uden t s  studying in the externa l mo de . 
Al so  shown for c ompa rison purp oses a re rounded 1 985 EFTS enro lment da t a .  
1985  1992  2000 
Perf  arming Ar t s  1 70 400 5 00 
Art s  and App lied  Sc ienc e s  460  1 , 200 2 , 000 
Bus ine ss  1 ,  730  1 , 800 2 , 300 
Community and Language Studie s 740 1 , 600 2 , 2 00 
Educa t ion 3 , 900 3 , 6 00 3 , 800 
Nurs ing 1 , 000  1 , 2 00 
Co l l ege 7 , 000 9 , 600 1 2 , 000  
CAMPUS CAPACITIES 
Since the 1950s there has been no time when adequate  s t a f f  and student 
acc ommod a t ion ha s been provided . Th i s  unsa ti sfactory state  o f  a f fairs 
pers i s t s  up t o  the present , a l t hough ef fort s made t o  add to the amount  of 
accommoda t ion ava i lable  in the 1982 -1 984 tri ennium and the proposed 
programme for the 1985-1987  t riennium point to improvement in the years 
immediate ly ahead . 
It is  import ant tha t the Co l l ege move t o  a s i tuat ion where the re is a 
"comfort a b l e  f i t "  be tween the programme on a part icular  campus and the 
teac hing spaces , s taff  accommodat ion ,  genera l fac i l it ies and parking 
ava i lab l e . Because o f  this  important considera tion , and having regard t o  
the l imited po tentia l  t o  inc rease  bui lding s on  three o f  the inner 
metrop o l itan campuse s ,  and the possibil ity of  inc rea sing bu ilding s on t h e  
other thre e c ampuses , t h e  f o l l owing suggested  c apac i t ies are intended t o  
addre s s  the quest ion o f  "c omfo rtable  f i t "  s o  that the numbe r o f  s tudent s 
and s t a f f  ma tch  the fac i l i t ies ava ilable in tha t there are suf ficient 
t eaching sp aces  wit hout c omp e t i tion among courses and suf fic ient s taff  
studies to  house each member o f  sta f f  in hi s or  her  own study . Al so , it  
i s  impo rtant t hat  the  parking provided i s  reasonab ly adequa t e  in  re lat ion 
to  need s .  
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The fol lowing t a b l e  s hows some o f  t he key element s in any cons � ��ra� ion 
of the number o f  s t uden t s  and sta f f  it is pos s i ble  to  locate  on a 
pa rticula r campu s .  In t he c a se o f  t he numbe r o f  hec t a re s  shown , the 
n�mbe r  of  hec t ares  i s  s t ab le except in the case  o f  Bunbury whe re s i t e  
s iz e  i s  expec ted t o  i nc re a s e  when add i t iona l adj acent land i s  ve s t ed in 
the Co l lege . 
In l i s t ing usab l e  f l oor spa c e ,  same ha s been shown in  re lat ion to 
an t ic ipa ted f loor spa c e  by Decembe r 198 7 .  As not ed previou s ly ,  Claremont 
and Ned lands a re fa irly we l l  bu i l t  out ; some add i t ion s  a re p lanned at 
Mount Lawley but bu i lding spa ce is  ve ry l imi ted . Add i t iona l bu i lding s 
are po s s ible  at  Churchland s ,  and s i gn i f icant add i t iona l bu i ld ing s are 
po s s ible  both a t  Bunbury and Joonda lup . 
'nle pa rk ing bay s re la ted to the f i r s t  four campuses are fa irly s table  and 
the  parking bays  shown fo r Bunbury and Joonda lup indicate  tha t there i s  
good capac ity to  provide s uc h  fac i l i t ies . 
Hectare s  Usab l e  Floor Space Parking Bay s 
Claremon t 3 . 9 1  7 , 000 m2 160  
Ned land s 3 . 5 4 1 0 , 250  m2 400 
Moun t Lawley 1 1 . 2 5  1 7 , 000 m2 800 
Chu rch l and s 20 . 7 7  2 7 , 500 m2 1 , 200  
Bun bury 2 5 . 30 5 , 200 m2 300 
Joonda lup 4 5 . 5 0 5 , 200 m2 2 , 500 
It is obvi ous tha t  campu s capa c i ty mu s t  re la t e  to the land , bu i ld ing s  and 
genera l fac i l i t ies ava i la b le . Furthe r ,  it seems obvi ous t ha t  the Co l l ege 
shou ld pursue a genera l obj ec t ive o f  trying to achieve a "comfortable  
fi t"  on each campus  having reg a rd t o  the  pa s t  pa t tern o f  ove rc rowd ing 
which re s u l ted , in part a t  l ea s t , from a peri od when the c o l l eges  were in 
s t rong c ompe t i t ion one with t he othe r  to t ry to build  up numbe rs . The 
ama lgama t ed Co l lege means that  pha se  ha s now been pa ss ed and it is 
proposed  t o  t ry t o  achieve a 1 1comfo rtab l e  f i t 1 1  on va r ious campu s e s  wh ich 
wi l l  resu l t  in  s ome c ampu ses  hous ing fewer student s than they d id in the 
previou s  ove rcrowded s itua t ion . 
In the ca se o f  the Mo tm t  Lawley campus  part icular  a t t ent ion ha s been pa id 
to the space need s of t he Ac ademy o f  Pe rforming Art s  and tha t fac tor  ha s 
been inc luded wh ich i s  the rea son why the proposed campus enro lment 
capac i t y  i s  s omewha t le s s  t han  might seem appropr iate  having regard t o  
the numbe r o f  squa re me t re s  o f  f loor space ava ilabl e .  
I t  i s  sugge s ted that  t he following tota l enro lment s are  appropriate  fo r 
ea ch campus and tha t a general  obj ec t ive shou ld be set  o f  a t temp t ing to 
ac hieve the mo s t  economic use of spec ia l i s t  bu i l ding s and the be s t  
po s s i b l e  1 1 fit 1 1  be tween enro lment s ,  st a f fing , programmes and ava i la b l e  
re sou rc e s .  The d a t a  s hown to t a l  1 2 , 000 EFTS whi c h  i s  t h e  ant ic ipa ted 
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enrolment  fo r t he year 200 0 .  
Claremon t 
Ned land s 
Moun t Lawley 
Churc h land s 
Bun bury 
Joonda lup 
Externa l 
800 
1 , 100 
1 , 6 00 
3 , 5 00 
1 , 000 
3 , 000  
1 , 000  
1 2 , 00 0  
I f  thi s  pa t t ern resul t e d ,  the proposed enro lment s for the firs t four 
campu s e s  wou ld be t he maximum in  each case  by year 2 000 whi l e  further 
inc rea s e s  in  enro lmen t s  wou ld be expec ted bo th a t  Bunbury and , 
part icula rly , a t  Joonda lup whe re  t here i s  probably the f ina l capa c i ty t o  
locate  a s  ma ny as 7 , 000 - 8 , 000  EFTS if  th i s  were requ ired i n  the 
long-t e rm future . 
If  Bunbury i s  exc luded the pro posed  pat t ern shows s ome 7 , 000 EFTS on the 
four inne r me trop o l i t an campuses  and some 3 , 000  EFTS at Joonda lup 1.n the  
year 2000 . 
MAJOR ISSUES Ill LOCATION OF PROGRAfiMES 
An an a ly s i s  o f  the current s i tua t ion and p lanned deve lopment s t oge the r  
wi th cons idera t ion o f  t he p lanni ng guid e l ines out l ined ear l i er reve a l s  
the fol lowing t o  b e  t he ba s ic dec i s ions requi ring resolut ion . Onc e  the s e  
are de cided de t a i l s  o f  locat ions  o f  part icular  c ourse s  c a n  b e  con s idered 
within  the  con t ex t  of the broad ly d e fined p lan . 
( i )  Nurs ing programme 
The que s t ion ari se s a s  t o  whe the r  or no t the Schoo l shou ld rema in 
as one uni t  or  be divided into  two programme s . I f  one uni t  i s  
reta ined i t  i s  ev ident tha t the programme b e  ba sed a t  the Ned land s 
s i t e or t hat  i t  be t ra ns ferred away  from Ned land s t o  the  
Churchland s s i te which i s  the  only campus where there i s  
suf fic ient  space  to  erect  a new bu i lding o f  the  s i ze requ i red . I t  
i s  n o t  pos s ib l e  tha t a new add i t iona l bu i lding o f  the requ i red 
s i ze cou ld be bui l t  at  Ned land s .  Locat ion a t  Ned land s  ha s the 
advant ages o f  requ ir ing le s s  cap i t a l  monies and o f  deve loping the 
Schoo l of Nurs ing at a s i t e  adj acent to  m.a jor  medica l cen t re s .  
D i scus s i on s  have been proceed ing wi th the Hea lth  Depa rtment s ince  
la s t  January . S ince early  June t he pos i t ion ha s bec ome c leare r  1n  
tha t i t  seems tha t the  Hea l th Depart ment may agree to  sp end 
$6 , 000 , 000  - $ 7 , 00 0 , 000 t o  e re c t  a new bu i lding spec i f ica l ly 
de s igned for the needs  o f  the nurse educ at ion programme . As 
previou s ly noted , i f  such a dedica t£d bui lding were  erected , i t  
wou ld need t o  be on the Churchland s campus and there wou ld be a 
need to  loca t e  the nurs ing programme there . Howeve r ,  in the  even t 
tha t the Hea l th D�pa rtment provides  muc h more l imi ted  cap i ta l ,  the 
que s t ion rema ins as  to whethe r the  programme shou ld be div ided 
into two pa r t s  wi th  one pa r t  on the Ned land s campus and the other 
on t he Churc hland s c ampu s  o r ,  a l t e rna t ively , c omp le t e l y  at the 
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Nedland s campus which i s  adj acent t o  ma j o r  med ica l centres . 
Indeed , the quest i on o f  cap i ta l fund s to  erec t a bu ild ing for the 
nu rs ing prograrrnne is a key e lement at this  stage  in any proposa l 
t o  l oc ate  s t udent s on part icu lar  campus es . Onc e the fina l 
dec i s ion is  gi ven by the Hea l t h  Department it wi l l  be ea s ie r  to  
f irm up the op t ions . The models  which are deve l oped la ter  in this 
pape r c ons ider both of the se  po s s ib i l i t ie s .  
Secondary ( pre-s ervi ce)  Teacher Educat ion 
It s l ocat ion on two met ropo l it an campuses , se lected  from 
Churchlands , Mount  Lawley and Ned land s .  
( i i i )  Pr ima ry ( pre-servic e )  Teache r Educat ion 
The Pr ima ry prograrmne shou ld not be be o f fered a t  Joonda lup campus 
because o f  the reduc t ion in enro lment s but , as d i scu s sed above , 
shou ld be concent rated on two campuses o r ,  a t  the mos t , three 
campus e s ,  the s e  being Church lands ,  Cla remon t  and Mount Lawl ey . 
( iv)  ECE , Pr ima ry , Secondary 
Provi s ion for the three st reams in the undergradua t e  prog ramme on 
no mo r e  t han three met ropo l i tan campuse s .  
( v )  Bu sine s s  
I t s  loc at ion on two campuses , se lec ted from Chu rchland s ,  Joonda lup 
and Moun t Lawley . 
(vi ) Bache lor  o f  Ar t s ,  Bache lor  o f  App l ied Science 
The ma j o r  p rovi s ion fo r the Bache lor  of Art s  and Bache lor  o f  
Ap pl ied Science programmes shou ld be a t  the Joonda lup campus . The 
We stern Au s t ra l ian Po s t  S econda ry Educat ion Commi s s ion favours  
this  deve l opment because o f  i t s  geographica l remotenes s  from other 
te rt ia ry inst itut ions and becau se  Wanneroo is  the cent re fo r ma jor  
popu la t i on growth.  The non-provi s ion of  a ma jor  unde rgraduate 
programme in Teache r Educat ion at  Joonda lup wi l l  pe rmi t these new 
programmes to  deve l op somewha t independent ly o f  the Teache r 
Educat ion programme and o f  i t s  lengthy pro fess iona l prac t ice 
requirement s .  
(v i i )  Given the above c ons idera t i ons and the re lat ive is o lat ion o f  tha t 
campu s , Joonda lup shou ld  be deve lo ped without being requi red t o  
c lo s e l y  a rt iculate  i t s  a c t ivi ties  wi th programmes on o the r 
campu se s .  
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OPTIONS 
Option A (Nurs ing at Nedlands, undergraduate Secondary Education at 
Churchlands and Mount Lawley) 
In Ju ly o f  thi s  yea r  the Nurs ing programme wi l l  be located at  the 
Nedlands campus and therea fter will  cont inue to be deve lope d  a t  tha t 
campus to  minimi se the need for later re-loc a t i on .  
Th e  S econdary stream o f  the Teache r Education programme will  be 
progressive ly re-located wi th se lected spec ia l ist componen t s  a t  the ��unt 
Lawley and Churchlands campuse s .  The loca tion o f  selec ted  spec ia l i s t  
component s o f  the Secondary programme a t  the Churchlands camp us wi l l  
require suppo rting speci a l i s t  fac i l itie s  and these  specia l i s t  fac ilit ies 
should be deve loped in conjunc t i on wi th the estab lishment o f  cen t re s  o f  
speci a l i s a t ion for servicing re lated programmes .  
Re lat ive ly sma l l  programmes in Ar t s  and App l i ed Science and Community and 
Language S tudies  wi ll be provided at the Churchlands , Mount Lawl ey and 
Nedlands campuse s  to compl ement the Educat ion and Nur s ing programmes .  
Major deve lopments in t he s e  two Schoo l s  wi l l  be a t  the Joonda lup campus. 
The Educat i on programme wil l be restric ted to  the Churchlands , Claremont 
and Mount Lawley campuses  with  a small speci a lised programme at Joonda lup 
(mos t ly in the pre-servic e Gra duate Dip loma in Educ a t i on ) . Bu s ines s  
S tudi e s  w i l l  b e  provided a t  t h e  Church lands and Joonda lup campuse s .  
Op tion A a ims to deve lop the complete  Nurs ing programme a t  a campus 
adjacent to othe r medica l cent re s  and hospitals  and to ration a l i s e  the 
undergraduate Educ a t ion programme on to thre e  metropo l itan campuses and 
to o f fe r  the Primary and S econdary streams in conjunc t ion at two campuses  
in  order  to  ensure viabil i ty o f  c la s s e s .  
Appendix A contains det a i l s  o f  Opt ion A. 
Option B (Nurs ing a t  Churchlands, undergraduate Secondary Education at  
Mount Lawley a nd Nedlands ) 
As indica t ed earl ier there i s  prospect for a ma jor Nurs ing comp lex to be 
financed out o f  S t a t e  monie s .  If this  eventuates  and the Co l l ege is 
required to  cons t ruc t a ma jor new bu i lding rather than mod i fy the 
exi st ing fa c i l i ty at  Ned lands , then the only suitable s i t e  is 
Churc hlands . This  would require modi f icat ion o f  Op t i on A in tha t the 
S econdary Teacher Educa t ion programme wou ld then have to be located  a t  
Nedland s and Moun t  Lawley . Re lat ive ly minor adjustmen t s  t o  the de t a i l s  
o f  Opt ion A (s e e  Appendix A)  in terms o f  enrolment leve l s  and locat ion o f  
sma l ler programmes wou ld resu lt from th i s  a lt ernat ive , a l though there 
would be a need to  upgrade the se lec ted seconda ry spec ia l i s t  fac i l i t ies 
a t  the Nedland s  campus . For examp le , the loc at i ons of programmes in Art s 
and App lied Sc ience and Commun ity and Language Stud ie s wou ld be adjus t ed 
to  comp lement the locat i on o f  the Nurs ing programme . Advantages  o f  
Opt ion B inc lude t h e  provis ion o f  a ded ica ted bu ilding for t h e  Nursi�g 
programme and a lesser dis locat ion of  the Secondary Educ at ion programme . 
Howeve r ,  the s i t e  o f  t he Nursing programme will  be furt he r away from 
ma j or medical  c ent res and hosp itals  and the Educ a t i on programme would 
conti nue to  be o ffe red on four inne r metropo l itan campuses . 
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Opt ion C (Nursing a t  Churchlands and Nedlands ,  �ndergraduate Secondary 
Educat ion at  Mount Lawley and Nedlands ) 
This op tion dif fers from Op tion B in tha t the Nursing prog ramme is 
provided on two campuse s .  Opt ion C depends to a large ext ent on the 
amount of  cap ita l  mon ies ava ilab le to support the Nurs ing programme . 
Obviou s ly the c hoice  of  campuses for the Nurs ing programme is  rest ric ted 
to the Churchland s and Ned lands campuse s ( other than Joonda lup in due 
cour s e )  and part itioning the Nurs ing programme wou ld be on the bas i s  o f  
provid ing the undergraduate programme on one campus es and graduate 
courses on the othe r campus .  An a s sumpt ion made in this opt ion is that 
enro lments in the undergraduate  nursing programme wi l l  be substant ia l .  
Adju stments t o  the locat ion o f  programme s in Art s  and App lied Sc ience .  and 
Communi ty and Language Stud ies wi l l  be made to comp lement the loc at ions 
o f  t he Nu rsing programme . 
Option C ha s the advant age o f  enhanc ing the mu l t i-disc ip l ina ry academic 
pro files  of campu ses  and reduc ing the dis locat ion of the Sec ondary 
programme . However the und ergraduat e Educat ion programme wou ld continue 
to be o f fered on four inner me tropo l itan campuses .  
Option D (Nur sing at Churchlands ,  no undergraduate Education at  
Cburchlands , undergraduate Secondary Education at  Mount 
Lawley and Nedlands )  
Opt ion D ha s the advantages o f  les sening the potent ia l overcrowd ing of  
t he Churchland s campus ( t his depend s upon the max imum Nursing enro lment ) 
and of  re stric t ing the Educ at ion progranune to three inner me tropo litan 
campu se s .  Howe ve r ,  much of  the Church land s campus was de signed for 
teacher education and is les s suitable for other programme s in Art s  and 
App l ied Sc ienc e and Community and Language Studies . 
Option E (Nurs ing at Churchlands ,  no undergraduate  Educa t ion a t  
Cla remont , undergradua t e  Secondary Educat ion at  Mount Lawley 
and Ned lands )  
Opt ion E ha s the advantage o f  re strict ing the Educat ion p rogramme to 
three inne r met ropo li tan campuse s .  Howeve r,  the tradit iona l C laremont 
campus assoc iat ion with Teacher Educ at ion wou ld be disc ont inued . 
C laremont campus  wou ld deve lop an academic profi le in Community Studies 
and assoc iated  area s .  
Append ix A c ontains de tai l s  o f  Op t ion A. However , the ma t rix of campuses 
and schoo ls  is intended to be usefu l  in ana lysing differences  among the 
va rious op tions and in cons idering imp l icat ions o f  va rious 
configurat ions . Append ix A i s  ba sed upon academic profiles  propo sed for 
Schoo l s  in WACAE and Co l l ege enro lment of 1 2 , 000 EFTS by the year 2000 .  
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CONCLUSION 
Obvious ly there are other arrangements and combinations of campuses and 
programmes, but it appears that the above options cover the major 
considerations  for resolution ; these being the locat ions of the Nurs ing 
and Education prograrmnes. Once these are decided, details  of locations 
of particu lar courses can be decided within the context of the broadly 
defined locations plan. 
'nle Academic Planning Service considers the above five options to be the 
only options which should be considered in detail. Other combinations of 
programmes and campuses not described here do not appear to meet the 
planning criteria proposed earlier in this pape r. Option A is  the option 
preferred by the Academic Planning Service because it is the option 
considered to most closely fulfil Col lege planning criteria. In 
particular, the Option A is considered to be practicable and would 
provide a rational basis  for future developments in WACAE. 
Additiona l deta iled information on estimated enrolments, demographic 
trends , academic deve lopments and campus features and profiles i s  
available on request from the Academic Planning Service. 
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COLLEGE - INDUSTRY INTERFACE 
Position Paper 
April 1 9 8 6  
COLLEGE - INDUSTRY INTERFACE 
INTRODUCTION 
1 .  The objectives of Western Australian College of Advanced Education 
include:  
( i )  the development and maintenance of a tradition of service to 
the cot11D1Unity in general and to government , education , 
culture, industry and commerce in particular ; 
(ii ) participation in the development and application of 
knowledge, skills and methodologies to education, industry, 
commerce and the co1DD1Unity ; 
(iii )  the provis ion of educational programmes in appropriate 
fields which meet the needs of students , the professions 
and the community . 
WA College continues to develop a diversified range of professional 
and vocational programmes. However, it has yet to develop a 
corresponding involvement in collaborative applied research. 
Because of its commitment to vocational and continuing education 
the College must be sensitive to the needs of industry. 'nlere is 
considerable benefit to both the College and to industry in the 
establishment and maintenance of close links. Building a 
comprehensive college - industry interface is essential in the 
attainment of objectives set for WA College. 
BACKGI.Otnm 
'nlis paper introduces some of the background and issues involved in 
developing a comprehens ive college-industry interface. It  also 
identifies some directions and possibilities for the future, together 
with proposed organisational structures to support developments . It is 
not definitive nor prescriptive. Rather it has been prepared as a 
stimulus paper, useful in initiating a process for establishing a 
college-industry interface based upon collaborative research and 
development . 
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BACKGROUND 
2. In July 1982 the Advanced Education Council commented as follows : 
"The advanced education sector has a particular and increasing role 
to play in making facilities , knowledge and expertise available to 
- industry and commerce for the solution of practical problems and in 
providing consultancy services. No modern economy that hopes to 
maintain its position in the international scene has the luxury of 
- neglecting to exploit the kind of human and physical resources that 
reside in the Colleges for applied research. " 
3. 'nle Advanced Education Council considers that the current economic 
situation in Australia points to an expanded role fQr the Advanced 
Education sector in tactical , problem-oriented research, 
specifically directed to projects of national significance in 
relation to industrial development • .Accordingly , it is proposed 
that WA College begin to plan a coherent and comprehensive 
organisational structure which facilitates college -industry 
collaboration , applied research and development. This will involve 
re-orienting the College towards a dual role in instruction and 
development and away from an exclusive involvement with award 
programmes. In achieving this aim we should build upon existing 
programme strengths and current and proposed developments such as 
Institutes , the Management Development Centre and the Community 
Programmes operation. 
4. 'nle bulk of Australian industry comprises small units , many of 
which do not have the capacity to maintain a research and 
development operation , or to initiate a customer-direct 
relationship with an institution. Large enterprises sometimes 
handle their own research and development or rely for such services 
on overseas parent companies. Many colleges of advanced education 
are already undertaking research projects in association with 
industrial and commercial enterprises and a significant proportion 
of this effort is in association with small local industrial 
concerns. However the Advanced Education Council believes that 
present activity of this kind addresses only a fraction of the 
potential work required if Australia is to attain international 
competetiveness. 
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· WA College can contribute to Australia 's  economic ,  social , cultural 
and technological future in a particular way, ic that its academic 
profile is oriented towards the service industries , commerce and 
education. Therefore applied research and developmental work 
should be oriented towards the tertiary or service indus tries 
including the community services , rather than towards the 
- science-based iadustries , which in Western Australia are serviced 
by the Institute of Technology, Technology Park and other 
institutions. 
Currently in Australia increasing emphasis is being placed upon 
private funding of tertiary institutions. This is notable in 
various governmental policies including the recognition of 
education as an export commodity, the potential establishment of 
international colleges and universities and the establishment of 
technology parks. 
Private sector funding of higher education in Australia is a most 
important initiative. Although WA College has no significant 
history of attracting non-governmental funding for its educational 
purposes there are signs that the College is beginning to broaden 
its financial base. The Management Development Centre , the 
establishment of Institutes in the fields of Applied Aboriginal 
Studies , Applied Language Studies and Teaching and Learning , the 
self-funding of community and continuing edu,�tion programmes and 
the current proposal for the establishment of a foundation are 
instances of the College seeking private sector funding . However 
it is obviously the case that at this time WA College is almost 
totally dependent on Government as the source of funding . In the 
development of a comprehensive plan for research and development in 
WA College the need for private and other non-traditional funding 
must be recognised on account of the Commonwealth Tertiary 
Education Commission 's  policy of minimal funding of Colleges for 
research and development. 
6. On the 23 July 1985 the Honorable Mr Bryce , Deputy Premier and 
Minister for Industrial Development , Technology and Defence Liaison 
spoke with senior staff of WA College on the role of  the College in 
the development of Western Australia . The Minister noted a number 
of different approaches in establishing a college-industry 
interface, including : 
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( i )  consultancies 
(ii) contract research 
(iii) equipment sharing 
(iv) research parks 
(v) cooperative education 
(vi) shared lectureships 
7. A College -wide comprehensive and coordinated system for 
collaborative research and development should now be planned. 'nle 
development should evolve from current involvement but 
re-development and expansion on a wide-ranging front should be 
planned so that WA College develops a significant organisation and 
programme in research and development to parallel its already 
significant teaching role. 'nlis development will require a 
significant change in orie"-�ation for the College and the continued 
introduction of new expertise. 
GUmnnms 
8. Initial planning for strengthening college-industry interaction 
should be based upon: 
(i ) tertiary or service industries rather than on the 
science -based industries. Human resource development in its 
widest meaning should be the general focus for research and 
development in WA College;  
(ii)  applications to instruction , communication, human services 
and business; 
( iii) collaboration with potential users and providers of services; 
(iv) establishment of international ,  as well as national and 
local relationships , so that the College operates 
increasingly in an international setting ; 
(v) broadening the financial bases of college operations by 
providing expertise , facilities and services through 
contractural arrangements; 
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_ (vi) development of additional specific purpose facilities at a 
chosen location or locations ; 
(vii) aspiration to a level of excellence. 
COMPONENTS OF TB! nrrnFACE 
Interaction between the College and industry is expected to be 
multi-faceted and comprehensive in scope. Elements of the 
interface will complement the College ' s  courses profile and are 
planned to include : 
(i) a Research and Development Park which itself will complement 
a range of other college-industry links. 
'lbe establishment of a Research and Development Park should 
be based upon a collaborative an:angement in which College 
and industry personnel are attached to the park for specific 
purposes. 
In developing the Research and Development Park the College 
should have four clear objectives. 'lbese are : 
to establish an atmosphere for collaboration which 
extends existing links between the College and 
industry; 
to breathe life into new businesses engaged in the 
tertiary or service sector ; 
to generate a flow of consultancy work for the 
academic staff in the College ; 
to establish some independent income for the College 
so that it is able to avoid the present constraints 
on research and development. 
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To achieve these objec tives two developments are necessary � 
The firs t is to provide the appropriate accommodation in 
which to effect both the transfer of research information 
and its subsequent development ;  and the second relates to 
marketing the resources held within an academic institution 
to ensure that maximum value may be drawn from them. 
The research park would take the form of a typical researcn park or 
technology park in that :  
( 1 )  large companies could build large units such as training 
centres and innovation centres foT their specialised 
purposes ; 
(ii)  space could be provided for medium sized units for 
service-oriented companies wishing to establish a research 
and development facility;  
(iii ) small units provided by the College for smaller 
organisations requiring research and development facili ties ; 
(iv) back-up facilities and services would be made available to 
occupants ; 
(v) an environment in which collaborative research and 
development , innovation and research transfer would be 
created ; 
(vi ) a central innovation centre would be established ; 
(vi i )  a central research centre would be established ; 
(viii ) a residential conference/convention centre would be provided ; 
(ix)  recreational facilities would be  developed . 
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- � ' = = -Buildings would be used for the purpose of scientific research 
only, defined as research and development in any field of study 
applicable to the tertiary industry sector and which is 
_ :  - �omplementary to the activities of the College and shall include 
_ the carrying out of any process or activity of which the research 
and design content are a fundamental and primary part and which 
require continuous scientific control. 
The Development 
The College should establish a specialist management team from its 
academic staff to both develop the site and to ensure that 
activities that potential occupiers wish to bring to the site 
accord with the planning consent and, once established , they are 
able to take advantage of the opportunity for research and 
- development transfer , innovation, research and technical support. 
As part of the strategy to retain c�ntrol of the site the College 
will provide buildings which satisfy a range of research and 
development users requiring space from 600 sq ft (56 sq m) to- in 
excess of 100,000 sq ft (9, 000 sq m) . 
With the development of the Research and Development Park there 
will be an equally positive programme to ensure that the College 
and the Research and Development Park continue to obtain optilDUDl 
benefit from their coexistence on adjacent or nearby sites. Before 
discussing the mechanisms that are being developed to provide an 
effective linkage with the Research and Development Park it is 
proposed to reiterate the College ' s  objective in developing the 
Research and Development Park and its management method. Looking 
ahead 10 years we would expect the site to be fully occupied with a 
wide range of businesses whose activities are relevant to the 
College ' s  own research interest. A small number of large 
prestigious Research and Development centres will provide the 
incentive for smaller companies to locate and special provision 
will be made for the support of individual innovation in at least 
one innovation centre. Management is, and will continue to be , by 
a small central College team who hire professional advisors and 
. , agents as required. It is quite probable that some elements of the 
· College 's  own research will move to the Research and Development 
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Park and a number of academic staff will also transfer � · - Thus we 
can anticipate close links and collaboration in a variety of 
disciplines with the unifying feature being the presence of the 
College and its facilities only a few minutes away. 
In order to maintain effective control over developments on the 
Park and encourage only those organisations with a mutuality of 
interest with the College it is important that barriers to 
interaction are , as far as possible, eliminated. At an. early stage 
a number of steps should be taken to achieve workable 
communications . These include : 
1 .  · Each company locating on the Research and Development Park 
has automatic access to expertise and facilities through the 
College Network Advisory and Consulting Service . The 
College Network service is normally offered to large 
companies who pay a substantial subscription for use of 
College facilities ; information services ; and the right to 
consult an expert on any problem within his competence .  
In addition,  subscribers are kept up to date with research 
developments in the College and receive invitations to 
appropriate colloquia , seminars and other educational 
programmes.  The extension of  this service to Research and 
Development Park occupiers is seen as a practical means of 
establishing and maintaining valuable linkages . 
Although this extension of the College ' s  centralised 
consulting service is expected to handle much of the new 
' traffic ' generated as the Park is developed it is not 
intended to be an exclusive service . There is no reason why 
informal contacts between both comm.unities should not 
flourish. 
It is anticipated that a computer link will be established 
between the two campuses and also integration into the 
College ' s  telephone system. A comm.on internal messenger and 
postal service is being contemplated . 
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( ii )  
Looking to the future it is  possible to speculate on  
developments that may be  required in  order to  achieve the 
objective of a truly College-centred Research and 
Development Park. After the investment phase,  once revenue 
starts to return to the College, and as College staff start 
to interact with the newcomers ,  it is conceivable that one 
or more of the following proposals will be taken up: 
(a)  vehicle shuttle service between sites ;  
(b)  
(c)  
- (d ) 
( e )  
high speed data link set up ; 
integrated conference facilities with the College and 
Research and Development Park; 
co -sponsoring of conferences at the newly constructed 
conferencing facility on the site ; 
placement of students for industrial/professional 
experience on Research and Development Park; 
( f )  temporary or permanent transfer of academic and 
research staff ;  
(g ) Research and Development Park staff involvement in 
College teaching programme by appointment as visiting 
lecturers ;  
(h) collaborative research projects established. 
It must also be stressed that the population of the Park 
will also enjoy the advantages of College membership which 
gives access to the cultural , sporting and social activities 
that are an integral park of a lively campus community. 
College Network 
College Network is a subscription -based consulting and 
advisory service intended for large companies with research 
interests matching the College ' s  own areas of expertise . - It 
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should be designed in a way that gives subscribers direct 
access to subject areas likely to be of maximum value to 
tertiary industries . Subject areas will be 
inter-disciplinary in character and therefore the subscriber­
will be much less likely to pre-judge the problem about 
which the enquiry is made .  College Network will also give 
subscribers priority access to specialis ts who may already 
be engaged in collaboration with industry. For this reason 
_ the number of subscribers should be restricted to a maximum 
of about 20. Once a problem has been identified any long 
term consultancy or research charges will be negotiated in 
the normal way, but with the advantage of priority 
treatment . College Network should be designed to encourage 
collaborative research projects established between 
individual departments and industrial companies . 
_ Subscribers to the network will be entitled to the following : 
(a)  Information : At regular intervals subscribers will 
receive the College Network newsletter and from time 
to time state-of-the-art reviews and surveys that 
impinge on particular fields of interest.  
(b) Library Services : Subscribers will be able to borrow 
from College libraries and use all reference 
facilities . Library staff will assist in exploiting 
resources in particular fields . Arrangements will be 
made for obtaining material from other libraries and 
for doing other manual or computerised library 
searches . 
( c )  Almanac of  Research Events : Subscribers will receive 
regular lists of forthcoming research events at the 
College and subscribing members attend these events 
free . 
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(d ) Seminars and Introductions : Participation in 
seminars designed to match interests of subscribers 
will be held , and subscribers will meet key research 
workers in their fields. Complete conference 
facilities will be available. 
(e )  Advice on business plan preparation : Advice on 
planning developmental programmes in particular 
fields will be available. 
( f )  
( g )  
(h ) 
Consultancy Services : Sponsors will be entitled to a 
consultation with a senior College staff member who 
will be mediating the College Network to its 
sponsoring members. 
Visits from Specialists : Visits by College staff 
with the subscriber at his place of work, to examine 
particular problems , will be arranged at no cost to 
the subscriber. 
Computing Services :  Subscribers will be able to 
connect into the College ' s  powerful computer network 
and make use of advisory and back-up services. 
(i) Awareness and training courses : at all levels will 
be available. 
Occupants of Research and Development Park will become 
automatic members of College Network. 
See Appendix A for a listing of services to be provided at 
Research and Development Park and through College Network. 
(iii )  College Society 
WACAE should establish a broadly-based organisation which 
brings together all those who have contact with the College , 
either as professional associates , students , staff , alumni , 
subscribers to short courses and specific purpose 
activities , and in fact any users of College services and 
facilities. 
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�=� � � � The broadly-based society will aim to give scope for members· 
to enjoy the many facilities on campuses and to join in an 
extended programme of social functions , concerts , 
exhibitions and other cultural events .  College Society will 
include an alumni organisation or graduates register and 
will act as the means of co11111unication and information to 
former students , locally and overseas . 
The foundation of College Society will extend and formalise 
the many links with a wide range of people and 
organisations . The College will welcome the participation 
in the Society of many other individuals and organisations 
who enjoy one or other of the campus cultural , social , . 
musical , educational and sporting activities . Corporate 
membership of the Society will be open to companies with 
whom the College has a close relationship.  There will be 
regular co11111unication with members who will receive reports , 
programmes and information on activities such as the arts 
progra11111e , adult education programme , special lectures ,- · 
concerts and performances . The circulation of special 
programmes will be dependent upon Society membership. 
An integral component in this development will be the 
continued publication of College Contact , which may require 
a separate edition or at least be oriented towards a broader 
range of College activities compatible with interests of 
members of the College Society . College Contact should 
provide information,  not only for up-to-date course and 
research information, but policy on adult education , arts .  
activities , music , sport and a wide range of open lectures. 
College Contact should aim to give an overall picture of the 
scope of these activities and be a major vehicle for 
communicating information of interest to the College Society. 
{iv) Alumni 
WA College should create a College alumni association which 
provides its members with opportunities to utilise a wide 
range of College facilities and programmes . The 
organisation of the Association should involve the formation 
of specific-purpose groups , perhaps based on campus , school , 
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- - � - fields of study or years of enrolment . The Association will 
provide oppo�tunities for graduates to remain informed of 
College academic matters , as well as providing opportunities 
for fellowship participation in a range of activities 
sponsored by the College .  The formation of a College alumni 
association is important in the establishment of a 
college/industry interface in that graduates are important 
representatives of the College and in some instances can be· 
influential in matters relating to support of the College . 
One aspect of this support is the College Foundation which, 
to be successful , will require the full support of College 
graduates . The alumni association will provide a means for 
graduates to remain in contact with the College and hence 
will be an important component in the development of the 
interface . 
Involved with the development of College Society and the 
alumni association will be the Office of Community 
Programmes which currently is engaged in providing a range 
of short courses for the general community. The Office of 
Community Programmes has an obvious relationship with the 
proposed College Society in that Society subscribers could 
be involved in community programmes on a preferential basis , 
including reduced fees . 
(v) Managing Directors Group 
A Managing Director ' s  Group could be established by the 
proposed Bureau of Industrial Liaison and would involve a 
group of local company managing directors . The purpose of 
forming a managing director ' s  club is to encourage 
collaboration between the College and industry leaders.  It 
would aim to promote new, and help strengthen existing , 
links between the College and external organisations . It 
provides a focal point of contact and brings the College 
together with industrial or other parties having mutual 
interests . Collaboration will usually centre around 
industrial training , research contracts , consultancy and 
staff interchange , access to specialist facilities , 
post-experience courses and conferences . The Managing 
Director ' s  Group is another way in which regular interest is 
maintained with local industry leaders . 
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(vi) Teaching Company Schemes , Student Placements 
Teaching company schemes initially de�eloped in the United 
Kingdom, and now available in Australia , are examples of 
linking tertiary education institutions with industry. 
These schemes operate through teaching company projects in 
which a tertiary education institution agrees to work in 
partnership with a company on a research and development 
project that should substantially improve the company 's 
performance. The project is undertaken by high -calibre 
graduates recruited on two to three year appointments as 
teaching company research assistants. This scheme is one 
example whereby graduate students may be helped to obtain 
employment and at the same time be actively involved in an 
academic programme, while participating in the solution of a 
problem relevant in his employment. Similar schemes could 
be generated by the College in collaboration with companies 
for the mutual benefit of students , employers and the 
College. 
(vii ) College Resear.ch Grants 
The College should provide increased funding for research 
through the provision of research grants at different 
levels. Minor grants should be supplemented with major 
grants which permit the employment of research assistants or 
fellows. Special major awards should be sufficient for 
full -time release of staff for major research projects. In 
this regard special major awards are considered as seed 
monies which are expected to lead to other funding. They 
are the most significant of the awards and are aimed at 
getting younger staff going in research. They are also 
useful in gaining the support of industry. 
(viii) College -based Companies 
The College should encourage the setting up of College -based 
companies to foster the exploitation by industry of the 
results of particular College research. These companies may 
be set up by individual academics , groups of academics or 
departments in an entrepreneurial manner. 
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(ix )  Co-operative Teaching 
In the staffing of academic programmes WA College should 
continue to encourage considerable numbers of current and 
future staff in the development of specific research 
expertise to complement their involvement in teaching 
programmes .  
In addition to regular full-time staff , the College should 
second personnel from relevant industries as this is an 
effective strategy for creating College-industry links . The 
secondment process should be 2-way in that College staff 
should , from time to time , be available for secondment to 
industry .  This process will assist staff and colleagues in 
related industries to remain to the forefront of 
development . In addition the College should accelerate the 
appointment of visiting fellows and research rellows from 
other tertiary insti tutions , related research agencies and 
from industry.  
The current "in residence" programmes , which are mostly 
related to literature and arts fields , should be expanded to 
include a greater range of specialists from industry .  These 
"in residence" positions should be useful in stimulating 
academic staff in their work and also enrich student 
learning experiences . The notion of part-time lecturing in 
College programmes should aim,  not only at providing 
appropriate teaching staff for the College , but also to 
establish linkages with industry. Shared lectureships in 
which staff are supported partially by the College and 
industry should be further developed . 
The College should also proceed to arrange funding for 
specific academic positions in the College , e . g .  the 
establishment of professorial chairs or equivalent for 
outstanding scholars .  These additional specialist positions 
could be funded from private sources as is the case 
currently in universities , and to an increasing extent in 
institutes of technology.  
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(x ) Graduate Level Courses 
The College should proceed to develop further post-graduate 
diploma , masters and doctoral level courses in a wide range 
of fields which are compatible with the developing academic 
profile of WA College. The provision of further higher 
degree studies is crucial to the development of the 
College-industry interface in that high quality graduate 
students should be encouraged as part of their programme to 
study in areas relevant to industrial problem solving. 
Such involvement will enrich the experiences of graduate 
students. In the establishment of new graduate courses 
industry representatives should play a role in their design . 
and promotion. Industry could also provide specific 
facilities and appropriate staff for courses directly 
relevant to their interests and without the College 
compromising its autonomy and responsibility in the delivery 
of  academic programmes.  The trend to industrial involvement 
in the design of courses is evident in WA College. This 
needs to be complemented by joint provision of facilities. 
(xi ) Students 
Increased parti�ipation of students in graduate studies 
should be encouraged by the provision of scholarships or 
studentships. Such financial assistance should be sought 
from industry and Government sources. Supporting this 
involvement should be the establishment of a Careers 
Advisory Service in the College , the objective of which is 
to provide opportunities for employers to engage College 
· graduates in particular fields of employment. The Careers 
Advisory Service likewise will be of value to the student 
body in identifying potential avenues for employment. 
Associated with the Student Advisory Service would be the 
placement of  students on course in professional experience 
positions. Professional experience is required of students 
in all College courses and as such will strengthen liaison 
with various industries and professional groups. 
Professional experience ,  although required regularly 
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throughtout all College courses , can also take the form. of 
internship and sandwich courses in which students are 
engaged fully in industry for a full year as part of the 
requirements of their academic programme . The policy of 
requiring professional experience practice for College 
students should continue to be strengthened , and , as a 
result , enhance the development of the College-industry 
interface . 
FOCUS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ----.- - -- -
- The focus of research and developmental activities will revolve 
' around the development of knowledge , skills , methods and- techniques 
- in the general field of human resource development . In particular 
these: activities will probably emphasise processes involved in some 
of the following: 
( i )  instructional design including re-training and 
self-instruction in a range of contexts ;  
(ii)  design of human service systems ; 
(iii )  administrative a-nd organisational skills development ; 
(iv) entrepreneurial skills development ; 
(v) problem solving techniques ; 
(vi ) planning and systems analysis skills ; 
(vii ) business techniques ; 
(viii ) management of technology ; 
(ix )  evaluation of programmes ,  processes and products including 
evaluation of impact of technologies ; 
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(x ) applications of behavioural science techniques ; 
(xi ) communication skills development; 
(xii) media development ; 
(xiii ) language applications. 
· 19. Specific service industries which could require research and 
development support include the following: 
Retail Trade 
Transport and Storage 
Communication Services 
Finance and Investm��t Services 
Insurance Services · 
Property & Business Services 
Public Administration 
Health Services 
Education , Museum & Library Services 
Comm.unity Services 
Entertainment & Recreational Services 
College Academic Organisation 
The College should establish an organisation for research and 
development which complements the organisation of academic 
programmes. The proposed organisation would be additional to that 
already in operation and would parallel rather than replace the 
existing academic organisational structure. A Department of 
Industrial and External Liaison should be established within the 
academic sector of the College ' s  administration and come under the 
· direct responsibility of the College ' s  senior academic officer. 
The Head of Department, · Industrial and External Liaison would have 
responsibility for developing and administering the College ' s  
·complete research and development operation and in establishment of 
liaison with industry and the community generally. The Department 
would have no direct involvement in the design or teaching of 
programmes but would , nevertheless , report to and be responsible 
to , the chief academic officer and the Academic Council. 
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- nie Department of Industrial and External Liaison would - exist to 
promote new and help strengthen existing links between the College 
and external organisations. It provides a focal point of contact 
- and- brings the College together with industrial and other parties 
having mutual interests. Collaboration usually centres around 
industrial training , research contracts , consultancy and staff 
interchange , access to specialist facilities , post -experience 
courses and conferences. 
Internally in the College the academic administration should be_ 
reorganised to include the following : 
(1) A Contract Research Office comprising one or two Industry 
Liaison Officers , with responsibility to maintain continuing 
contact with service oriented and commercial enterprises. 
Industrial Liaison Officers are not directly concerned with 
teaching and research activities but their duties include 
helping to place students in cooperative education 
programmes , encouraging student exchanges in industries 
(locally and in other countries ) ,  providing staff with 
direct contacts with industry, initiating joint projects 
between industry and the institution , and providing and 
arranging access to specialist equipment. 
(11)  An Information Office which would not only be concerned with 
the promotion of courses but would also be responsible for 
the dissemination of research information and more general 
information about the institution, including its involvement 
with the community , its research and development activities 
and agencies associate� with the institution. 
(iv) A Publications Office to publish research and development 
papers as well as academic materials . 
(v) A Community Affairs Office involved in providing community 
development programmes and specialist short courses for 
sp�cific occupational groups. 
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'nlese offices , part of the academic structure of the College , 
should be headed by suitably experienced staff. 'nle College 
Research Commi ttee would determine policies on institutional 
involvement in research and development. 
The College Research Committee , with responsibility to encourage , 
co-ordinate and further programmes of research should be 
reconstituted and become a major committee in the institution. It 
should actively seek support from research councils , industry, 
research institutes and from College sources including monies 
derived from research contracts .  The Research Committee would have 
- responsibility in approving of projects funded from College-based 
- resources and would approve of contracts which involved utilisation 
of College resources .  Research projects undertaken would be costed 
to yield a profit with a proportion of this being returned to the 
originating department and a lesser proportion placed in a 
consolidated funds to assist in commencing other research projects . 
In addition , it would approve research and development activities 
to be conducted in Research and Development Park to ensure that the 
academic objectives of the College are not compromised . The 
College Research Collllllittee would be serviced by the Contract 
Research Office . 
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APPENDIX A 
i 1--··-· -·- - -- Services to be provided at Research and Development Park 
and through College Network 
* ·  , · To give formalised access to  research expertise and high capital 
cost research equipment for the purpose of developing new 
processes , techniques and systems through automatic membership of 
College Network for Industrial Collaboration. 
* 'l'he opportunity to transfer new processes out of the College to a 
company on the Research and Development Park. 
* Access to high capital value research equipment for performance 
evaluation as a preliminary to acquisition by a company. 
* Opportunities for postgraduate in-service training for research 
personnel . 
* Local availability of appropriately trained graduates and 
postgraduates for recruitment . 
* Access to the extensive cultural opportunities offered by the 
College . 
* Access to the recreational/sports facilities in the College . · 
* Access to educational programmes and seminars at the College . 
* Access to conference facilities offered by the College . 
* Introduction to local companies with which the College already has 
contact . 
* Opportunity for training support staff in conjunction with the 
School of Education. 
* . : Opportunity to meet professionals with similar interests- socially, 
: , at lectures , seminars , during consultancies or through courses , all 
of which will lead to two-way exchange . 
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* 
* 
* 
Access to the Institute of Teaching and Learning. 
·· . Access to the facilities which the College offers will be made easy 
through the offices of the College Network because by taking up 
space on the Research and Development Park , a company will have 
automatic membership of the Network. This means the company will 
receive : 
Full borrowing rights of the extensive library collection which 
-: -: .c : contains 500 ,000 volumes . The company may call on the exper.tise of 
the library staff to assist in exploiting their resources and 
arrangements may be made for obtaining material from other 
libraries or for doing manual or computerised literature searches . 
Where costs are incurred by the library for the additional 
facilities , such as borrowing and computer searches , charges will 
be passed to the user. 
* A weekly almanac of forthcoming events being held in the College , 
including research seminars and cultural events such as music , 
concerts and theatre , will be circulated to all Research and 
Development Park occupiers . Where these are usually restricted to 
College staff and students , occupiers of the Research and 
Development Park will be welcome . 
* Access and introductions to academic staff who have specialised 
knowledge across a range of technologies . An initial opportunity 
to discuss technical problems is welcome and offered as a ser:vice ; 
however,  very extensive use of this consultancy service would at 
some stage in the collaboration require a consultancy fee to be 
charged . The extent of the charge and the point at which this is 
incurred obviously depends on the relationship which is fostered 
between the Research and Development Park occupier and the member 
of the College staff . The network Director is always able to help 
and advise on such matters . In addition it is also possible to 
draw on the expertise of colleagues in other institutions . 
Expertise exists across an enormous range of subjects . 
* Sports , leisure and recreational facilities are part of the 
attraction of life in a College and the sporting/cultural life 
. ,  which it builds around itself . The College sports facilities 
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- - �will be offered on favourable terms to Research and Development 
Park occupiers. In addition occupiers of the Research and 
Development Park will be able to take up membership of the general 
sports facilities . 
• - Media services such as professional photography, printing and 
·finishing services are also offered by the College. These will be -
charged on a cost basis. 
* Extensive conference facilities will be available. 
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APPEND IX 4 
COLLEGE COUNCIL 1986 
COLLEGE COUNCIL 1986 
Governor's Appointments 
Paige Porter BA Missouri MA, PhD Stanford (Chair) 
(School of Education, Murdoch University) 
David Carlson BEd, WAust. 
(Principal, Belmont Senior High School) 
Rosemary Tang 
(Multicultural & Ethnic Affairs Council) 
Harry Cohen MBBS, FRCOG, FRACOG. 
(Medical Practitioner) 
Margaret Ireland AAIM. 
(Manager, Women's Information Service, Commonwealth Bank) 
Patricia Hall 
(Organiser, Hospital Services and Miscellaneous Workers' Union) 
John Budby TchCert SAOPA Syd, TchCert NSW, GD Aboriginal Education 
James Cook, MACE. 
(Aboriginal Development Co-ordinator, Education Department of Western 
Australia). 
Naomi Brown DipT GD SpecEd Mt Lawley 
(State School Teachers Union) 
Community Nominees 
Phillip Golding BCom WAust, ACA, CPA. 
(Chartered Accountant, Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co. ) 
Alison Robins LLB, ACertCM. 
(Barrister, Solicitor and Notary Public) 
Joy Cruickshank RMHM RN RM Dip N Ad.min FCNA 
(Head, Department of Nursing Sir Charles Gardiner Hospital) 
Elected Academic Staff Representatives 
Lyall Hunt MA DipEd WAust. 
Sandra Piowczyk-Kruk DipPe BEd WAust. 
Elected Non-Academic Staff Representative 
Richard Maslin MIAME. 
fAlumni Representative 
[James Quinn BA DipEd WAust, MACE. 
[student Representatives 
Jeremy Simpson 
Phil Judd 
L 
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APPENDIX 5 
COLLEGE ACADEMIC COMMITTEES 
ACADEMIC COMMITTEE STRUCTURE 
The Committees are listed in the same order as they appear in 
Figure 5. 5 of Part l of this submission, with the School based 
C0tmnittees listed first followed by the various standing Committees 
of Academic Council. 
ACADEMIC COUNCIL 
Membership : 
Director, or his nominee ,  as Chairperson 
Three or four of the seven persons appointed by the Governor 
to the College Council 
One person from the two College Council nominees on the 
College Council 
One of the two elected members of academic staff on the 
College Council 
The elected student member on the College Council 
All Heads of School 
One staff member elected from each School ' s  Board of Studies 
for a specified period 
One student nominated by the Student Guild for a specified 
period 
Head of the Academic Planning Service 
Head of the Extension Service 
The Principal of the Bunbury Institute 
The Chairperson of the Research Committee 
The Principal Librarian 
The Academic Registrar (Secretary) 
Co-opted as Observer/Participant : 
Dean, Administrative Services 
Senior Student Welfare Counsellor 
Co-opted as Observer:  
Student Guild Education Research Officer 
i 
f A  resolution of academic council specifies :  
! 
l 
That in due course the principle of School representation by 
students on Academic Council should be developed, and that in the 
meantime student proposals should be adopted as follows : 
(a) one student representative from each campus, 
(b) the Student Guild President, 
provided that one of the students referred t o  in (a) and (b) above 
is also a member of the College Council. 
Terms of Reference : 
Within the policy established by the College Council, the Academic 
Council : 
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(i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
( iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
shall co-ordinate the academic policies and academic 
procedures of all Boards of Studies in the College ; 
may make recommendations to the College Council concerning 
the introduction of new courses of study and the review of 
existing courses of study within the College ; 
shall deal with any matter referred or delegated to it by 
the College Council ; 
may appoint such committees as are deemed necessary which 
may include persons other than its own members ; 
may refer any matter to a Board of Studies for consideration 
and report ; 
shall receive and consider the minutes of the Boards of 
Studies ; 
shall submit to the College Council the minutes of all 
meetings of the Academic Council. 
BOARD OF STUDIES 
Membership: 
Head of School, as Chairperson 
Associate Heads of School 
Heads of Department 
One staff member elected by each department for a specified 
period 
One student nominated by the Student Guild from each campus 
of the School 
An Associate Academic Registrar (Secretary) 
Boards of Studies have power of co-option. 
Terms of Reference: 
Within the policy established by the Academic Council, a Board of Studies: 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
shall initiate and co-ordinate the academic policies and 
academic procedures of all departments in the School ; 
may make recommendations to the Academic Council concerning 
the introduction of new courses of study and review of 
e�isting courses of study within the School ; 
may make recommendations to the Academic Council concerning 
the provision of teaching and other services needed for 
existing and projected courses within the School ; 
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( iv) shall deal with any matter referred or delegated to it by 
the Academic Council ; 
(v) may appoint such committees as are deemed necessary which 
may inc lude persons other than its own members ; 
(vi )  shall submit to the Academic Counc il the minutes of all  
meetings of  the Board of Studies . 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS 
Membership : 
Head of School ,  or nominee , as Chairperson 
Heads of Department 
Course Counsellors as required 
Additional members of other Schools as required 
An Associate Academic Registrar ( Secretary) 
Terms of Reference : 
A Board of Examiners considers the assessments of all students in courses 
conducted by the School .  It monitors the progress of candidates through 
their course of study , and certifies candidates who have success fully 
completed all  requirements for the course and are eligible for an award . 
In addition, the Board of Examiners may award prizes and other honours to 
students on the basis of examinations and other methods of assessment . 
DEPARTMENTS AS COMMITTEES 
Membership : 
Head of Department , or nominee , as Chairperson 
Representatives of staff engaged in teaching in a department . 
Terms of Reference : 
Within the policy established by the relevant Board of Studies , a 
Department : 
( i )  shall be responsible for the detailed syllabuses o f  course 
units , pre-requisites and co-requisites , teaching and 
learning activities , assessment o f  units , and textbooks and 
references for units ; 
( ii )  may make recommendations to the relevant Board of  Studies on 
any academic matter. 
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APPEALS COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
A conununity member of College Council, as Chairperson 
A staff member of College Council 
A student member of College Council 
An additional student member nominated by the Student Guild 
Member of staff representing specific School of Study involved 
Academic Registrar, as Secretary 
Terms of Reference: 
This Conunittee hears appeals by students against decisions of the Board 
of Examiners. 
RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Senior Planning Officer, Research, Chairperson 
Two nominees from each Board of Studies 
Co-opted members approved by the Conunittee, including 
external advisers. 
Terms of Reference: 
The Research Conunittee co-ordinates and reconunends to Academic Council on 
the funding and use of College resources for research projects. In 
particular, the Research Conunittee: 
(i) advises on the acquisition of special equipment, computing 
software, and other research resources; 
(ii) advises on criteria for, and makes reconunendations on, 
expenditure of funds and use of College resources by staff 
for research purposes; 
(iii) 
(iv) 
provides editorial policy for, and control of, research 
publications sponsored by the College; 
collates information about all research undertaken by staff. 
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY AFFAIRS 
Membership: 
Each Head of School shall nominate annually one member to the 
Conunittee who is also a member of that School's Board of Studies. 
Student Guild shall nominate annually one student representative 
from the student body from each of the College campuses, with due 
consideration given to School representation. 
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Academic Council shall nominate annually one of its members to 
represent it on the Committee. 
The College Library support staff shall elect annually one 
respresentative from current library staff to the Committee. 
(Staff of the rank of Senior Librarian and above are not eligible 
for election. ) 
The Principal Libarian shall, ex officio, be the Chairperson of the 
Committee. 
The Principal Librarian may, as appropriate, invite a particular 
member of library staff to a particular meeting of the Committee. 
The Committee shall have power to co-opt members for a specified 
period. 
Terms of Reference: 
The Committee : 
(i) in close consultation with the Principal Librarian, will 
report to Academic Council on policy matters affecting the 
allocation and deployment of library resources and/or the 
provision of library services; 
(ii) will advise the Principal Librarian and Academic Council on 
library policy matters as appropriate; 
(iii) will invistigate particular matters of policy at the request 
of the Principal Librarian or Academic Council as 
appropriate; 
(iv) through Academic Council, may offer advice on matters 
concerned with library policy in relation to such other 
matters that affect the academic activities of the College. 
HIGHER DEGREES COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Head, Academic Planning Service (Chairperson) 
One member of each academic School of the College 
One member of each Institute of the College 
Principal Librarian of the College 
Academic Registrar as Executive Officer 
Terms of Reference: 
The College Higher Degrees Committee is a standing Committee of Academic 
Council which overviews development of the higher degrees programme to 
ensure adequate standards and relevance to the professions concerned. 
The current higher degree programme comprises Post Graduate Diploma and 
Masters Degree courses. Planning is in progress for an expansion of the 
Graduate programme. In addition, the Higher Degrees Committee has 
responsibilities for Admission to Candidature, Supervision, Assessment, 
Termination and Admission to the Degree of Master as described in the 
Regulations For Masters Degrees By Course Work and Dissentation (College 
Handbook 1987, page 108). 
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ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Chairperson, Academic Council, as Chairperson 
Academic Registrar, as Executive Officer 
Four persons appointed by Academic Council for a period of two 
years with two retiring each year 
Student Guild representative 
Terms of Reference: 
As a Standing Committee of Academic Council, this Committee is: 
(i) to advise on criteria and procedures for selection of 
entrants to undergraduate courses; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
to monitor the implementation of policies governing 
admission to undergraduate courses; 
to monitor established admission quotas on undergraduate 
courses; 
GRADUATION COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Chairperson, Academic Council, or nominee, as Chairperson 
Associate Academic Registrars 
Campus Secretaries 
One representative from each School 
Management Services Officer 
One repre�entative from the Student Guild 
Terms of Reference: 
The Graduation Committee is a standing committee of Academic Council to 
overview graduation ceremonies, and to establish a sub-couunittee on each 
campus. 
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEES 
Membership: 
Membership comprises representatives of Departments who are involved with 
the same general body of knowledge or are associated with different 
applications of a discipline . The appointment of chairperson of each 
Inter-departmental Committee is a non-promotional position for a 
specified period. Other membership is representative of relevant 
Departments and relevant subject areas. 
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, Terms of Reference: 
All -inter-departmental Committees are standing committees of Academic 
Council. Each Inter-departmental Committee is concerned with the 
requirements of College courses in its joint field, proposed new units, 
strands of studies and courses, new developments in related disciplines, 
, applications of these to research development projects, and shared 
' efforts in continuing education. The Committees also provide information 
and recommendations to the Academic Council and relevant Boards of 
Studies in response to requests from these bodies and initiate academic 
proposals and procedures. 
Currently, the Inter-departmental Committees are 
Accounting, Finance and Law 
Behavioural Studies 
Communications 
Computing 
Fine Arts 
Human Movement, Health and Recreation 
Mathematics 
Multicultural Studies 
Performing Arts 
Science 
Social Science 
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ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Chairperson (member of Academic Council) 
One representative from each School 
Terms of Reference: 
(i) to coordinate all requests for Artists-in-Residence to be 
invited to the College in any year, among the Schools of 
Study; 
(ii) to recommend which Artist-in-Residence will receive 
invitations and on what conditions. 
COURSE APPROVAL COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Chairperson of Academic Council, as Chairperson 
Head, Academic Planning Service 
Head, Department of Finance 
Heads of School 
President, Student Guild 
Terms of Reference: 
The Course Approval Committee is a standing committee of Academic Council 
to consider and approve requests for new courses and new streams within 
existing courses in the College programme. 
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Chairperson of Academic Council, or nominee, as Chairperson 
One representative from each School 
One representative from the Extension Service 
One representative from the Academic Planning Service 
One student nominated by the Overseas Student' s  Association 
A Friend of the Academy 
A nominee of the Student Guild 
Terms of Reference : 
Considers aspects of overseas student participation in the College 
programme. 
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MEDIA SERVICES POLICY COMMITTEE 
'Membership: 
Head, Academic Planning Service (Chairperson) 
Head of each School (or their nominee) 
Head, Extension Service (or nominee) 
Head, Media Services (or nominee) 
Head, Finance (or nominee) 
With the power to co-opt additional members 
Terms of Reference: 
The Media Services Policy Committee is a standing committee of Academic 
Council to review the role of, and services provided by, Media Services, 
with particular reference to priorities for development and charging-out 
practices. 
ABORIGINAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The Role and Terms of Reference for this Committee is being finalised 
following reaction from Academic Council to a Discussion Paper circulated 
to staff through Academic Council. 
, ACADEMIC RULES COMMITTEE 
, Membership: 
Academic Registrar 
Associate Academic Registrars 
Representatives from each School 
Representatives from the Extension Service. 
Terms of Reference: 
Monitors the upgrading of the rules for admission, enrolment and academic 
progress of students. 
STUDENT COUNSELLING SERVICES COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Associate Head, School of Community and Language Studies 
(Chairperson) 
The four Campus Committee Chairpersons 
The four Student Welfare Officers 
One Aboriginal Enclave Co-ordinator 
Student Guild President 
Student Guild Education Officer 
One Student Guild representative 
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Terms of Reference: 
Has been set up to investigate the effectiveness of counselling services 
throughout the College. 
EXECUTIVE OF ACADEMIC COUNCIL 
Membership: 
Chairperson of Academic Council 
Heads of School 
Head of the Academic Planning Service 
President of the Student Guild 
Co-opted members for specific issues and specified 
periods 
Terms of Reference: 
The Executive deals with various matters that are referred by Academic 
Council for detailed consideration and recommendation. 
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APPENDIX 6 
COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES 
I 
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE STRUCTURE 
The Committees are listed in the same order as they appear in 
Figure 5. 6 of the general College submission document. 
FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Chairperson of College Council, as Chairperson 
Director 
Three or four of the seven persons appointed by the Governor 
to the College Council 
One person from the two College Council nominees on the 
College Council 
One of the two elected members of academic staff on the 
College Council 
One person elected as a non-academic staff representative on 
the College Council 
One representative of the Heads of School (to rotate 
annually) 
Dean, Administrative Services (both as member and as 
Secretary) 
Co-opted as Observer/Participant: 
Head of Finance 
Terms of Reference : 
Within the policies established by the College Council, to make 
recommendations to the College Council on the following matters by 
submitting the minutes of all meetings to the College Council: 
( i ) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
( v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
planning, implementation and supervision of the capital 
works programme as approved by the College Council; 
planning, implementation and supervision of the recurrent 
budget as approved by the College Council; 
co-ordination of all adminstrative policies and 
administrative procedures in the College; 
consideration of any matter referred or delegated by the 
College Council; 
appointment of such committees deemed necessary, which may 
include persons other than members of the Finance and 
General Purposes Committee; 
referral of any matter to the Finance and Staffing Committee 
for consideration and report; 
receipt and consideration of the minutes of the Finance and 
Staffing Committee; 
Liaison with the Academic Council as deemed necessary. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Head, Administrative Services (or Nominee) (Chairperson) 
Head, Finance 
Senior Planning Officer, Research 
Principal College Librarian 
Head, Publications (Executive Officer) 
Head, Extension Service (or Nominee) 
Heads of School (or their nominee) 
President, Academic Staff Association 
Terms of Reference: 
The Publications and Copyright Committee should recommend to the Finance 
and General Purposes Committee on matters relating to publications and 
copyright within the College. In particular, the Publications and 
Copyright Committee shall advise on: 
( i ) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
policy with respect to the production of College 
publications; 
Policy with respect to materials produced in multiple copies 
which, although not College publications as defined below, 
are deemed to be equivalent; 
policy with respect to copyright; 
policy with respect to College assistance in the production 
of non-College publications; 
the financial implications of College publications. 
For the purpose of identifying publications that fall within the terms of 
reference of the Publications and Copyright Committee, College 
publications are defined to be materials produced in mutliple copies, 
normally bearing the copyright insignia of the W A  College, together with 
International Standard Book Number (ISNB) or International Standard 
Serial Number (ISSN) (as appropriate) and the date of publication, and 
being edited in accordance with College style guidelines and designed .in 
approved format. Examples of College publications which are expected to 
be of sufficient importance to merit the Committee's jurisdiction will 
include the following: 
( 1) Text books and reference books 
(2) Academic journals 
(3) Literary journals 
( 4) Monographs and research papers 
( 5) Prospectuses 
(6) College Handbook 
( 7) Annual Reports 
(8) External Studies materials 
(9) Brochures and other publicity materials 
(10) Audio-visual materials and tranmissions 
( 11) Computer software 
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FINANCIAL SYSTEMS COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Head, Administrative Services (Chairperson) 
Internal Auditor (Executive Officer) 
Head, Finance 
Financial Accountant 
Cost and Budgets Accountant 
Head, Management Systems 
Terms of Reference : 
To organise the production of a Financial Systems Manual which would 
provide: 
( i )  
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
comfort for the College auditors who in turn might well 
comment of the efficiency of the system as they see it and 
whether or not it is being followed (this is standard 
practice in the commercial world) ; 
comfort for the Director who, as Chief Executive Officer, is 
responsible to Council: 
opportunity for administration to impose some supervision 
and checking internally based on a well documented system; 
opportunity to upgrade the system and also the staff 
efficiency in the light of experience. 
CATERING COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Head, Finance (or nominee) (Chairperson) 
Properties Officer (Executive Officer) 
Campus Secretary ) 
Cafeteria Manager/Manageress ) from each Campus 
Student Guild representative ) 
Terms of Reference : 
To deal with all matters related to the conduct of cafeterias and the 
iustallation of vending machines throughout the College. This Committee 
is responsible for approving the location and type of vending machines to 
be installed and for the process for food and drinks whether provided by 
counter service or vending machine. 
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CAMPS, EXCURSIONS AND TOURS COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
J Browne (Convener) - Department of Physical and Health 
Education, School of Education (Mount Lawley Campus) 
W Foulds - Department of Science Education, School of 
Education, (Claremont Campus) 
N Green - Department of Aboriginal and Intercultural Studies, 
School of Community and Language Studies (Mount Lawley 
Campus) 
H McKnight - Department of Human Movement Studies, School of 
the Arts and Applied Sciences (Mount Lawley Campus) 
R Phillips (Executive Officer) - Department of Finance 
(Churchlands Campus) 
Terms of Reference: 
To receive from the various Schools submissions relating to Field 
Experience Programmes proposed to be conducted. The Committee reviews 
these proposals to see if they comply with the approved definition for 
the Field Experience Programme and makes recommendations to the college 
Finance and General Purposes Committee regarding the level of resource 
allocation. 
The Committee is also responsible for making recommendations to the 
College Finance and General Purposes Committee relating to any other 
matters connected with Field Experience Programmes (i. e. development of 
camp sites). 
ART GALLERY COMMITTEE 
Membership :  
Four staff members from Art and Design or Art Education 
(one of whom shall be Chairperson and Executive Officer) 
A community member of College Council 
Head, Administrative Services (or nominee) 
College Curator of Art 
Terms of Reference: 
To advise the Finance and General Purposes Committee on: 
( i )  
(ii) 
( ii i )  
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
an acquisitions policy for the Gallery; 
an exhibitions policy for the Gallery; 
a promotional policy for the Gallery and its ancillary 
collections; 
policy with respect to soliciting donations, gifts and 
bequests; 
Campus collections under its jurisdiction; 
all other matters relating to the Gallery. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES SYSTEMS STEERING COMMITTEE 
Membership: 
Head, Administrative Services (Chairperson) 
Head, Personnel Department 
Information Systems Manager (Executive Officer) 
Senior Personnel Officer 
Project Leader 
Associate Head, Administrative Services 
Equal Opportunity Officer 
Other staff who would probably be invited to attend from 
time to time (when matters of interest or relevance to their 
duties arise) - Personnel Officer (Welfare) 
- Personnel Officer (Staffing) 
- Occupational Health and Safety Officer 
- Staff Development Officer 
- Cost and Budgets Accountant 
- Other members of Personnel Department 
Terms of Reference: 
( i )  
(ii) 
( iii)  
(iv) 
( v) 
(vi) 
To decide what aspects of the Personnel Department's 
operations need to be reviewed; 
to decide proprities; 
to establish development proj ect teams, by providing terms 
of reference and allocating staff; 
to monitor progress; 
to confirm the acceptability or otherwise of proj ects when 
development is completed; 
to make recommendations to the Finance and General Purposes 
Committee with regard to Personnel Department staffing and 
systems where necessary. 
CHILD CARE WORKING PARTY 
Membership: 
Head, Administrative Services (Chairperson) 
Nominee of Academic Staff Association 
Nominee of Salaried Officers Association 
Nominee of Student Guild 
Nominee of Council 
Terms of Reference: 
To consider all matters related to child care provisions on the various 
Campuses. 
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EMPLOYMENT POLICIES WORKING PARTY 
Composition 
Ms R Tang (Chairperson) 
Mr W Snell 
Dr W Green 
Mr R Maslin 
Mr J Quinn 
Terms of Reference : 
To develop and promulgate a set of policies regarding employment 
and disemployment of all College employees. These policies and 
procedural guidelines should be followed by all staff involved in 
the engagement and termination process and be clearly communicated 
to all new and existing staff. 
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